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To myfamily and Heidi

"This model will he a simplification and an idealization, and consequently a

falsification. It is to he hoped that the features retainedfor discussion are those

of greatest importance in the present state of knowledge.
"

A. M. Turing
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Abstract

The instability and deformation of viscoelastic rocks under layer-parallel compression,

termed folding or buckling, is investigated using the concepts of continuum

mechanics. Analytical, asymptotic and numerical techniques are applied to solve the

system of governing equations that is derived from the conservation laws of continuum

mechanics and the rheological equations.

New analytical growth rate and dominant wavelength solutions for a viscoelastic layer,

embedded in a low viscosity matrix, under layer-parallel compression are based on the

thin-plate approximation. The deformation mode of the layer approximates the elastic

or viscous limits depending on a single parameter R. The parameter R is the ratio of

the dominant wavelength predicted by the pure viscous theory to the one predicted by

the pure elastic theory. The dominant wavelength ratio R is a new parameter that

determines whether a viscoelastic layer is folded in a viscous (R<1) or clastic (R>1)

mode, because R transforms the growth rate predicted by pure elastic theory into the

growth rate predicted by pure viscous theory. Therefore, the fastest growing

deformation mode, which is naturally chosen by the viscoelastic layer, is determined

by R. In contrast, conventional analyses based on the Deborah number incorrectly

predict the deformation mode.

Furthermore, a new finite amplitude theory of folding has been developed by the

combined application of analytical, asymptotic and numerical methods. The existing

linear folding theory was improved by considering nonlinear weakening of the

membrane stresses, which is caused by stretching of the competent layer during

folding. The resulting theory is simple and accurate for finite amplitude folding and is

not restricted to infinitesimal amplitudes, as is the classical linear theory of folding.

Two folding modes relevant to most natural settings were considered: (i) both

membrane and fiber stresses are viscous during folding (the "viscous" mode); (ii)

membrane stresses are viscous whereas fiber stresses are elastic (the "viscoelastic"

mode). For these two modes, the new theory provided a nonlinear, ordinary differential

equation for fold amplitude evolution with shortening, and an estimate for the

crossover amplitude and strain where the linear theory breaks down. A new analytical

amplitude versus strain relationship was derived for strains much larger than the

crossover strain. Analysis of the crossover strain and amplitude demonstrates that the
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linear theory is only applicable for a small range of amplitudes and strains. The new

finite amplitude theory is used to calculate the evolution of the growth rate spectra

during progressive folding. The growth rate spectra exhibited splitting of a single

maximum predicted by the linear theory into two maxima at large strains. This

bifurcation occurred for both deformation modes. Furthermore, the wavelength

selectivity is found to decrease at large strains, which helps to explain the aperiodic

forms of folds commonly observed in nature and the absence of long dominant

wavelengths for high competence contrast folding. The analytical results mentioned

above are verified by two-dimensional numerical modelling of large strain viscoelastic

folding using a numerical code that was developed during this research work. The new

numerical algorithm is based on a combined spectral/finite-differencc method. The

robustness of the numerical code is demonstrated by calculations, for the first time, of

the pressure field evolution during folding of viscoelastic single and multilayers with

up to 100% strain. The developed code represents a new tool that can be used by Earth

scientists to simulate large geological deformations under brittle-ductile conditions.

Furthermore, numerical and analytical results are used to derive a strain contour map,

which delineates strain that is accommodated during folding within two coordinates.

These two coordinates are the amplitude to wavelength ratio and the thickness to

wavelength ratio of folds. The strain contour map can be used to estimate strain from

fold shapes. This strain estimation method can be applied to layers exhibiting viscous

(Newtonian), power-law (non-Newtonian) and viscoelastic rheologies, and is verified

by analogue and numerical results obtained by other scientists. Moreover, the strain

contour map allows estimation of the "effective" viscosity contrast or competence

contrast. The new strain estimation method is applied to natural fold trains and, in

combination with numerical simulations, it is found that the pattern of strain

partitioning within fold trains reflects the deformation mechanism that acted during

formation of these fold trains. Therefore, the deformation mechanism of fold trains can

be estimated using the strain partitioning patterns obtained by the strain estimation

method.
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Kurzfassung

Die Instabilität und Deformation von viskoekistischen Lagen unter lagenparalleler

Kompression, auch Faltung oder Buckling genannt, wird mit Hilfe der Konzepte der

Kontinuumsmechanik untersucht. Analytische, asymptotische und numerische

Techniken werden angewandt, um das Gleichungssystem zu lösen, welches von den

Erhaltungssätzen der Kontimiumsmechanik und den ideologischen Gleichungen

abgeleitet wurde.

Neue analytische Lösungen für die Wachstumsrate und die dominante Wellenlänge

viskoelastischer Lagen, welche in einer weniger viskosen Matrix eingebettet sind,

basieren auf der Theorie der dünnen Platten. Dabei nähert sich die Deformationsart der

Lage abhängig von einem einzelnen Parameter R den elastischen und viskosen

Grenzwerten an. Der Parameter R ist das Verhältnis der dominanten Wellenlänge.

welche aufgrund der elastischen Theorie vorhersagbar ist, zu dieser dominanten

Wellenlänge, welche aufgrund der viskosen Theorie vorhersagbar ist. Das dominante

Wellenlängenvcrhältnis R stellt einen neuen Parameter dar, der entscheidet, ob sich

viskoelastische Lagen auf viskose (R<1) oder auf elastische (R>1) Art falten. Dies ist

möglich, da R die Wachstumsrate der rein viskosen Theorie in diejenige der rein

elastischen Theorie überführt. Dadurch wird die am schnellsten wachsende

Deformationsart, welche auf natürliche Weise von der viskoelastischen Lage

angenommen wird, durch den Parameter R bestimmt. Im Gegensatz dazu liefert die

gebräuchliche Analyse basierend auf der Deborah Nummer falsche Vorhersagen der

Deformationsart.

Weiterhin wurde eine neue Finite Amplituden Theorie der Faltung durch die

gemeinsame Anwendung von analytischen, asymptotischen und numerischen

Methoden entwickelt. Die existierende lineare Faltungstheoric wurde aufgrund der

Berücksichtigung der nichtlinearen Schwächung der Membranspannungen, welche

durch die Streckung der kompetenten Lage während der Faltung verursacht wird,

verbessert. Die entstandene Theorie erweist sich für die Finite Amplituden Faltung als

einfach und genau und ist zudem nicht, wie die lineare Faltungstheorie, auf

infinitesimale Amplituden beschränkt. Es werden zwei für die meisten natürlichen

Bedingungen relevante Faltungsarten untersucht: (\) Sowohl Membran- als auch

Biegespannungen sind während der Faltung viskos (die "viskose" Art); (ii)
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Membranspannungen sind viskos und Biegespannungen sind elastisch (die

"viskoelastische" Art). Für diese beiden Faltungsarten liefert die neue Theorie eine

nichtlineare, gewöhnliche Differentialgleichung, welche die Entwicklung der

Faltenamplitude mit zunehmender Verkürzung beschreibt. Darüber hinaus liefert die

neue Theorie einen Schätzwert der Übergangsamplitude und -Verformung, ab welchen

die linearen Theorien versagen. Für Verformungen, die viel grösser als die

Übergangsverformung sind, wurde eine neue analytische Beziehung zwischen der

Amplitude und der Verformung hergeleitet. Eine Analyse der Übergangsverlbrmung

und -amplitude zeigt, dass die lineare Theorie nur in einem kleinen Amplituden- und

Verformungsbereich anwendbar ist. Die Finite Amplituden Theorie wird dazu

verwendet, um die Spektren der Wachstumsraten während der fortschreitenden Faltung

zu berechnen. Bei grosser Verformung weist das Spektrum der Wachstumsraten eine

Aufspaltung des einzelnen Maximums, welches die lineare Theorie vorhersagt, in zwei

Maxima auf. Diese Bifurkation entsteht bei beiden Deformationsarten. Die Selektivität

der Wellenlänge nimmt zudem mit grösserer Verformung ab. Dies hilft nicht¬

periodische Faltenformen, welche gewöhnlich in der Natur beobachtet werden, und das

Fehlen von langen dominanten Wellenlängen zu erklären. Die oben erwähnten

analytischen Resultate werden durch zweidimensionale, numerische Modelle von

viskoelastischcr Faltung bestätigt. Dazu wird ein numerisches Prosramm benutzt, das

während dieser Forschungsarbeit entwickelt wurde. Der neue numerische Algorithmus

basiert auf einer kombinierten Spektral/Finiten-Differenzen Methode. Die Tauglichkeit

des numerischen Algorithmus' wird durch erstmalige Berechnungen der

Druckfeldentwickluns während der viskoelastischen Faltung für grosse Verformungen
CT O

~

<s

demonstriert. Das entwickelte Programm stellt ein neues Werkzeug für

Erdwissenschaftler dar, welche damit grosse geologische Verformungen unter spröd-

duktilen Bedingungen simulieren können.

Weiterhin wurden die numerischen und analytischen Resultate dahingehend

verwendet, eine Kontourenkarte der Verformung, die während der Faltung

aufgenommen wird, zu erstellen. Diese Kontourenkarte beschreibt die Verformung

innerhalb zweier Koordinaten. Diese Koordinaten sind das Amplituden zu

Wellenlängen Verhältnis und das Mächtigkeits zu Wellenlängen Verhältnis von Falten.

Die Kontourenkartc ermöslicht eine Schätzung der Verformung aufgrund von
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Faltenformen. Diese Methode der Verformungsschätzung kann auf Lagen angewendet

werden, welche eine Newtonische (viskose), mcht-Newtonische (exponentielles

Kriechen) und viskoelastische Rheologie aufweisen. Diese Methode wird zudem durch

analoge und numerische Resultate, welche andere Wissenschaftler erhielten, bestätigt.

Darüber hinaus erlaubt die Kontourenkarte eine Abschätzung des "effektiven"

Viskositätskontrastes oder des Kompetenzkontrastes. Diese neue Methode der

Verformungsschätzung wird auf natürliche Faltenzüge angewandt. Dabei wurde mit

Hilfe numerischer Simulationen festgestellt, dass das Muster der

Verformungsverteilung innerhalb der Faltenzüge den Deformationsmechanismus

widerspiegelt, der während der Bildung der Faltenzüge vorherrschte. Deshalb ist es

möglich, dass der Deormationsmechanismus von Faltenzügen aufgrund von

Verformungsverteilungsmustern, welche durch die Methode der

Verformungsschätzung erhalten wurden, abgeschätzt werden kann.
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Introduction

The planet earth is dynamic and characterized through various processes that are acting

within and around it. These processes are for example the radioactive heat production

in the Earth's core, the convection of large parts of the Earth's mantle, the building of

mountain chains, the creation of oceans, the weathering of the landscape, the carbon

cycle etc. The ultimate aim of Earth sciences is to understand these processes and their

interaction.

This PhD study was carried out within the framework of structural geology and

tectonics and, in a broader sense, geodynamics. The aim of structural geology and

tectonics is, in general, to understand the natural deformation of rocks on all scales.

The deformation of rocks is a mechanical process and a comprehensive understanding

of this process is only possible if it is investigated according to mechanical concepts

and theories. In the broadest sense, mechanics is the study of the motion of gaseous,

liquid and solid delbrmable and non-deformable bodies under the action of forces and

includes the concepts of thermodynamics. Therefore, an understanding of the natural

deformation of rocks and related processes can be achieved through the development

of self-consistent mechanical and mathematical models that attempt to reflect the

major features of natural rock deformation and are falsifiable by natural observations.

A huge part of the scientific studies performed in the framework of structural geology

and tectonics is devoted to the description of natural deformation structures in rocks.

These descriptions are performed with the help of a multitude of different data such as

the geometry of rock units, the orientations of lineations, foliations, bedding planes

and crystallographic orientations, the chemical compositions of rocks, age data etc.

The information obtained by these descriptions should finally be used to develop and

verify mechanical or geodynamical models. Unfortunately, on the one hand there exist

a huge amount of descriptive data but. on the other hand, there is a lack of suitable

mechanical models that are able to describe tectonic processes such as folding. Folding

is considered to be one of the fundamental deformation processes of rocks because the

resulting structures, termed folds, are frequent in nature and occur on all scales.

In this study, folding of viscoelastic rocks is investigated in two dimensions using the

concepts of continuum mechanics. The deformation of rocks is characterized by two
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fundamentally different material behaviours or rheologies: the elastic and the viscous

behaviour. The elastic behaviour is independent from time and conserves the energy

necessary for the deformation. Therefore, an elastic material is said to have memory.

The viscous behaviour is dependent on time and dissipates the energy necessary for the

deformation. In this sense, a viscous material is said to have no memory. Natural rocks

behave both viscous and elastic. However, elastic strains are, in general, small and

elastic stresses can relax. Therefore, a fundamental question is if elasticity is important

for the study of tectonic processes that involve large strains and occur over long time

periods or, in other words, if the usage of only the viscous rheology is sufficient to

describe such processes. It is an open question if the viscoelastic rheology is important

for the slow tectonic deformation of rocks, in particular folding.

This study aims to answer this "elasticity" question, to develop mechanical and

mathematical models that give a comprehensive understanding of viscoelastic rock

folding and to apply the results to specific geologic questions. The study consists in six

parts. The first part summarizes the present state of knowledge about single-layer

folding and formulates open questions concerning folding that will be attacked in this

research work. Also, the fundamentals of continuum mechanics and the viscoelastic

rheology, which are used throughout this research work, are presented. The second

part is a paper published in Geophysical Research Letters (Schmalholz &

Poclladchikov 1999a) and presents analytical solutions for the viscoelastic growth rate

and the viscoelastic dominant wavelength. The analytical results are verified using

numerical simulations of viscoelastic folding and the newly developed numerical

algorithm is used to calculate, for the first time, the pressure field evolution during

large strain viscoelastic folding. The third part is a manuscript submitted to Earth and

Planetary Science Letters and presents a new finite amplitude solution for single-layer

folding. The finite amplitude solution represents a simple algebraic equation that

determines the growth of the fold amplitude up to large finite strains. The fourth part is

a manuscript submitted to Tectonophxsics and describes a new method to estimate

strain and competence contrast from natural fold shapes. Moreover, the strain

partitioning within fold trains is investigated. The fifth part describes in detail the

analytical solution and the numerical method presented in (Schmalholz &

Podladchikov 1999a) and presents various numerical simulations of viscoelastic
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folding. The last part contains a short summary and the conclusions. Thereby, a

relation between the existing post-buckling theory and the newly developed finite

amplitude theory of folding is established.
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Background to folding

What is folding and why is it important for Geology?

Rock units often exhibit planar features and show a layered structure. Compression or

shortening in direction parallel to the planar surfaces can cause a deflection of one or

several layers in a direction orthogonal to the planar surfaces (Fig. 1). This mechanical

process is termed buckling (e.g., Biot 1961, Chappie 1968, Johnson & Fletcher 1994.

Ramberg 1961). The resulting structures arc, in general, termed folds (e.g.. Ramsay &

Huber 1987). If only one layer is folded, one speaks of single-layer folding; if several

layers are folded one speaks of multilayer folding (Fig. 2). The lithosphère, itself a

layer, exhibits numerous planar features on different scales. On a large scale, it may be

divided into the upper and lower crust and upper mantle. On a smaller scale, planar

features are sedimentary bedding or lithological layering. On the micro-scale, planar

foliations are present. Therefore, folding frequently occurs during deformation of the

lithosphère on all scales.

Matrix

Matrix

Figure 1. Schematic two dimensional model of single layer buckling. Due to compression or shortening

the initially flat layer deflects m a direction oithogonal to the shoitemng cliicction. The geometry of a

folded layer is chaiactenzed by the wavelength (/I), amplitude (A), thickness (FI ) and aie length

(L,„r).
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Figure 2. A) Example of single layer folding. Picture from Weiss 1972 (Weiss 1972). B) Example of

multilayer folding. Picture by Pierre Couteau 1997.

In general, the stress state and distribution within rock units is strongly controlled by

the folding process. A considerable perturbation of any initial stress state can be

present even if fold amplitudes and overall shortening are small. The initiation and

spacing of thrusts and shear zones can be strongly affected by the folding process and

subsequent stress field. Folding-controlled distribution of high and low pressure areas

may control the migration of fluids and eventual crystallisation of mineral resources.

Weak zones in rocks, such as areas with strong schistosity, are often generated through

folding, and locating of these weak zones is important in Engineering Geology (e.g.,
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when building tunnels). Therefore, the understanding of the mechanical process of

folding is a key step to understand lithospheric deformation in general and e.g..

mountain building in particular.

History of the mechanics of folding and present state of knowledge

Introduction

[t seems that the first person who described folds and attributed them to movements in

the Earth was the Danish naturalist Nicholas Steno (e.g.. Twiss & Moores 1992). This

happened as early as 1669. Since then many studies have been devoted to the

description of folds and to the mechanism of their formation. Nowadays it is generally

accepted that the folding process can be subdivided into three distinct stages:

nucleation, amplification and locking up (e.g.. Burg 1999, Cobbold 1976) (Fig. 3). The

most important results that contributed to the understanding of these folding stages are

presented in the following. However, the major step towards understanding of folding

was the identification of the process that creates folds.

Amplitude

Amplification / r^>

Nucleation

Figure 3. Thiee different folding stages (adapted from (Bing & Podladchikov 1999. Cobbold 1976)).

Identification of folding mechanism

The study of the genesis of geological structures requires the knowledge of the

mechanism that creates them. It was Sir James Hall (18 15) who deduced that folds are
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a result of layer-parallel compression (cf., Johnson & Fletcher 1994). Sir James Hall

studied folds in a sea cliff in Scotland. He performed analogue experiments of

multilayer folding and compared the resulting structures with structures he observed in

the field. Thereby, he further recognized the mechanism of layer thickening during

layer-parallel compression.

Nucleation

In general, failure of compressed layers can be split into two categories: (1) material

failure and (2) structural instability (cf., Bazant & Cedolin 1991). The first category

can be investigated using equilibrium equations that are derived for the undeformed

configuration of the layer. In contrast, the investigation of the second category requires

equilibrium equations that are derived for the deformed configuration of the layer.

"Since the deformed configuration is not known in advance but depends on the

deflections to be solved, the problem is in principle nonlinear, although frequently it

can be linearized in order to facilitate analysis" (cf., Bazant & Cedolin 1991). Buckling

is one of the fundamental prototypes of structural stability problems. In general,

buckling describes the failure of a column under axial compressive load by sideward

deflection rather than material failure (e.g., Bazant & Cedolin 1991, Den Hartog 1949,

Thompson & Hunt 1984. Timoshenko & Woinowsky-Krieger 1959). The onset of the

sideward deflection, the natural "choice" of a wavelength that is amplified and the

sensitivity of the compressed layer to the controlling parameters (e.g., layer-parallel

stress, viscosity) are the major features of fold nucleation.

Thin-plate theory

The first buckling problem was solved by Leonhard Etiler (1707-1783) in 1744 (Euler

1744). The classical bending theories at his time assumed that the bending strain e is

proportional to the curvature of the beam (Bernoulli-Navier hypothesis):

e = ~- (1)
r

where v and r are the transverse coordinate measured from the middle line of the

beam and r is the radius of curvature of the beam (Fig. 4). The radius of curvature can

be expressed through the deflection of the plate, \V
, by (Euler 1744)
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1 d2W/dx2
1/2 (2)

r (l + (dW/dx)2

where the operator dldx represents partial differentiation with respect to x. Note, that

differential calculus was introduced by Newton (1642-1727) and Leibniz (1646-1716)

at the end of the 17th century (cf., Szabo 1987). Expanding eqn. (2) by a Taylor

expansion for infinitesimal deflections yields the first order term d2W Idx1. This is a

classical linearization of the buckling problem and the bending strain can be written as

d2W
£ = -y-

dx}
(3)

In one dimension, the bending moment is given by (e.g., Bazant & Cedolin 1991. Den

Hartog 1949, Timoshcnko & Woinowsky-Krieger 1959)

M : [ tydy = I Eexdx = — £V r-c/v =-EI-——-r (4)

where H
, t, E and / are the thickness of the beam, the bending or fiber stress.

Young's elastic modulus and the moment of inertia of the cross section. Here, the

bending moment is written in a different form than used by Euler, because the modulus

E was introduced by Young ( 1773-1829) after Filler's work.

0 B+dQ

Figure 4. Geometry of a deflected beam, r is the radius of curvature, ds is an infinitesimal segment of

the arc length. 6 is the angle between the \-axes and the tangent to a point on the beam. dW is the

infinitesimal vertical deflection and v is the vertical distance from the beam's middle line to a point

above the middle line.

Leonhard Euler considered a beam that is compressed by an axial load P (Fig. 5A)

(Euler 1744). An undcflected beam is in equilibrium, but if the load becomes large
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enough, this equilibrium becomes unstable. The question is now to find conditions, for

which the beam can deflect but still remains in an equilibrium position. If the beam is

deflected, an additional moment appears due to the layer-parallel load and the

deflection (Fig. 5A):

M = PW (5)

To preserve equilibrium, both moments acting on the beam (eqns (4) and (5)) must be

the same:

d2W
PW = -EI-

dxJ
(6)

Note, that this equilibrium equation can only be derived if the deformed state of the

beam is considered. Again, to study instability problems, the equations of equilibrium

must be written for the deformed configuration of the structure. Rewriting eqn, (6)

yields

d2W

dx

P
: \y

EI
(7)

l\

M=PW

B

it-EI

Figure 5. A) Beam with hinged ends deflected under the action ol an avial load. The curved at row

indicates the sense of moment that is caused m the beam to act against the moment caused by P. B) The

fust three critical buckling loads and the conesponding shapes of the deflected beam
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The unknown function is W
.
If eqn. (7) is read in words it "says": W is a function that

if it is differentiated twice with respect to x reappears again only multiplied by a

negative constant. An obvious, general solution of eqn. (71 has the form

W = C sin
P
I—x
EI

+-C, cos

J

( ry \

(8)

where C, and C2 are arbitrary constants. Equation (7) is an ordinary differential

equation of order two and its particular solution requires two boundary conditions. The

considered beam is fixed at its ends and the two boundary conditions are:

W = 0 at a- = 0 and W = 0 at x = L (9)

where L is the length of the beam. From the first boundary condition at x = 0 it is

clear that C2=0. For x=L the trivial solution would be C,=0. which means the

deflection is zero. But the question was to find deflected equilibrium states and,

therefore, the only other way to satisfy the boundary conditions in a non-trivial way is

to set the argument of the sin function to

IF
-L = n7t ;n = 1,2,3... (10)

Now, the critical load for buckling to occur is defined by solving eqn. (10) for P.

which yields

n2EI
P.. =n'

E
(11)

The infinite values Pn are also called the eigenvalues, and the corresponding

eigenmodes, representing the deflections at critical loads, are given by

W = Cnsm(nnx/E) (12)

where Cn are arbitrary constants (Fig. 5B). The lowest critical load for n = \ is called

the Euler load Pc .
The wavelength corresponding to the Euler load is then

l = 2/r (13)

Note, that if Pu is reached, the beam is in equilibrium for all values of Cn (eqn. (12)).

This means, that the beam is in equilibrium for an infinite number of amplitudes. The

equilibrium path of the beam reaches a so called bifurcation point at P
,
because
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suddenly not only one configuration is stable but an infinite number of beam

configurations are stable.

With this work Leonhard Euler laid the foundation for the development of the general

thin-plate theories of buckling (e.g., Timoshcnko & Woinowsky-Krieger 1959) that are

widely used to study folding problems. The major difference between the Euler beam

and natural folds is that the Euler beam is free whereas folded layers arc embedded in

materials weaker than the layer. The first analytical investigation of buckling of an

elastic plate lying on top of a fluid was apparently performed by Smoluchowski in

1909 (Smoluchowski 1909) cf. (Biot 1961). In the middle of the last century a number

of studies investigated the nucleation stage of folding using thin-plate theories.

Thereby, folding of either pure elastic or pure viscous single-layers embedded in a

pure elastic or pure viscous infinite matrix is studied (e.g., Biot 1961. Biot 1965,

Chappie 1968, Currie et al. 1962, Ramberg 1961) (a more detailed description of thin-

plate folding theories is given in the chapter on Finite Amplitude Folding). The initial

shape of the folded layers is assumed to be sinusoidal and the growth of the amplitude

is assumed to be exponential with time. The most important result of these studies is

the identification of a maximal amplification rate for a certain ratio of wavelength to

thickness of the single-layer, which is designated the dominant wavelength. A layer

perturbation that exhibits this dominant wavelength grows exponentially, faster than

all other layer perturbations, and is presumably selected and locked at the nucleation

stage. In the case of a viscous single-layer embedded in an infinite viscous matrix the

dominant wavelength A, is given by (Biot 1961):

a,=27thJ-^ (14)

where H
, //, and //„, are the thickness of the layer, the viscosity of the layer and the

viscosity of the matrix, respectively. The "viscous" dominant wavelength only depends

on the viscosity contrast between layer and matrix and is independent of the layer-

parallel stress or shortening rate. For an elastic layer embedded in an clastic matrix, the

dominant wavelength has the same structure as the dominant viscous wavelength; only

viscosities must be replaced by the corresponding shear moduli. For an elastic layer

embedded in an infinite viscous matrix, the dominant wavelength is (Biot 1965)
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Z,=27rJ—
(15)d

\PH
K J

where D and P are the flexural rigidity of the layer and the layer-parallel stress.

respectively. The "elastic" dominant wavelength depends on the layer-parallel stress

but is independent of the viscosity of the matrix. This is fundamentally different from

the situations, where layer and matrix exhibit the same rheology (viscous or elastic).

The influence of layer thickening on dominant wavelength was studied by Sherwin and

Chappie (Sherwin & Chappie 1968). Thereby, a so-called "preferred" wavelength A,t

is derived that considers shortening of the dominant wavelength during homogeneous

layer thickening. The preferred wavelength is related to the dominant wavelength

through A = Ail(A/A0)2. where A^ and A are the initial and current fold wavelength.

respectively. Also, dominant wavelength expressions were derived for single-layers

and matrices exhibiting power-law rheology (e.g., Fletcher 1974, Smith 1977). If only

the layer exhibits a power-law rheology. the viscous dominant wavelength decreases

by a factor \/nir\ where n is the power-law exponent. Furthermore, the nucleation

stage of single-layer folding for layers exhibiting elastoplastic (e.g., Johnson 1980) and

Mohr-Coulomb (e.g., Harri 1998) rheologies was investigated. Based on the governing

partial differential equations, important "phase diagrams" of folding versus faulting

were constructed, which demonstrate under what stresses and material properties either

folding or faulting will take place. The dominant wavelength theory of folding has

been verified by a scries of analogue and numerical experiments (e.g., Currie et al.

1962, Hudleston 1973. Ramberg 1960, Ramberg 1963, Zhang et al. 1996, Zuber &

Parmentier 1996). Since natural fold trains often show aperiodic and localized fold

shapes (e.g., Price & Cosgrove 1990, Ramsay & Huber 1987) the dominant

wavelength theory appears oversimplified. However, a linear thin-plate formulation

equipped with a nonlinear softening term that emulates the response of the media

embedding an elastic layer, showed a tendency of the layer to localize and to develop

aperiodic fold shapes (e.g.. Hunt et al. 1996). Therefore, the consideration of

nonlinearities helps to explain more complex natural fold patterns.
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Energy methods

The dominant wavelength theory is mainly explained via the maximum of the

amplification rate. However, there is a different way to explain the feature of a

dominant wavelength. Recall, that the shape of the deflected Euler beam at PL

corresponds to a half sine wave, for » = 2 it corresponds to a full sine wave and for

n = 3 to one and a half sine waves (Fig. 5B). Pc is the smallest of all critical loads and

the half sine wave is selected by the compressed beam. However, no lateral loads are

acting on the beam, i.e. it can deflect freely. If an clastic foundation is applied to the

beam, the corresponding critical loads are given by (cf., Thompson & Hunt 1984)

Pn =(EI(n/r/l)UK)/(n7T/l)2 (16)

where K is the stiffness modulus of the foundation (note, that from a mathematical

point of view an clastic foundation has exactly the same effect as gravity). The

normalized critical loads for n values of I. 2 and 3 are plotted versus the normalized

stiffness modulus in Fig. 6A. If K is zero (no foundation), I\ is the smallest load. But

for increasing values of K, PE increase more strongly than P2 (= P, ,)=2) and P2

increase more strongly than P,. Therefore, depending on K, different critical loads

yield the smallest load and, consequently, different shapes of the beam will be

selected. If for example K = 50, the beam will buckle with the shape of a one and a

half sine wave (Fig. 6A). Equation (16) can also be used to plot the critical normalized

axial or layer-parallel stress (cx; = Pu III ) versus the wavelength to thickness ratio

(LIH) (Fig. 6B). If no foundation is present, the beam buckles with the largest

possible half sine wave, because the critical stress provides no minimum for a certain

LI H
. However, the presence of a foundation provides a minimum of the critical

stress for a certain LIE and increasing values of KI(El II) cause decreasing values

of LI H
. Therefore, the presence of a foundation (or the action of gravity) is the

reason for the development of a dominant wavelength in the case of initially unstressed

beams. Moreover, if the ratio (EIH)IK is considered, LI H is increasing with

increasing (El EDI K. i.e. for increasing contrast between the elastic modulus of the

beam and the matrix. The fact that the dominant wavelength corresponds to the

minimum compressive stress was also shown by Ramberg (Ramberg 1960).
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Figure 6. A) Plot of the first three critical buckling loads versus the stiffness parameter of an elastic

foundation. Higher critical loads grow slowei with increasing stiffness than smaller critical loads. Bf

Plot of the critical buckling stress \ersus wavelength to thickness ratio of an clastic beam. Only for the

presence of an elastic foundation the stress yields a minimum.

Amplification

Analogue and numerical experiments

The linear analytical theories mentioned above are only valid for infinitesimal

amplitudes due to several assumptions that allow linearization of the governing thin-

plate equations. Johnson and Fletcher (Johnson & Fletcher 1994) combined the

analytical theory with numerical techniques and simulated viscous folding up to high

amplitudes. However, investigations of finite amplitude folding were mainly

performed using analogue and numerical experiments rather than nonlinear analytical

theories. The performed experiments verified the assumed exponential growth of the

fold amplitude for small strains. Thereby, exponential amplitude growth in settings

with small competence contrast is valid for a wider strain range than in settings with

high competence contrast. Also, the deformation component of homogeneous layer

thickening increases when the competence contrast decreases. After the exponential

growth the amplification slows down after a certain amount of strain (e.g., Cobbold

1976, Hudleston 1973, Zhang et al. 1996, Zuber & Parmenticr 1996). During

progressive folding the alteration of geometric parameters (e.g., amplitude, arc length
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etc.) depends more or less strongly on the initial geometry and the material properties

(e.g., Abbassi & Mancktelow 1992, Hudlcston 1973, Ramberg 1963). The different

fold shapes of single-layer folds developed in power-law materials were used to

estimate the power-law exponent from fold shapes (e.g., Hudlcston & Lan 1994, Lan

& Hudleston 1996. Lan & Hudleston 1995b). Furthermore, the initial perturbation of

compressed layers was found to have a strong influence on the final fold development

(e.g., Abbassi & Mancktelow 1992, Cobbold 1975. Mancktelow 1999a, Mancktelow &

Abbassi 1991, Williams et al. 1978, Zhang et al. 1996). The orientation of stresses and

the distribution of stresses have been simulated during folding of single- and

multilayers (e.g., Dieterich 1970, Stephansson 1974). As expected, compressive

stresses are observed within the lower parts of the fold hinge and extensive stresses are

observed within the upper part of the fold hinge. The development of thrusts was

recorded within the fold limbs rather than within the fold hinges of compressed

viscoelastoplastic layers (e.g., Gerbault et al. 1999).

Energy methods

The Euler load was derived using a linearized expression for the curvature of the beam

and by solving an equation obtained by equilibrium analysis. The linearized equation

for buckling of a beam provided the Euler load at which the beam becomes unstable

and an infinite number of eigenmodes in which the beam may buckle. However, the

amplitude of the deflections remained undetermined, which is a drawback of the

linearization. A more general approach to study unstable systems is based on energy

methods and is also known as catastrophe theory (e.g., Bazant & Cedolin 1991,

Gilmorc 1993, Poston & Stewart 1996. Thompson & Hunt 1984). The growth of the

beam amplitude, after a critical load is reached, is known as post-buckling. Several

derivations to obtain a post-buckling relation between the axial load and the amplitude

of the beam exist (e.g.. Bazant & Cedolin 1991, Sathyamoorthy 1998, Szabo 1956). In

the following, a post-buckling relation between the amplitude and the axial load

derived by Bazant and Cedolin (cf., Bazant & Cedolm 1991) is presented. The strain

energy due to bending of a beam can be written as

—

2
V

(de de^
ds ds

j

- )
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where ds
,
dû Ids and d90lds are an infinitesimal segment of the beam arc length,

the curvature of the beam and the initial curvature of the beam, respectively (Fig. 4).

The potential energy of the axial load can be written as

U,_ = -P\ (cos(e0)-co*($))ds (18)

The total potential energy of the beam is then UM =UB+UL. It is assumed that the

angles 6 and 0() can be expressed through

0(s) = Af(s) and 0o(s) = A,J(s) (19)

where the function f(s) is given or will be suitably chosen. A and Aq can be

interpreted as current and initial amplitude of the beam. A fundamental theorem of the

energy method is that a system is in equilibrium if the potential energy has a stationary

value with respect to generalized coordinates (cf., Bazant & Cedolin 1991, Thompson

& Hunt 1984). This is expressed through

JLol
= 0 (20)

dA

The condition that the equilibrium is stable is expressed through

2E^fL>0 (21)
dA2

which means that the equilibrium state is an isolated local minimum. Applying eqns.

(21) and (20) to the total potential energy of the beam, and setting f (s) = six\(rcsl L),

EI = const, and d0lds = O at s = -LI2 and s-LI 2. it is possible to derive the

relation

P ___A-Aflr 'r ^
,

A

1 +—

8
(22)

"
\ j

This relation is plotted in Fig. 7 for different values of A0 and provides a typical

bifurcation diagram. Importantly, the amplitude grows with the square root of the axial

load. Moreover, varying A^ continuously and plotting A^ versus A and PIP,

provides an equilibrium surface for the compressed beam with initial perturbations or

so called imperfections (Fig. 8).
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Locking Up

In natural environments folds cannot amplify infinitely and fold amplification has to

decay; the fold locks up (e.g., Cobbold 1976). The locking up stage is probably the

folding stage understood least. Locking up can be related to fold propagation (e.g.,

Burg & Podladclnkov 1999, Cobbold 1975. Cobbold 1977, Mancktelow 1999a, Zhang

et al. 1996). Individual folds that develop in compressed layers may not amplify

simultaneously (e.g., Cobbold 1975). Within a layer, the fold that amplifies first can

lock up and another fold may develop in its neighbourhood. The fold propagates. Fold

propagation was especially observed in layers that exhibited a strong initial

perturbation (e.g., Cobbold 1975, Mancktelow 1999a. Zhang et al. 1996). Folds first

develop on top of the strong perturbation and then propagate in a sideward direction.

Open questions concerning folding

Despite the large number of studies concerning single-layer folding performed up to

now, many basic questions are still not answered. This research work tries to answer

the following questions:

• Is viscoelastic rheology important for folding of natural rocks?

• What is the dominant wavelength and growth rate for folding of a viscoelastic

layer embedded in an infinite viscous matrix?

• Is there a single parameter that controls whether viscoelastic layers are folded

in viscous or elastic mode?

• What are the limits of applicability of the linear theories of folding?

• What is the major mechanism that controls the slowing down of exponential

amplitude growth'?

• Is there a simple algebraic expression that accurately describes finite amplitude

folding?

• Does viscoelastic folding generate unrealistic stress build up?

• How does the pressure field alter during progressive viscoelastic folding?

• Do thrusts develop within the fold limbs or the fold hinges of folded layers?

• Is it possible to reliably estimate strain and competence contrast from fold

shapes?
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• How is strain partitioned between individual folds that develop in fold trains?

Further questions concerning folding that are not attacked by this research work are:

• What is the dominant wavelength and the growth rate for folding of layers

embedded in a finite matrix (e.g.. detachment folding).

• What is the dominant wavelength and growth rate for multilayer folding?

• Does a simple algebraic expression exist that describes multilayer folding up to

large finite strains?

• What is the controlling mechanism that causes locking up of folds?

• What is the controlling mechanism that causes fold propagation?

• Can a simple algebraic expression be found that describes fold propagation?

This research work applies the concepts of continuum mechanics to study folding of

viscoelastic rocks. Thereby, the linear Maxwell body represents the viscoelastic

rheology of rocks. Both continuum mechanics and the viscoelastic rheology are

introduced below.

Mechanics of Continuous Media: an Overview

Introduction

Continuum mechanics is the study of the motion of deformable bodies. Therefore,

many natural processes can be investigated with the help of continuum mechanics. The

motion of deformable bodies is characterized and determined by mechanical concepts,

which are defined in terms of mathematical concepts. In summary, continuum

mechanics reduces mechanical problems to mathematical problems. The determination

of the laws of motion of deformable bodies is one of the major aims of continuum

mechanics. Continuum mechanics provides closed system of equations for the study of

physical processes. The following principles of continuum mechanics arc independent

of rheology and are valid for all materials.

Many geological or geodynamical processes have been investigated using continuum

mechanics (e.g.. Turcotte & Schubert 1982). In this study, viscoelastic folding is

investigated. Several books have been dedicated to continuum mechanics (e.g.. Mase

1970, Sedov 1994b, Sedov 1994a. Segel 1977). Therefore, only a short overview of the
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most important principles of the mechanics of continuous media, necessary to

investigate folding, is given.

The continuum model

In continuum mechanics, all bodies are considered to fill space in a continuous

manner. In reality, bodies consist of individual particles, such as atoms. However, they

are so many in a body that it is possible to assume that a medium fills space

continuously (e.g., Lin & Segel 1995. Sedov 1994a). On the other hand, the molecular

or atomic structure of nature is far from being understood exactly. "Indeed, a great part

of the utility of the continuum model lies in its ability to disregard molecular details"

(cf., Lin & Segel 1995). Moreover, the idealization of a continuous medium is

necessary to use the apparatus of continuous functions, differential and integral

calculus in the study of the motion of deformable bodies (e.g., Courant & Hubert 1993,

Sedov 1994a).

Kinematics

Coordinate Systems

"Motion is always determined with respect to some reference system - coordinate

system." (cf., Sedov 1994a). A coordinate system in three dimensional space is defined

by three base vectors, such as c\ . e} and ez (Fig. 9A). The base vectors are linearly

independent vectors and if the basis vectors are orthogonal to each other and all of unit

length, the coordinate system is called rectangular or Cartesian. In this ease, every

vector, r
,
has a unique expression of the form

r = Xex+YeY+Zez (23)

where X
,
Y and Z are called the coordinates of a point, P, whose position is uniquely

determined by its radius vector r (e.g., Borisenko & Tarapov 1968, Sedov 1994a) (Fig.

9A).

A coordinate system can be fixed in space, if any variations within a specific given

volume of space are of interest. This coordinate s\stem is constant with time. The

approach, where the focus lies on a fixed volume in space and not on individual
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particles, has been called the Eulerian approach to study motion. On the other hand, a

coordinate system can be fixed to a specific particle, if the motion and history of this

particle is of interest. This coordinate system varies with time, because it is "frozen in"

the moving material. The approach, where the focus lies on a fixed particle and not on

a fixed volume in space, has been called the Lagrangian approach. In the Lagrangian

approach the coordinate systems may be curvilinear if they are deformed together with

the material (Fig. 9B). The Eulerian coordinates are related to the Lagrangian

coordinates by

X=X(x,y,z.t) ; Y =Y(x.y,:J) ; Z = Z(.y.v,c.m (24)

and

x = x(X.Y,Z.t); y= y(X.Y.Zj) ; i^z(X.Y.Zj) (25)

where X
,
Y and Z are the Eulerian coordinates, v, y and z, are the Lagrangian

coordinates and t is the time. Equation (24) is the inverse function of eqn. (25) and

vice versa. A necessary and sufficient condition for the inverse functions to exist is

that the Jacobian determinant

,/ =

dx d v dx

dX dY cJz

dy dy dy

dX dY dZ

i-L i£ J.c_
dX dY dZ

does not vanish (e.g., Mase 1970).

(26)

P(X.Y.Z)

B

+X

Y

x

rectangular curvilinear

Figure 9. A) Cartesian coordinate system with basis vectors and coordinates of a point P. B) Cartesian or

rectangular coordinate system and a curvilinear coordinate swem.
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Material, Local and Convective Derivatives

The distribution of a scalar, such as the temperature (T ), may be given in Lagrangian

coordinates by T(x,v,z.t). The change of temperature in a particle of the continuum

with time is determined by

\
dt

Aï.r

(27)

The subscription of the Lagrangian coordinates indicates that they are kept constant

during the differentiation of the temperature with respect to time. This derivative is

often called total derivative. If the temperature is given in Eulerian coordinates.

T(X ,Y,Zj) ,
and a change of temperature in a particle with time has to be determined,

then the Eulerian coordinates must be transformed to Lagrangian coordinates:

T(X,Y,Zj) = T[X(x^;:j). Y(x.x.zJ),Z(\.v,z.t)a} (28)

Using the chain rule of partial differentiation, the total time derivative is then given by

Kdt j

dp
dr

37' < dX

dX dt dY{ dt
+ -

dT(dZ

3Z 3/
(29)

j^ i

The time derivatives dXIdt, dY/dt and dZldt are determined for fixed x,x.z and are

the corresponding velocity components rY.v,.i> The total time derivative is then

dT

v
c> Ao

_3_n
dt

+ v,

JX 1 z

3P

dX

3/

dY
+ V} +v _

dl_
?)Z

(30)

This total time derivative is often called material derivative. The first term of the right

hand side of eqn. (30) is often called local derivative and the terms involving the

velocity components are often called convective derivatives (e.g., Masc 1970, Sedov

1994a).

The Infinitesimal Strain Tensor

As a result of the deformation, the coordinates of a point P(XJ.Z) are transformed to

the coordinates of a point p(\. v. A according to

x = X+ux(X.Y,Z): >-F4Hj(A.T,Z) ; z = Z + u7(X,T,Z) (31)

where ux , n) and u7 are the components of the displacement vector uP (Fig. 10). A

point Q(X +dX,Y + dY, Z + d/) infinitely near P is displaced to the point
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q(x + dx,y + dy,z + dz). Expanding the right hand sides in eqn. (31) in a Taylor series

around the point P(X,Y,Z) yields expressions for the coordinates of a point infinitely

near to the point p(x, >»,?). Comparing these coordinates with the coordinates of

q(x + dx, y + dy, z + dz.) and keeping only first order terms, yields

dx =
f. duv

1 +

V
dX

v ^x+L^LdY +^LdZ

dy^^hL(,x +

r

dX

du
7

dY

dUy \

dY
dY-

dZ

di<

3w,
dz=lE!2Lclx+^dY +

dX dY
v

dZ

4-^1
3Z J

}-dZ (32)

dZ

The square of the distance dPQ between the points P and Q before deformation is

given by

(dr,Q)2^(dX)2+(clY)2 + (dZ)2 (33)

The square of the distance d between the points p and q after deformation is given

by

(dpqy = (dxr + (dyY+(dzy (34)

Figure 10. Deformed and undefortned configuration of two points. The fundamental measure of

deformation is the difference (d )~ —(dpQ)~.
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The fundamental measure of deformation is the difference (d )2 -(drQ)2. Using eqn.

(32), this difference can be written in the general form:

(d1>qr-{drQY = 2(£xx (dXY +Fn(dY)2£7/(dZ)1 4

£x )
dXdY + £X7dXdZ + £YZdYdZ )

The components t\x through to % are nonlinear functions of the displacement

gradients, which are used in eqn. (32) (e.g.. Novozhilov 1953). Assuming that the

deformation is small and that the displacement gradients are small compared to unity,

the components of the infinitesimal strain tensor can be written as

£xy ~

£xx

l(ditx dity

_

dnx
dX

; £yy
3onv

dY
• tzz

du7
~dZ

2 dY+~dX
: £\7 =

1 ( diix du7

2
; £„ = -

1 (dlty Bit
7 ^

(36)

dZ dY
v

3Z dX
j

The components of the infinitesimal strain tensor are given here in Eulerian

coordinates.

The Strain Rate Tensor

Using the Lagrangian approach, the strain rate tensor can be derived from the

infinitesimal strain tensor according to

'du, du,) \(dv, dv,)1% ^±2E

df
~

2 dt 3t
V

3* 2

V

+
.

d\, dx,
; i,j=l2J (37)

Equation (37) is written using index notation and repeated indices imply summation.

Subscripts 1, 2, 3 represent the coordinates x. y, z or X, Y, Z, e.g.,

x2 = y, X^ -Z, £]2 =£-u .
The strain rate tensor is a part of the general velocity gradient

tensor dv, ldx;. Every tensor can be split into a symmetric and skew-symmetric tensor

as

dx.

*>A

v

dv, dv,
—.—1~—

3\, 3v,

/ -

3S dy
: i.j- (38)

The first term on the right hand side is the strain rate tensor and the second term is

called vorticity or spin tensor.
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Stress

The Stress Vector

Assume a force vector F acting on an arbitrary surface S
.
The Cauchy stress principle

states that the ratio of a surface force element AF to a surface element AS tends to a

definite limit as AS approaches zero. The surface element AS is defined by its normal

vector n. The ratio

cr(n) = lim — (39)
xs^o AS

defines the stress vector <r(n) (e.g., Mase 1970). The stress vector at any point

depends explicitly upon the surface normal vector. Stress vectors acting on opposite

sides of a surface clement are related by

-<7(rt) = <7(-/?) (40)

where -n is the surface normal vector acting on the opposite side of the surface

defined by n.

The Stress Tensor

Any surface enclosing a point can be described by infinitesimal surface elements.

These surface elements are determined through their normal vectors. The state of stress

at a point is defined through all stress vectors acting on these surface elements. It is

possible to derive all pairs of stress vectors and normal vectors by only three stress

vectors that are associated with three orthogonal normal vectors. These normal vectors

are parallel to the base vectors of a Cartesian coordinate system. Each stress vector,

acting on one of the three orthogonal surfaces, can be decomposed in three

components that are parallel to the three normal vectors (Fig. 11). The three stress

vectors acting on the three orthogonal planes are determined by

Vx=°xx<\ +CJ\A, +°\Az

GY ~ayxe^ + (J)} c} + CT)7ez or a^o^e,; /,/ = !.2.3 (41)

az=a7Xex +ane^ + aZ£cz

where crx, aY and a7 are stress vectors acting on surfaces with normal vectors

parallel to the base vectors cx , e} and e7 , respectively (Fig. 11). The components rjYV
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through a77 are the projections of the stress vectors onto the corresponding surfaces.

These components form the well known stress tensor. If the stress tensor is known, the

stress vector on any arbitrary surface can be determined. Consider the two dimensional

case shown in Fig. 12. The forces acting on the triangle AOB must be balanced.

Making the triangle infinitesimal small, the body forces are negligible. Then the force

balance in X-direction is given by

C7xAB = o-„AO + cr^BO (42)

and in Y-direction by

er, AB -crnAO 4- cr„ BO (43)

The angle between the normal vector of the surface AB and the X-axes is termed a.

The relation between the three surfaces is given bv

cos(or) = ; srnto) = eos(/J) =

AB
H

AB
(44)

Figure 11. A) Stress vectois acting on three orthogonal sui laces defined by their normal vectors. B)

Decomposition of the stress vectors into their components with respect to the coordinate system.

(45)

Substituting eqn. (44) into eqns. (43) and (42) yields

<Tl
-

<ru cos(or) 4- crA1 cos(/?)

er, =crn cos(a)4-cr11 COS(/))

This relation can be expanded to three dimensions and is written, using index notation,

as
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ö-,=V/ i',/= 1,2,3 (46)

where repeated indices imply summation and n are the three direction cosines

between the normal of any arbitrary plane and the X-. Y- and Z-axes. These directions

cosines are the components of the normal vector with respect to the coordinate system

defined by cx, eY and c7. The index notation implies summation over repeated

indices on the right hand side of eqn. (46).

Consider again the two dimensional case shown in Fig. 12. If the components of the

stress vector, with respect to the Cartesian coordinate system, are known, the normal

and tangential components of the stress vector with respect to the plane AB can be

determined. The normal and tangential components arc determined by

o~N =<r, cos(a)4-tT1 COS(/?)

er, = 0^ cos(«)-ö\cos(/j)

Substituting eqns. (45) into eqns. (47) yields the well known relations

aN =crxi cos(a)2 4-(TA, sin(a)2 +2cr„ cos(<Z)sm(a)

°t =((Tm -<T1Jcos(oOsin(Qf) + crïi (cos(fz)2 -sin(o02)
(48)

(47)
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Figure 12. Gconietiic relations between stress vector components and stress tensor components acting

on a body m two dimensions.
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The normal and tangential or shear stresses acting on any surface are determined, if the

components of the stress tensor are known.

Conservation laws

In continuum mechanics, fundamental conservation laws are stated which determine

the motion of deformable bodies. In the following, the principles of the conservation of

mass, linear momentum and angular momentum are briefly introduced. The

conservation of energy is not introduced because it is not used in this study. The

complete description of the conservation laws and their derivations are given in (e.g.,

Lin & Segel 1995, Mase 1970, Sedov 1994a).

Conservation of Mass

The amount of mass m in a given volume V can be defined by

/;;= f p(X.Y.ZX)dV (49)

where p(X.Y,ZX) is called the mass density. If mass is conserved, the change of mass

with time must be zero:

— = 0 (501
dt

where the operator d I dt is the total time derivative (cf., eqn. (30)). After substitution

of eqn. (49) into eqn. (50) and several transformations (e.g., Lin & Segel 1995, Sedov

1994a), eqn. (50) can be written as

^
+
^-

= 0 ; ,=1,2,3 (51)
dt dX,

This equation is also known as continuity equation. For constant mass density and in

the two dimensional case, the equation of continuity reduces to

^-3- = 0 (52)
dX dY

K
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Conservation of Linear Momentum

The moment of a body is the product of its mass times its velocity. Similar to Newton's

second law for point masses, in continuum mechanics the time derivative of the

momentum of a body is equal to the sum of all external forces acting on it. This

principle can be written as

—j" v,pdV = J/ F,pdV + J a,dS (53)

where F is the so called mass force vector. Terms containing F represent body forces

and terms containing <x represent surface forces. The surface integral over the stress

vector can be transformed to a volume integral using the divergence theorem (often

called Gauss theorem). The stress vector can be decomposed into its stress tensor

components and because the conservation of linear momentum must hold for any

arbitrary volume, eqn. (53) can be written as

dv 3(7,,
,_ ,.

dt dX,

These equations are known as the equations of motion. In the absence of gravitational

body forces and inertia forces, the equations of motion in two dimensions are:

dVxx
,
^v>

=Q
3A dY

fsS*T

dOXY
|
dGyy

= Q
dX dY

These equations are often called equilibrium equations.

Conservation of Angular Momentum

In general, the equations for the conservation of angular momentum are derived from

the equations for conservation of linear momentum by multiplication (vector product)

with the radius vector of the body under consideration. However, in continuum

mechanics, the considered bodies are not point masses and, therefore, internal

momenta and distributed mass and surface couples appear in the complete formulation

of the equations for the conservation of angular momentum (e.g., Sedov 1994a). The

most important result obtained from the conservation of angular momentum for this
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study is that the stress tensor is symmetric, a =a (e.g., Mase 1970, Sedov 1994a).

In two dimensions this is expressed b\

aXY=aYX (56)

The Viscoelastic Rheology

Introduction

The rhcological or constitutive equations describe the relationship between stress,

strain and strain rate in terms of material constants for a given material (e.g., Findley et

al. 1989). As a principle of rheology, the constitutive equations must be independent of

the reference or coordinate system (principle of objectivity) (cf.. Oldroyd 1950).

Therefore, the constitutive equations are always formulated in Lagrangian coordinates.

They can be formulated in terms of the stress and strain tensor or in terms of the

deviatoric stress and strain tensor. Every tensor can be split into a mean and deviatoric

part as (e.g., Findley et al. 1989. Shames & Cozzarelli 1997)

<7„ 0\

p 0

0 p

+

or in index notation for three dimensions

O"„=M;+T; /. /= 1.2.3

Here S is the Kronecker symbol, p is the mean stress or pressure defined by

p = -(<7u+<rn +<7__)

and x is the deviatoric stress with the property

Tn + T^ + Tr - 0

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

In the following, the simplest constitutive equations for elastic bodies and viscous

fluids are presented and the linear viscoelastic rheology is introduced.

Elasticity

The elastic rheology is time independent. Elastic strains are reversible and elastic

deformations conserve energy. A load applied to an elastic body causes a spontaneous
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elastic strain. Using deviatoric stresses and strains the linear elastic constitutive

equations are given by (e.g., Shames & Cozzarelli 1997)

^=2G£f/ (61)

where e is the deviatoric strain tensor and G is the shear modulus (Fig. 13A). This

constitutive equation is valid for isotropic materials.

Corresponding spring model Corresponding dashpot model

-a—^

SXT 8YT

Figure 13. A) One dimensional graphical representation of linear elastic rheology. B) One dimensional

graphical representation of linear viscous rheology.

Viscous Fluids

The viscous rheology is time dependent. Viscous strains are not reversible and viscous

deformations do not conserve energy. Using deviatoric stresses and strain rates the

linear viscous constitutive equations are given by (e.g.. Sedov 1994b, Turcotte &

Schubert 1982)

r„ = 2pè,t (62)

where é;j is the deviatoric strain rate tensor (eqn. (37)) and // is the viscosity (Fig.

13B). This constitutive equation is valid for isotropic materials.

Viscoelasticity

The simplest rheological models for viscoelastic materials are built by connecting

linear elastic (represented by a spring) and linear viscous (represented by a dashpot)
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elements in series or parallel (e.g., Findley et al. 1989. Shames & Cozzarelli 1997). In

this study, only the so-called Maxwell model is used, which is represented by a linear

elastic and linear viscous element connected in series. This model allows large strains

because the viscous strain is not limited by the elastic strain. In the Maxwell model,

the elastic and viscous stresses arc the same but the elastic and viscous strains are

different. The Maxwell model can be expressed by

2jU

1 Dt

"
2G Dt

(63)

where the operator DIDt is the total time derivative of a second order tensor. The

problem in studying the deformation of viscoelastic materials lies in the fact that the

constitutive equations are not algebraic equations, as m the pure elastic and viscous

case, but represent ordinary differential equations. The linear viscoelastic Maxwell

material is characterized by its response to either a suddenly applied constant load

(Creep test, Fig. 14A) or a suddenly applied constant strain (Relaxation test, Fig. 14B).

u0

2G

1

A

s02G

Corresponding Maxwell model

<—t:HJErJV^Ar-a—
t t

Figure 14. A) Graphical representation o! the Creep Test applied lo a linear viscoelastic Maxwell

material. B) Graphical representation of the Relaxation Test applied to a linear viscoelastic Maxwell

material.

In the one dimensional creep test a stress is suddenly applied at time r~0 and kept

constant. Using discontinuity iunctions, the response of a Maxwell material with time

can be written as (e.g.. Shames & Cozzarelli 1997)

(

£(J) = t0
IG

t

2/7
'«') (64)
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where e(t), t0 and [u(t)] are the one dimensional strain, the applied constant stress

and the unit step function, respectively. This behaviour is presented in Fig. 14A. The

change in strain after the stress is removed is called recovery.

In the one dimensional relaxation test a strain is suddenly applied at time t-0 and

kept constant. Using again discontinuity functions, the response of a Maxwell material

with time can be written as (e.g.. Shames & Cozzarelli 1997)

(c X
T(t)~~=£02Gexp

^ J

"(t) (65)

where i(t) and £0 are the one dimensional stress and the applied constant strain. This

behaviour is presented in Fig. 14B. The change of the stress during a constant strain is

called relaxation.

In the study of the deformation of viscoelastic materials, a major question is whether

the viscoelastic material behaviour is dominated by elastic or viscous behaviour. This

depends on the ratio of the time scale of stress relaxation to the time scale of

observation. This ratio is termed Deborah number after the biblical prophetess

Deborah, who sang: "The mountains flow before the Lord" (judges, 5:5) (cf., Reiner

1964). In this study, the characteristic time scale of stress relaxation is expressed by

pi G (eqn. (65)) and the characteristic time scale of observation is expressed by \l en ,

where èB is the background pure shear shortening strain rate. Then the Deborah

number can be defined by (e.g., Poliakov et al. 1993)

De =
^-

(66)
G

If the Deborah number is much smaller than one, the elastic stresses relax fast

compared to the background deformation and a viscoelastic body is dominated by

viscous behaviour. If the Deborah number is much larger than one, the elastic stresses

relax slowly compared to the background deformation and a viscoelastic body is

dominated by elastic behaviour. As will be shown later, the Deborah number fails to

predict the deformation mode for folding problems, because in folding a third

characteristic time scale appears: the characteristic time of fold amplification.

The constitutive equation (63) is given in Lagrangian coordinates (principle of

objectivity) and contains the total time derivative of the stress tensor, a second order

tensor. For Eulerian coordinates, the total time derivative consists in the local and the
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convective time derivative (eqn. (30)). The convective time derivative requires the

calculation of the spatial derivative of the stress tensor. This spatial derivative is trivial

to calculate in Cartesian coordinate systems. However, deformed bodies exhibit curved

surfaces and Lagrangian coordinate systems are curvilinear. In these cases, the

Euclidean geometry is not applicable and different mathematical rules must be used

according to non-Euclidean and Riemannian geometry (e.g., Eisenhart 1997, Kreyszig

1991, Levi-Civita 1977). On curved surfaces, a local Cartesian coordinate system can

be established by using either a set of tangential base vectors (contravariant), a set of

vectors that are reciprocal to the contravariant basis (covariant) or by using a

combination of contravariant and covariant base vectors (e.g., Borisenko & Tarapov

1968). Depending on the choice of the basis, the components of a second order tensor,

such as the stress tensor, are different. Consider that the stress tensor components are

given for contravariant base vectors. However, this base vectors change from point to

point, because the coordinate system is curvilinear. The spatial derivative of the

contravariant stress tensor o must by written as

3c der, de, de,
= '-ee.+o-,, e,+<7,,<>,—*- ; /, j.k = 1,2,3 (67)

dx, dx,
'k lk

dx,
K lk '

dx,
'

This equation can be rewritten in the form

3o (derd
,
^

dx, y dX, J

where Tj, and lh are Christoffel symbols and V(<7K is called the covariant derivative

of the contravariant component of the second order tensor a (e.g., Borisenko &

Tarapov 1968. Eisenhart 1997. Kreyszig 1991. Levi-Civita 1977, Sedov 1994a). The

Christoffcl symbols are not components of a tensor. They describe the change of the

basis vectors in curvilinear coordinate systems. The complete derivation of the

Christoffel symbols can be found in books about non-Euclidean geometry or

differential geometry.

Applying the covariant differentiation, the total time derivative of the stress tensor

with contravariant components is finally given by (e.g.. Sedov 1960):

Dt 3r„ 3r dv dv
—il = —i-+i- t ——r,—'- : /./A-= 1.2.3 (69)
Dt dt kdXL kldX{ ,kdX{

;

where repeated indices imply summation.
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Buckling versus Folding: Importance of Viscoelasticity

Stefan M. Schmalholz & Yuri Yu. Podladchikov

Geologisches Institut, ETH Zentrum, 8092 Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract

We present a dominant wavelength solution for a viscoelastic layer embedded in a low

viscosity matrix under layer-parallel compression based on the thin-plate

approximation. We show that the deformation mode approximates the elastic or

viscous limits depending on a parameter, R, which is the ratio of dominant wavelength

predicted by pure viscous theory to the one predicted by pure elastic theory. In

contrast, conventional analyses based on the Deborah number incorrectly predict the

deformation mode. The dominant viscoelastic wavelength closely follows the

minimum out of viscous and elastic dominant wavelengths. The viscoelastic thin-plate

theory is verified by two-dimensional modeling of large strain viscoelastic folding, for

which we develop a new numerical algorithm based on a combined spectral/finite-

diffcrence method. The robustness of the numerical code is demonstrated by

calculation, for the first time, of the pressure field evolution during folding of a

viscoelastic layer with up to 100c? strain.

Introduction

Buckling and folding instabilities are common modes of rocks deformation at all scales

(e.g., Ramsay & Huber 1987). Two thin-plate analytical theories exist to describe

either the buckling of a pure elastic layer or folding of a pure viscous layer embedded

in a low viscosity matrix (e.g., Biot 1961. Turcotte & Schubert 1982). The

applicability of the pure viscous solution is limited to viscosity contrasts between layer

and matrix of less than two orders of magnitude. The pure elastic theory is also

problematic in that it requires an unrealistically high ratio of layer-parallel stress to the

layer's shear modulus to fit observed buckling wavelengths. Moreover, the application
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of either theory demands knowledge of the deformation mode (viscous folding or

elastic buckling) which cannot be known a priori or may change during deformation.

The viscoelastic solution presented in this paper resolves these problems of the end-

member solutions. The importance of the combined treatment of viscous and elastic

effects to predict the mode of instability development and stress field evolution was

reported for similar problems of Rayleigh-Taylor and compaction-driven fluid flow

instabilities (e.g., Connolly & Podladchiko\ 1998, Vasilyev et al. 1998, and references

therein) and for viscoelastic single-layer buckling (e.g., Mancktelow 1999a, Zhang et

al. 1996).

Analytical thin-plate solution for viscoelastic folding

A viscoelastic layer with a small sinusoidal perturbation embedded in an infinite, low

viscosity matrix subject to layer-parallel shortening is considered. The thin-plate

theories assume a linear variation of the fiber stress across the layer, tru ( r, v,t), as (cf..

Turcotte & Schubert 1982)

<r„(\>\\t)»-P(t) + nt)- vcos(2/ri/A) (1)

where t is the time, x and y are the coordinates along and across the layer, respectively,

P is the layer-parallel stress, r is the coefficient in linear dependence of the bending

stresses as a function of y and A is the wavelength of a sinusoidal perturbation.

Typically, thin-plate theories assume an exponential growth of the amplitude of the

sinusoidal perturbations, /; = h{} exp( at). where /?0 and a are the initial amplitude and

growth factor, respectively. The growth factor a reaches a maximum for a certain

wavelength, which is designated the dominant wavelength (e.g.. Turcotte & Schubert

1982). Most folds observed in nature are thought to record dominant wavelengths. The

aforementioned analytical viscous and elastic thin-plate theories predict "viscous"' and

"elastic" dominant wavelengths, which in the incompressible case (Poisson's ratio is

-- I i
equal 0.5) are given by 2/r//6 ?

(p,/,um)^ and 2nH{GjP)-, respectively (cf., Turcotte

& Schubert 1982). Here, H
, //,, //„and G arc the thickness of the layer, the viscosity

of the layer, the viscosity of the matrix and the shear modulus of the layer,

respectively. The viscous dominant wavelength solution only reproduces natural
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wavelengths (usually smaller 30, e.g.. Chappie 1968, Currie et al. 1962) if the viscosity

contrast is smaller than around 500. This limitation of the viscous model is a

significant shortcoming given that experimental observations (e.g., Carter & Tsenn

1987) on power law creep suggest that in natural environments effective viscosity

(stress/strain rate) contrasts may exceed four orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the

applicability of the clastic solution is also limited in that the solution requires P/G >

0.1 to obtain realistic dominant wavelengths. Large P/G ratios are unreasonable,

because rocks cannot sustain such stresses compared to the shear modulus.

We describe folding of a viscoelastic layer with two differential equations: the bending

equation (stress equilibrium equation), and the constitutive equation for a linear

viscoelastic material (Maxwell model, cf., Turcotte & Schubert 1982). The constitutive

equation is written for the fiber stress ct1( .
This equation is split into an equation for

the stress coefficient r and an equation for the layer parallel stress P by collecting

terms independent on y coordinate and linearly scaling with y. Dimensional analysis

(e.g., Barenblatt 1996) using //,IG, hn, P0 and 4h0wzG as characteristic time, length,

layer-parallel stress and coefficient of the bending stresses, respectively, results in 3

non-dimensional initial conditions (h=l. P=l and r=0), and a system of 3 ordinary

differential equations (ODE's):

3/; dz
+—4-r = 0 (2)

3/ dt

_i^£+i£+7>=0 (3)
P0 dt

-r + 3(R\)2hP-2A^^-^0 (4)
dt

where

x, Afit.YiPoXï
,

A
R=XX„ = 6 *

IF
Av =

G ) "A,

and e is the background strain rate. The parameter R we designate as the dominant

wavelength ratio. Solving the system of ODE's provides three growth factors. Two of

them determine viscoelastic adjustment of initial stresses on the Maxwell time scale,

p,IG. After a transient period of several Maxwell time scales the solution is
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dominated by the third "folding" growth factor, which is positive, real and depends

only on R and /W:

a = —

1
h -

3/r i
4 „4

+ —r,-VI + 4A- -6AjR2 + 4x,6 +1227jR2 + 9AjR (5)
4/1,; 2 42T 42,'

The ratio of the characteristic time scale for viscoelastic stress relaxation, p, IG ,
to the

characteristic time scale of the deformation, 1/c, is the Deborah number, which is

conventionally employed to discriminate viscous versus elastic behavior ( De-p,e/G ).

In this paper we focus on small Deborah numbers, Dc~0.0i, which are normally

interpreted to imply viscous behavior. This allows us to neglect the transient evolution

and to use steady state values for the layer-parallel stress ( PQ = Ap,e ) and the

amplification factor (equation (5)) in the analysis of the dominant wavelength

selection.
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Figure 1. Viscoelastic thin-plate predictions for the growth factor versus normalized wavelength of the

sinusoidal perturbation. A) Although the Deborah number (De) is small, which implies viscous

behavior, the viscoelastic curve is close to elastic (/kk,/H~22). B) Dc is unchanged but the viscoelastic

curve is close to the viscous one AJu7H~14). Importanih. R>1 for A) and R<1 for B). Po/G is 0.07 in

both cases.

Fig. 1A and B shows plots of a's obtained from the viscous, elastic and viscoelastic

solutions versus Al H
.
In Fig. IA the viscoelastic solution is close to elastic whereas in

Fig. IB the viscoelastic solution is close to viscous, although Dc is the same in both

cases. The controlling parameter is R. which is smaller than one in the viscous solution

and larger than one in the elastic solution. The reason for the failure of predictions
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based on the Deborah number is that the background strain rate is a bad estimator for

the characteristic rates of folding in systems with high viscosity contrasts.
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Figure 2. Analytical thin-platc predictions for the viscoelastic dominant wavelength A.dve. A) The ratios

of Xjve over XAv and \ie versus R (log-log plot). For R<1 \h ~ Xihc. whereas for R>1 Xdt ~ \\w. There is a

sharp transition from the viscous to the elastic mode around R=l. B) The ''phase diagram" of folding

versus buckling shows contours of Xthe/H in the //, I p,„
- P0/G space. The line for R=l separates the

viscous and elastic domains. The two crosses mark the locations of the two X.dve/H shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2A the ratios Alu / Ah and A,hJ AJe are plotted versus R. The mode which

produces a ratio closest to one controls the deformation and a sharp transition occurs

around R=l. In Fig. 2B AlhJH is contoured in the //.///,„ -P0/G space. A(!u,/H in the

area below the R=l line is strongly dependent on the viscosity contrast (the viscous

mode), whereas A(hclH in the area above the R=l line is strongly dependent on P()IG

(the elastic mode).

Spectral/Finite-Difference simulation of viscoelastic folding

Viscoelastic folding is simulated m 2D. for plane strain, in the absence of gravity and

for incompressible materials. The following four partial differential equations are set

up for four unknown functions t\ . v, , ru and ru which arc velocities in the x-and y-

directions. deviatoric stress in the x-direction, and the shear stress, respectively.

I d2
2 T(
d\d \ cX

d- ^

ö \

r =0 (6)
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9A
_

A,
+ -

dx 2// 2G

/ 3t„ 3r„ 3t,
+ v,

.

4- v

3r 3jc
*

3v
n

3v 3x

( <K 9vv V r

3v dx

dv dv.

. +

2u 2G

Qrn 3ru drn dvx dv,
+ V( + ^ + z^

~ - Tu
dt d\ dx dy dx

(7)

(8)

(9)
dx dy

Equation (6) is the equilibrium equation, (7) and (8) are the upper convected Maxwell

equations (e.g., Huilgol & Phan-Thicn 1997) for ru and r„ , respectively, and (9) is

the continuity equation.

Viscous Viscoelastic, R=0.7 Viscoelastic, R=2

19% 18% 3.5%

^
47% 44% 26%

>SylJ^lfl/ JlPtflilJlPTa Tti/IaTU"
71% 72% 60%

Figure 3. Numerical simulation of the development of the predicted dominant wavelengths. Initially, all

layers had initial random perturbation with the same amplitude and the same aspect ratio of 1:128. In the

viscous case Xdv/FF=16 and therefore eight (128/16=8) folds are developed. For R=0.7 the predicted

À,dve/H~14 and nine folds are observed, whereas for R=2 \h/H=22 and five folds are developed. The

dominant wavelength is predicted by the dominant wavelength ratio R but not by the Deborah number,

which is the same for the viscoelastic cases.

For the numerical simulation the time derivatives are approximated with finite

differences (FD's) implicit in time using a variable time step, dt. We take advantage of

the periodic behavior in the shortening (x-) direction and approximate the x-

dependencc with a spectral method (e.g.. Canuto et al. 1988). The non-periodic

behavior in the amplification (y-) direction is approximated with a conservative FD

method using a variable, staggered grid. The 2D numerical code was verified versus

our viscoelastic thin-plate solution at small strains. Three numerical simulations of the

folding of single layers with an initial aspect ratio of 1:128 (thickness/length) are
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shown in Fig. 3. These simulations were conducted using 1.001 grid points and 64

harmonics. The initial perturbations of the layer boundaries were generated by an

equally distributed pseudo-random sequence with the same amplitude (l:50n of the

layer thickness) for all three cases. The dominant wavelengths are controlled by R, but

not by De.

Fig. 4 shows the pressure (P(x,y,t), not the layer-parallel stress P for the thin plate

model!) field during shortening for viscoelastic behavior (R=0.5). The computed

pressure field is free of the artificial oscillations typical of spectral methods and

viscoelastic solvers in Eulerian formulation.

Figure 4. Results of numerical modeling of pressure field evolution (R=0.5). P is normalized with pme

and negative areas represent compressive pressures. Strong pressure gradients between top and bottom

of the fold hinge are developing during shortening (16%). At 62% shortening there are no big pressure

differences between the layer and the matrix. Note high pressure buildup within the matrix between the

limbs (83%).

Conclusions

Our dominant wavelength ratio R determines whether viscoelastic layers show nearly

viscous or elastic behavior, whereas analyses based on conventional Deborah number

yields false predictions as shown in Fig. 1. Realistic dominant wavelengths can be

obtained with our viscoelastic solution for high viscosity contrasts and relatively small
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ratios of P01G (Fig. 2). Our finite amplitude numerical simulations of shortening of

initially randomly perturbed layers confirm development of the dominant wavelength

predicted by the parameter R (Fig. 3). The robustness of the numerical code is

demonstrated by calculation, for the first time, of the pressure field evolution during

buckling of a viscoelastic layer with up to 100% strain. Success of our Eulerian

formulation allows us to model folding up to very large strain and to monitor the

transition of the high pressure areas from inside the layer to the matrix between the

fold limbs at the later stages of folding (Fig. 4).
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Finite Amplitude Folding: Transition from Exponential to Layer

Length Controlled Growth.
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Abstract

A new finite amplitude theory of folding has been developed by the combined

application of analytical, asymptotic and numerical methods. The existing linear

folding theory has been improved by considering nonlinear weakening of the

membrane stresses, which is caused by the stretching of the competent layer during

folding. The resulting theory is simple and accurate for finite amplitude folding and is

not restricted to infinitesimal amplitudes, as is the classical linear theory of folding.

Two folding modes relevant to most natural settings were considered: (i) both

membrane and fiber stresses are viscous during folding (the 'Viscous" mode); (ii)

membrane stresses are viscous whereas fiber stresses are elastic (the '"viscoelastic"

mode). For these two modes, the new theory provided a nonlinear, ordinary differential

equation for fold amplification during shortening and an estimate for crossover

amplitude and strain where the linear theory breaks down. A new analytical

relationship for amplitude versus strain was derived for strains much larger than the

crossover strain. The new relationship agrees well with complete 2D numerical

solutions for up to threefold shortening, whereas the exponential solution predicted by

the linear theory is inaccurate by orders of magnitude for strains larger than the

crossover value. Analysis of the crossover strain and amplitude as a function of the

controlling parameters demonstrates that the linear theory is only applicable for a small

range of amplitudes and strains. This renders the unreliable large strain prediction of

wavelength selection based on the linear theory, especially for folding at high

competence contrasts. To resolve this problem, the new finite amplitude theory is used

to calculate the evolution of the growth rate spectra during progressive folding. The

growth rate spectra exhibited splitting of a single maximum (predicted by the linear
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theory) into two maxima at large strains. This bifurcation occurred for both

deformation modes. In contrast, the spectra of the cumulative amplification ratio

(current over initial amplitude) maintained a single maximum value throughout. The

wavelength selectivity is found to decrease at large strains, which helps explain the

aperiodic forms of folds commonly observed m nature and the absence of long

dominant wavelengths for high competence contrast folding. Calculation of the

cumulative amplification spectra for different initial amplitude distributions, ranging

from white to red noise, showed that the initial noise has a strong influence on the

amplitude spectra for small strains. For larger strains, however, the cumulative

amplification spectra were similar despite the strong difference in the initial noise.

Introduction

The initial stages of folding instabilities have been intensively investigated in the last

decades (e.g., Biot 1965, Chappie 1968. Ramberg 1961). The main result of these

linear theories is the identification of an amplification rate maximum at a certain fold

wavelength, which is known as the dominant wavelength and is expected to develop

rapidly out of initially random irregularities (e.g., Biot 1961, Ramberg 1960). There

arc two particularly simple and frequently used solutions for folding of an clastic layer

(referred to here as ''elastic" mode) and a viscous layer (referred to as "viscous" mode)

within a viscous matrix (e.g., Turcotte & Schubert 1982).

However, the linear theories have a number of shortcomings. To begin with, the

deformation mode (viscous versus elastic) has to be known beforehand in order to

apply the linear theory to natural folds. The viscoelastic theory, combining both

deformation modes, resolves this problem by introducing a parameter R, the ratio of

dominant viscous to dominant elastic wavelength, which determines if the competent

layer is folded in a viscous (R<1) or elastic (R>1) mode (Schmalholz & Podladchikov

1999a).

Moreover, the linear theories predict dominant wavelengths significantly exceeding

those observed in nature for viscosity contrasts in excess of 500 (viscous mode) or for

ratios of layer-parallel stress (P0) to a layer's shear modulus (G) below 0.01 (elastic

mode) (e.g., Johnson & Fletcher 1994. Sherwin & Chappie 1968). On the other hand,

viscosity contrasts below 10 would result in a negligibly small growth rate of the
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instability compared to the background deformation (in the viscous mode). In the

elastic mode, Pr/G ratios must be less than 0.1, which is the maximum strength of any

material. Therefore, the applicability of the linear theories is restricted to a very narrow

range of controlling parameters. Some improvement has been achieved by using

power-law (e.g., Fletcher 1974. Smith 1977), elasto-plastic (e.g., Johnson 1980), Mohr

Coulomb (e.g., Harri 1998) and viscoelastic rheologies (e.g., Schmalholz &

Podladchikov 1999a). However, uncommonly high power-law exponents (>10) or high

P0I G ratios (>0.01) are required to keep the small dominant wavelength predictions

compatible with the large effective viscosity contrasts (e.g., up to 10^) and low

viscosity of the matrix (e.g., below 1018 Pas for partially molten embedding medial,

presumably common in natural settings.

In addition, it is generally accepted that linear theories are restricted to small strains or

amplitudes. Indeed, analogue experiments (e.g., Abbassi & Mancktelow 1992,

Cobbold 1975, Hudleston 1973). nonlinear, semi-analytical theories (Johnson &

Fletcher 1994) and numerical models (e.g.. Tan & Hudleston 1996, Mancktelow

1999a, Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a) have shown a deceleration of the

amplification after a certain amount of strain. However, none of these approaches

provide (i) a simple estimate for the strain or amplitude of the linear theory

breakdown, (ii) identification of the breakdown mechanism, or (iii) a simple large

strain solution for fold amplitude versus strain to replace the exponential expression

obtained by the linear theory.

Finally, the linear theories predict sinusoidal fold shapes, whereas folds observed in

nature often show localized and aperiodic forms (e.g.. Price & Cosgrovc 1990). A

linear thin-plate formulation equipped with somewhat arbitrary, nonlinear softening

terms that emulates the response of the media embedding the plate, partly resolves this

problem (e.g., Hunt et al. 1996). Similarly, direct 2D numerical simulations (e.g.,

Mancktelow 1999a. Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a. Zhang et al. 1996) are able to

generate the complex fold forms, but they do not identify the mechanism of their

formation.

The shortcomings mentioned above demonstrate the necessity for a folding theory

valid for finite amplitudes or large finite strains. However, finite amplitude (FA)

folding is a nonlinear instability problem and. therefore, difficult to treat in a fully
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analytical way. The nonlinear buckling problem due to large deflections (often called

postbuckling) is well known in the engineering literature, but mostly perfectly elastic

beams or plates are considered, which are not embedded in a viscous matrix (e.g.,

Bazant & Cedolin 1991. Novozhilov 1953, Sathyamoorthy 1998). A combined

application of existing linear theories, asymptotic (or perturbation) methods (e.g.,

Awrejcewicz et al. 1998, Nayfeh 1993) and numerical methods (e.g., Fletcher 1997a,

Fornberg 1998) provide a promising approach to solve the FA folding problem.

Numerical methods can provide reliable results for FA folding and allow the use of a

variety of different boundary conditions as well as different initial fold geometries.

However, numerical methods are unsuitable for determining the controlling physical

mechanisms of FA folding (e.g., the mechanism that controls the deviation from the

exponential growth), because the individual mechanical and geometrical components

(e.g., forces, moments, strains, amplitudes etc.) are eliminated from the linear system

of equations produced by the numerical discretization process. In contrast, asymptotic

methods are able to provide analytical approximations, which still explicitly contain

mechanical and geometrical components and, therefore, give more insight into the

mechanical process itself. Nevertheless, the asymptotic solutions are always derived

using numerous simplifications and. therefore, should always be crosschecked by

numerical solutions.

In this study, we use asymptotic and numerical methods in combination with the

existing linear theories to derive a new FA theory of folding. The new FA theory

resolves most of the shortcomings mentioned above. The theory is based on the thin-

plate approximation for a competent layer embedded in an infinite viscous matrix. The

layer-parallel stress state of the competent layer is characterized by membrane (layer

averaged) and fiber (linearly varying across the layer) stresses (Fig. 1) (e.g., Turcotte

1974, Turcotte & Schubert 1982). The nonlinearity is introduced naturally through a

weakening of the membrane stresses, which is caused by stretching of the competent

layer during folding (Fig. 2). We consider two folding modes of the competent layer:

(i) both membrane and fiber stresses are relaxed throughout the folding (the "viscous"

mode): and (ii) membrane stresses are relaxed whereas the fiber stresses are elastic (the

"viscoelastic" mode) (Figs. 1 & 2). These two cases cover a wide range of natural

situations. The rate of fiber stress change during folding is much higher than the rate
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Figure 2. Schematic model of single-layer folding with viscous ("dashpot") membrane stresses and

viscous or clastrc ("spring") fiber stresses. Membrane stiesses vaiy due to the change in arc length (L1R)

during folding. This leads to a variation of the membrane stress P(£) with strain.

Analytical theory for finite amplitude folding

The linear stage of folding is characterized by wavelengths that grow proportionally to

their amplitude, i.e.

dA(t)

dt
(\ + a(t))eA{t) (t)

where A(t), t, a(t) and£ are the amplitude, the time, a dimensionless growth rate and

the absolute value of the background shortening strain rate for pure shear, respectively

(see Table 1 for explanation of the symbols used). According to our sign convention

compressive strain rates, strains and stresses are positive. For viscous and elastic

competent layers folded within a viscous matrix, the growth rate can be expressed as

a(t) = (X0P(£)/Pn (2)

where P(e) is the membrane stress averaged over layer thickness, e is the logarithmic

strain, Po is the initial compressive membrane stress (equal to the initial layer-parallel

stress, Fig. 1) and Oq is the initial, dimensionless growth rate given by

1/
2k H0 /.i, 3

(
II

^

aQ=<

IxAJlx
2 Llm£ A,

/

4/r

K

Ex
4, P

1 n

viscous laver

elastic laver

(3)
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fable 1. Symbols and their meaning.

Symbol Meaning

a constant, initial erowth rate

a(f) current growth rate

/J initial fold amplitude

"a initial fold amplitude divided over initial wavelength
/i0 i

A(t), A current fold amplitude

X£\ current fold amplitude divided over current wavelength

Ac crossover amplitude

W crossover amplitude divided over current wavelength

De Deborah number

e pure shear strain rate

e strain rate of arc length change

s natural strain

ec crossover strain

FA shortcut for Finite Amplitude
G shear modulus of the folded layer

H0 initial layer thickness

A/0, dl0 initial, undeformed surface element of the layer

A/, dl current, deformed surface element of the layer

X0 initial fold wavelength

t," initial dominant wavelencth divided over initial thickness
A,()

X, X(t), X(e) current fold wavelength

;w a current fold wavelength divided over current wavelength

7", current fold arc lensth
arc °

f initial fold arc length divided over initial wavelengthL'ail, o *-

I current fold arc length divided over current wavelength

j.i viscosity of the folded layer

p. viscosity of the matrix

M, nonlinear term in finite amplitude solution

0(...) order symbol

P initial membrane stress

P(e), cfu current membrane stress

R ratio of dominant viscous to dominant elastic wavelength

a layer-parallel stress

a fiber stress

S(s) shape function, used in Taylor series for fold arc length

x shear stress imposed by matrix onto top of layer surface

x. shear stress imposed by matrix onto bottom of layer surface

/ time

Av, velocity difference along the folded layer
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where Ho is the initial layer thickness, jlm is the viscosity of the matrix, m_ and G are

the viscosity and the shear modulus of the layer, respectively, and A0 is the initial

wavelength (e.g., Biot 1961, Turcotte & Schubert 1982). P0 is equal to 4p,ê (cf.,

Turcotte & Schubert 1982) for the viscous layer and is a free parameter for the elastic

layer. In this study, the membrane stresses are considered to be viscous, thus Po= 4/i,è

for both our "viscous" and "viscoelastic" modes. This implies that the Deborah number

is small: De = u,£ IG = P01{AG) <s I, i.e. the viscously relaxed stresses are much

smaller than the shear modulus, as expected within ductile parts of the lithosphère

subject to large amplitude folding.

In the linear theory, fold amplification is controlled by the dominant wavelength,

which is presumably selected and "locked" at the initial stage of folding. For an

incompressible material (where Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.5), the dominant

wavelength can be expressed as (e.g., Turcotte & Schubert 1982)

K =

\ u
2/n

Ig ! u, 1
Art 2/n _-_

lPo \/ 6/A R

viscous layer, applicable for R< 1

elastic layer, applicable forR>l

(4)

where Â0 is the dominant wavelength normalized over the initial layer thickness and

-- 1 1
R = 6 ^(jU, /jUm)^(P0/Gy is the ratio of dominant viscous to dominant elastic

wavelength, which is a parameter controlling the choice of rheological response

(Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a). The growth rate of the dominant wavelength is

obtained by substituting eqn. (4) into eqn. (3):

an

A.I ft

ft Pn

V3/A
1 4 it,

v3"*y

viscous layer, applicable for R<1

R elastic layer, applicable for R>J

(5)

The reason that the ratio of dominant viscous to dominant elastic wavelength. R,

controls the choice of deformation mode (as demonstrated by Schmalholz &

Podladchikov 1999a) is clear from eqn. (5), since the growth rate for the viscous

folding mode is faster than the elastic mode if R<1. and vice versa.
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Figure 3. barge strain dynamics and kinematics of the thin layer embedded in a weak matrix. A). Force

balance along the folded layer. The variation of the membrane force along a small increment of the layer

is balanced by the shear stresses that are imposed by the embedding matrix onto the lop ( T ) and

bottom (Thot) layer segments A/. Negligible shear stresses within the low viscosity, embedding matrix

lead to effectively constant membrane stress if a constant layer thickness (thin-platc) is assumed. B).

Local layer-parallel pure shear kinematics are assumed to be applicable even after large fold limb

rotations due to negligible shear deformation within the layer. C). Sketch of mapping from undeformed

to deformed state, explaining the calculations of the cumulative arc length rate using eqn. (6).

Assuming a constant strain rate and constant membrane stress, P(e)=Po. the integration

of eqn. (1) yields the exponential solution A(t) = A()c\p((\ + a0)è t) for the initial stage

of folding, where A0 is the initial amplitude (e.g.. Biot 1961, Johnson & Fletcher 1994,

Turcotte & Schubert 1982). However, the membrane stress is inevitably altered at later

stages of folding. This is because the assumed sinusoidal shape of the fold and its

exponentially growing amplitude implies a fast increase in the arc length L of the
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competent layer, which in turn causes a weakening of the compressive membrane

stress due to the strong resistance of the competent layer to stretching.

The FA approximation is made by assuming that the linear theory, based on an initial

dominant wavelength A(t) = A0. is valid incrementally (eqns. (1) to (5)) throughout the

FA folding. Under pure shear shortening, the change in the wavelength with time is

defined as dA(t)ldt = -A(t)é. In the following derivations, the chain rule of

differentiation, d/dt = (dl de) (de I dt) = (dl de) £
,
is used to convert the time to strain

derivatives, which allows the theory to be independent of strain rate variation through

time. Therefore, the wavelength changes with strain according to dA(£)/d£--A(£),

the logarithmic strain being £ = ln(/i0 / A(£)).

According to the force balance along the layer, the variation of the membrane force

(membrane stress times the layer thickness) along the layer must be balanced by the

shear stresses imposed by the embedding matrix onto the layer's surface (e.g..

Medvcdcv & Podladchikov 1999a. Medvedev & Podladchikov 1999b, Fig. 3A). It is

assumed here that the membrane stress is constant along the layer, because the shear

stresses in the low viscosity matrix are small compared to the stresses within the layer.

In accordance with viscous rheology. the membrane stress must be proportional to the

"local" layer-parallel (and layer averaged) strain rate, £t,n = -(3A//3f)/A/ (Fig. 3B

and 3C), which must, therefore, also be constant along the layer. The cumulative

change of the arc length is given bv

dt
"

fL„

dt

d ( !„-, >

A"=l; 1
dt

dl
dl0

V
o 3/o

j

\ V cy,
J
o d!o^

,//„ =

(6)

=-TJ-(4,/)^o=-c j |k=-4,.>/=-^
o dlo

0 ^0

Therefore, the arc length (membrane) strain rate can be expressed as

tu =-K,t 'dt)/Lti =-è{dLail ld£)ILm (7)

and the viscous membrane stress, normalized over its initial value -4//,f. can be

written as

P(£)
,

1 31
_4^

P
1 A L„, dt 4u,£

- -4//,f
1 31,

L d£

1 dL,

w L de
m
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where Laic=LaH IA is the arc length normalized over the current wavelength. An

expression for the normalized arc length versus fold amplitude can be written in the

general form:

L(,lc=l + S(£)À(£)2 (9)

Here A{e) = A{£)lA(e) is the current fold amplitude normalized over the current

wavelength and S(e) is a function to account for fold shape. For sinusoidal fold

shapes, the constant value

S{£) =ft2 (10)

is derived by keeping only the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of Lau for small

amplitudes:

Lxlt
d 2flx X

A(£)—sin(^-A-) dx^l + fZ2A(£Y
dx A

(ID

Viscous Viscoelastic (R=0 7) Viscoelastic (R=2)

7 4S

on

Ll/l-lm = ^()

1 00

u|Llll 100

00

u nn-:^oo

P„'G = 0 07

Figure 4. Numerical simulation of single laver folding. Fold shapes corresponding to three different sets

of rheological parameters are presented for different amounts of shot toning (here expressed as AQ I A ;

numbers above told). All folds initially had the dominant wavelength to thickness ratio, which increases

for increasing viscosity contrast.
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Figure 5. The change of fold shape veisus normalized lold amplitude. A) The ratio of aie length to

wavelength L(„L IA is plotted versus the ratio of amplitude to wavelength (AI A). The stars mark

numerical results obtained from the three different ideologies shown in Fig. 4. The two solid lines

represent the approximations of the ate length using two different shape factors S(£). The factor

S{£) — 7T" is the Taylor expansion assuming small AIA and a sinusoidal fold. The factor

S{£)—7t~l\\ + ?>A{£)"\ was found to lit the numerical results best. B) The factor

S(£) = ft" /{[+ 3A(£)~ \ rs calculated using numerrcal results and plotted versus [AI A) .
This plot

also shows that the curve for empirical S( £) is a close fit to the numerical results.

For large amplitudes the shape of folds does not stay sinusoidal and, therefore, the

range of applicability of the Taylor expansion of Lau (only valid for small AI A) and

Luu versus AI A relationship outside of this range is determined by numerical

experiments. Three numerical experiments were performed for different rheological

parameter sets representing three different deformation modes (Fig. 4): (i) pure viscous

folding (R=0); (ii) viscoelastic folding with quasi-viscous behavior (R=0.7); and (iii)

viscoelastic folding with quasi-elastic behavior (R=2). In Fig. 5A the curve for L,il

with S{s) = ft2 and the numerically calculated arc length to wavelength ratios are

plotted versus AI A. Despite this wide range of rheological behavior, all three

numerical fold shapes follow the same curve Lan =l + ft2A(e)2 (derived Taylor

expansion assuming small amplitude to wavelength ratios and sinusoidal fold shape)

up to the surprisingly high value of AI A ~ 0.2. which corresponds to a dip angle at the

inflection point of about 50 degrees (= arctan(2/rA/i)-18ü//r). Furthermore, all three

numerical fold shapes follow, again independent of the rheology, a general curve

s(x
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S{e)=ft2l(l + 3A{e)2]j, (12)

which was found to approximate the fold shape evolution best for AI A > 0.2 and to

comply with the curve found by the Taylor expansion for AI A < 0.2 (see also Fig.

5B). Most results presented in this paper are for AI A < 0.2 and, therefore, are

independent of the numerically-fitted general curve (eqn. (12)).

Finally, the FA equation for the fold amplitude normalized over the current

wavelength is obtained by substituting eqns. (2) & (8) into eqn. (1) and solving the

resulting equation for dA{e)lde .
After some rearrangement of terms the nonlinear FA

equation, valid for the two modes of rheological response of the competent layer, is

s

^)-
= (2 +a0)^ (13)

de
{ °

1 + N,

Note that the summand 2 appears in this equation because the amplitude is normalized

over the current wavelength and the background amplification for this ratio is twice as

fast as for the amplitude alone. The nonlinear term, N, .
has the form

A(f) 3L„,
N,=a0^- X^~ (14)

Lmt dA(£)

Substituting eqns. (9) and (12) into eqn. (14) yields

NL =a0 ^---^^^ (15)
37T +9)A(£) + /r+ 6 A(f)" + 1

Eqn. (13) has an exponential solution (valid for small strains) if the nonlinear term is

neglected. An estimate of the crossover amplitude. Ac ,
for viscous and viscoelastic

modes is derived by assuming that the exponential solution breaks down when the

nonlinear term is of the order of unity. The approximated nonlinear term in (15) yields

the crossover amplitude

Âc~ll(frJzW0) (16)

Matching Ac to the exponential solution provides an expression for the crossover

strain
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An analytical solution of eqn. (131 using the exact nonlinear term in (14) can be

written in implicit form as

£ = In

KA;
= ln

f l, Ï

L,

f

+ ln
Aie)

M£)0
(18)

where L
n

is the initial arc length to wavelength ratio. The above solution is valid for
intO

an arbitrary relationship of arc length versus amplitude and is, therefore, unaffected by

the choice of the shape factor (eqns. (10) and (12)). This solution can be transformed

to another form as

A{e) = \ exp ( (1 + a0 ) £
t f X«

L-'mcO

L
(19)

This form shows that the main difference between the FA solution and the linear

solution is the strong power law dependence (Oo»l) of the change in the fold arc

length.

It is important to note here that the FA solution is a general solution of a dynamic

problem. In order to predict the fold amplification versus strain, the theory requires an

additional kinematic constraint for arc length versus amplitude, which is a function of

the fold shape and potentially strongly controlled by rheology (e.g., Lan & Hudleston

1996), However, the important features of the FA solution, such as the deviation from

exponential growth and the transition into layer length controlled growth, are derived

by using the analytical Taylor expansion of the arc length and assuming sinusoidal fold

shape. We demonstrate that these assumptions (i.e. S(e) = fi2) are valid up to

AI A < 0.2 corresponding to a maximum limb dip of 50 degrees. For the larger

amplitudes, the numerically derived function S(e) = /r/(l + 3Â(£)A can be used as a

better kinematic constraint on the arc length evolution to increase the accuracy of the

FA theory predictions.

Verification of the FA theory and derivation of FA spectra

In this section, the FA solution (eqn. (18)) is compared with the exponential solution

predicted by the linear theory' and numerical solutions of the complete 2D folding

problem obtained with the combined spectral/fmite-difference method (cf., Schmalholz
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& Podladchikov 1999a) (Figs. 6 & 7). The amplification ratio given by the FA

solutions is very close to that obtained from numerical simulations for very large

strains, providing a continuation that the simplifications made m the FA theory are

reasonable (Fig. 6). In contrast, the exponential solution deviates by orders of

magnitude from the numerical solution for even small amounts of shortening.

Furthermore, the FA solution starts to deviate from the exponential solution at around

the same value for strain and AIH0 as the numerical solution (Fig. 7). Therefore, the

crossover amplitude and strain, predicted on the basis oi the FA solution, give reliable

limits on the linear theory.

u/u =50 R = 0
X m

06, -

04

02
— exponential solution

-f numerical solution

— finite amplitude solution

12 14 16 18 2 22 24 26 28 3

Ul/nm = 2500 R = 2

2 22 24 26 2f

V*

Frgure 6 Finite amplitude (FA) piedictions compated with exponential and numcucal solutions The

ratio AI À is plotted veisus the shottening The three F\ piedictions tepicsenting dilleient lhcologrcal

behaviots coincide well with numencal solutions of the complete 2D folding pioblem In contrast, the

exponential solutions deviate stionglv hom the numencal îesults altei onlv a small amount of

shortening
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Figure 7. The deviation of the linear theorv from the nonlinear theory The ratio AI Hn (logkl scale) is

plotted versus the logarithmic strain. The FA predictions representing different rheological behaviors

deviate from the exponential solution at around the same strain and amplitude as the numcucal solutions

of the complete 2D folding pioblem

The crossover strain at which the linear solution starts to deviate from the FA solution

is presented in Fig. 8A. As expected, higher values of ArAo (i-c- higher initial limb

dip) cause earlier breakdown of the exponential assumption for fixed rheological

parameters (cf. eqn. (17) and Fig. 8A). The crossover amplitude in eqn. (16) is

normalized over the current wavelength. Multiplying both sides of eqn. (16) by A0

results in an expression for Ac I H0exp(ec) that only depends on R. For small

crossover strains (see Fig. 8A). the value of exp(fr) is approximately unity. With this

assumption. Ac IH0 can be plotted versus the single parameter R (Fig. 8B) and has the

constant value 1/V2 for R<1 (the viscous mode) and is proportional to 1 l(-J~2Rv:) for

R>1 (the viscoelastic mode).
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Figure 8. The crossover strains at which the linear theory breaks down. A) As viscosity contrasts arc

increased, the crossover strains decrease strongly for fixed A,7Ä0, which means that the linear theory is

valid only for the first few percent of strain. B) The crossover amplitude for viscous and viscoelastic

layers versus the parameter R (double logarithmic plot) for the small strain approximation cxp(ec)~l.

For R<1 (viscous mode) the crossover amplitude is constant. It starts to decrease for R>1 (viscoelastic

mode),

The FA solution provides normalized growth rates, a(e) = (dA(e)/de)IA{e)- I. for

different initial wavelength to thickness ratios, to give the growth rate spectra. In

contrast to the linear theory, these FA spectra are dependent on strain and initial

amplitude and remain valid for amplitudes larger than the crossover one. The change

of the growth rate spectra with progressive shortening is presented in Fig. 9 for three

sets of rheological parameters. The growth rate spectra agree well with the linear

theory for small values of shortening, predicting a single maximum growth rate at the

dominant wavelength. However, after a certain amount of shortening, two local growth

rate maxima start to develop, corresponding to wavelengths shorter and longer than the

initial dominant one. The maximum corresponding to wavelengths larger than the

initial dominant one rapidly shifts towards larger wavelengths. For R=2. the decrease

and bifurcation of the growth rate takes place within a much smaller shortening range

then for R=0 and R=0.7.
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Figure 9. Evolution of growth rate spectra with progressive shortening (numbers in legend) lor three sets

of rheological parameters. The graphs are for "while" noise (initial amplitudes arc the same). For small

shortening the growth rate spectra are equal to that predicted by the linear theory. With progressive

shortening, the growth rate spectra yield two maximal growth lates. corresponding to wavelengths

smaller and larger than the dominant one. Note the smaller shortening range for R=2.

In order to evaluate the effect of splitting of the growth rate maximum on dominant

wavelength selection, the spectra of A/H0 (i.e. current amplitude normalized over

initial thickness) are calculated for the three different sets of rheological parameters

and for different amounts of shortening (Fig. 10). The difference between the spectra

for growth rate and current amplitude is that the growth rate represents the incremental

amplification whereas the current amplitude represents the total amplification

accumulated since the onset of folding. For all three settings, the dominant wavelength

stays practically unaltered with progressive shortening. However, towards wavelengths

larger than the dominant one the slope of A I H0 becomes flatter, especially for R=2.

In other words, the selectivity of the dominant wavelength becomes weaker with

progressive shortening, especially for folding at high competence contrast and folding

in viscoelastic modes. Similar results were obtained by Mancktelow (Mancktelow

1999b) using Finite Element simulations.
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Figure 10. The evolution of the wavelength spectra of A I H() for different rheological parameters. For

R=2 the amplitudes grow much faster than for the two other settings but with progressive shortening the

difference in amplitudes becomes less. Most important, the slope of A I H0, for wavelengths larger than

the dominant one becomes flatter with progressive shortening.

Furthermore, the FA theory can be used to calculate contours of the growth rate, the

amplification ratio, A(e)/A0, and the ratio P(e)l Pn during progressive shortening

within the two coordinates A\ IH0 and À\) IA (Fig. 11). The bifurcation of the growth

rate can be seen in the change of the contour lines from a convex upward to a convex

downward shape. The amplification ratio A(£)IA0 always yields one maximum,

which stays constant at the initial dominant wavelength to thickness ratio. The

contours of P{e)IP0 indicate that the minimum layer-parallel stress (which is

proportional to the minimum force in the linear stage, cf., Ramberg 1960) corresponds

to the dominant wavelength. Again note that the changes of the spectra for the quasi-

elastic mode (R=2) take place over a much smaller shortening range than for the other

two modes.
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contours A/AQ contours P/P0 contours

Figure 1 1. Contour maps of the growth rate u. the amplification ralio AI A0 and the stress ratio PI P0

for different sets of rheological parameters. All contours aie plotted m the space A0 I H0 versus X{) IA

(i.e. shortening). The bifurcation of a is reflected m the change of the contour lines from convex upward

to convex downward. The maxrmum AI A0 remains constant, and equal to the initial dominant

wavelength. The minimum PI Pl}. or in other words the maximal stress drop, occurs at the dominant

wavelength, which means that the dominant wavelength is the wavelength for which the stress yields a

minimum for a fixed amount of shortemng.

All the above spectra were calculated for a distribution of initial amplitudes

corresponding to uncorrelated "white noise" (i.e. all initial amplitudes are the same).

However, the FA spectra inevitably depend on the distribution of initial amplitudes

due to the nonlincarity of the FA theory. Therefore, a sensitivity study for the fold

amplification spectrum was carried out for three different distributions of initial

amplitudes corresponding to initial uncorrelated "white noise" (all initial amplitudes

are the same and scale as X0°) and two long-wavelength dominated "red noises", where

the initial amplitudes scale as A0J and À02 (e.g.. Turcotte 1997) (Fig. 12). The

amplification is calculated for the viscoelastic layer with R=0.7 for different amounts

of shortening. For small shortening (1.02). the amplification is different for the three
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initial wavelength scaling factors n=0.1.2 where n is the exponent in Xq\ For n=0 and

1, the dominant wavelength is already developed, whereas for n=2 the initial amplitude

distribution is still observable. After a shortening of 1.11 a maximum starts to develop

also for n=2, and becomes fully developed at a shortening of 1.28. At a shortening of

1.65 the three amplitude spectra develop the same dominant wavelength and are

similar, although the initial amplitude spectra were very different.

X0IX = 1.02 X0U = 1.11 XQ/X = 1.28 X0 I X = 1 65
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Figure 12. The influence of the initial "noise" of the perturbation on the amplification spectra. The

wavelength spectra of AIA are calculated for three different initial distributions of amplitudes, which

scale with A"0, where n = 0, 1 or 2. The results are presented for viscoelastic folding with a viscosity

contrast oi" fOO and R = 0.7. The initial "red noise" (n=2) preserves the initial amplitude distribution

longest but, after a shortening of 1.65. the three spectra are more or less the same, despite the strong

differences in initial perturbations.

Discussion

The calculation of the crossover strains (Fig. 8A) shows that for high viscosity contrast

or high P0 IG the exponential solution already breaks down after only a small amount

of shortening. As a consequence, for folding having these parameter sets, the growth

rate spectra calculated from the linear theory are no longer applicable and the

development of a dominant wavelength must be questioned. The growth rate and

AIH0 spectra predicted by the FA theory (Figs. 9 & 10) may help to explain two

common observations on natural folds. First, a number of natural fold trains show
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variations in wavelength although the layer thickness is more or less constant (e.g.,

Hunt et al. 1996). This can be explained by the development of flat and non-selective

A/H0 spectra at large strains (Fig. 10). Second, wavelengths to thickness ratios

observed in nature are usually below 30 (e.g., Currie et al. 1962, Sherwin & Chappie

1968), implying that viscosity contrasts in nature are never larger than around 500.

This contradicts experimental observations of power-law creep (e.g., Carter & Tsenn

1987), which suggest that effective viscosity ratios in natural settings may exceed

several orders of magnitude. The apparent contradiction can be explained by the FA

theory. It predicts that folds with high viscosity contrast have only a few percent of

strain available to develop the dominant wavelength, especially when their initial

amplitude to wavelength ratio is larger than around 0.01 (Fig. 8). Moreover, the FA

theory predicts that the incremental growth rate spectra exhibit very sharp maximal

values at wavelengths smaller than the dominant one (Fig. 9).

Comparison of folding spectra for three different initial noises (the power-law

exponents ranging from 0 to 2) demonstrated a weak sensitivity at the FA stages. The

"white and red noise" settings used in this sensitivity analysis represent a wide range

of natural surfaces. The white noise (the amplitude scales as A,0°=constant) is an

extremely rough interface having zero correlation length. Red noise (the amplitude

scales as Xq\ where n is a constant) is characterized by strong near-neighbor

correlation and increasing degree of smoothness with growing power law exponent n.

For example, if the layer was formed "perfectly" flat and the only later disturbances

are offsets by faults which penetrate the entire fold thickness, the amplitude of the pre-

folding interface spectrum would scale as Xo" (the Fourier transform of the Heaviside

step function). Most natural surfaces are considered to lie within a range of exponents

n between 0 and 1 (e.g.. Turcotte 1997). As presented in Fig. 12, the AI A spectra

developed are very similar for the "end member noises" corresponding to n=0 and n=l.

Moreover, the slope of A / A for increasing wavelengths, larger than the dominant one,

becomes flatter with progressive shortening. This reflects the weak selectivity already

shown in Fig. 10 for the AI Hn spectra. For a more extreme case, if only "blind" faults

are allowed (faults which terminate within the layer causing a break of slope but zero

offset), the amplitude scales as Xx. In this case, the initial distribution is preserved for

more than 1.1 shortening. However, after a shortening of 1.65 the distribution of AI A
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is more or less the same for all three initial "noises". This suggests that the type of

initial "noise" has only a minor influence on fold development. Indeed. Mancktelow

(Mancktelow 1999b) showed, using numerical (Finite Element Method) simulations,

that the initial probability distribution and the fractal dimension of these distributions

have only a minor influence on the wavelength of folds developed at the finite

amplitude at which they can be studied.

Summary and Conclusions

A simple nonlinear FA theory has been derived that accounts for membrane stresses

during progressive folding. It is argued that the weakening of the compressive

membrane force causes the breakdown of the initially exponential fold amplification

and its sharp transition into a much slower, layer length controlled growth. The FA

theory provides a simple estimate for the crossover fold amplitude at which the linear

theory breaks down:

Ac =

A

\jAOCc,K

H
—ß= viscous mode, applicable for R<1

v 2

II
0 viscoelastic mode, applicable for R> 1

where X is the fold wavelength. Oo is initial growth rate, H0 is the initial layer

-- ! i
thickness, and R = 6 '(ft, Ipm)'(P0 /G)1 is the ratio of dominant viscous to dominant

elastic wavelength, which is a parameter controlling the choice of rheological response

during folding (Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a). Furthermore, a large strain

solution predicting the further evolution of the fold amplitude is derived, which is

A(£) = A, exp(( 1 + a0)£) (L„i0 /4, )""

where Lmc is the fold arc length normalized over the fold wavelength. A,

£ = \n{À\lX) is the logarithmic strain, and A„, A\ and 4co are initial amplitude,

wavelength and the normalized arc length, respectively. Lm is obtained as a function

of the fold amplitude and wavelength by Taylor expansion at small amplitudes and by
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fitting the shapes of numerical folds at large amplitudes and is given by a simple

relationship Lmc = l + ft2A(£)2 l(A"+3A(f)2) valid up to threefold shortening.

The calculation of the crossover amplitude and strains at which the linear theory

breaks down shows that for high viscosity contrasts (>1000) or values R>1 the linear

theories are only valid for a small amount of strain (Fig. 8). The evolution of the

incremental growth rate spectra during progressive finite amplitude folding can also be

calculated (Fig. 9). The incremental spectrum shows that the single amplification rate

maximum, which occurs at small strain, bifurcates into two maxima located at longer

and shorter wavelengths. The offset between the two maxima increases with increasing

strain. As a result of this strain dependence of the incremental amplification rate, the

spectrum of AIH0 exhibits a continuous range of wavelengths characterized by nearly

the same finite amplification as the dominant one in the case of high viscosity contrasts

or R>1 (Fig. 10). It may be speculated that the weaker selectivity of the finite strain

spectrum is responsible for the aperiodic shapes of natural folds andfor the absence of

long dominant wavelengths for high competence contrast folding. The spectra of the

stress ratio {PIP0) confirm that the dominant wavelength is the one corresponding to

the minimum layer-parallel stress for a given strain (Fig. 11). The influence of

different initial noise decreases with increasing strain resulting in more or less the

same amplitude spectra for large strains (Fig. 12). In conclusion, the results obtained in

this study advocate the combined application of analytical, asymptotic and numerical

methods to provide an insight into nonlinear problems in geodynamics.
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Abstract

A new method to estimate strain and competence contrast from natural fold shapes is

developed and verified by analogue and numerical experiments. Strain is estimated

relative to the nucleation amplitude (/lv), which is the fold amplitude when the

amplification velocities caused by kinematic layer thickening and dynamic folding are

identical. The amplitude /1/V is taken as the amplitude at zero strain because folding at

smaller amplitudes is dominantly by kinematic layer thickening. Layer thickening does

not produce significant limb dips or fold shapes such as can be studied in the field and

used for the strain and competence contrasts estimates.

For amplitudes larger then AN the strain and competence contrast estimates arc

contoured in a two-dimensional space defined by the thickness to wavelength ( HI A)

ratio and the amplitude to wavelength {AIA) ratio, which can be measured for any

observed fold shape. The contour maps are constructed using existing linear theories of

folding, a new nonlinear theory of folding and numerical simulations of single-layer

folding. It is demonstrated that our strain estimation method represents a significant

improvement to the arc length method. The strain estimation method is successfully

applied to folds exhibiting viscous (Newtonian), viscoelastic and power-Jaw (non-

Newtonian) rlieologies. Also, the strain partitioning between individual folds within

fold trains is investigated. Fold trains within layers exhibiting viscous and viscoelastic

rheology show different characteristic strain partitioning patterns. Therefore, measured

strain partitioning patterns of natural fold trains can be used to assess the deformation

mechanism (viscous or viscoelastic) during the initiation of the fold trains.
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Introduction

Folds are geological structures that are frequently observed in nature and occur on all

spatial scales (e.g., Price & Cosgrove 1990, Ramsay & Hubcr 1987). A major

geological question concerning folding is how much strain is necessary to form

observed fold shapes. Such information is relevant for palinspastic reconstructions of

deformed, folded regions such as mountain belts. Although numerous studies have

investigated the mechanics of folding using analytical techniques (e.g., Biot 1961,

Chappie 1968, Hunt et al. 1996. Johnson & Fletcher 1994). analogue experiments

(e.g., Abbassi & Mancktelow 1992, Currie et al. 1962, Hudleston 1973, Ramberg

1963) and numerical simulations (e.g., Cobbold 1977, Dieterich 1970, Mancktelow

1999a, Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a, Zhang et al. 1996). there is no satisfactory

method to estimate strain from natural fold shapes. The so-called arc length method

(e.g., Dahlstrom 1969) is an intuitively attractive estimation method. This method

assumes that the observed fold arc length corresponds to the initial fold wavelength

(Fig. 1). Flence. strain can be estimated from the difference between the observed arc

length and fold wavelength. However, the arc length method results in large errors if it

is applied to folds that developed in settings where the competence contrast between

the folded layer and its matrix are small. These errors are a result of the relatively large

component of homogeneous layer thickening that develops when the competence

contrast is small. Layer thickening reduces the fold arc length during layer-parallel

shortening. Therefore, the observed fold arc length can be considerably smaller than

the initial fold wavelength and the arc length method can grossly underestimate strain.

This study presents a strain estimation method that reliable estimates strain and has the

additional advantage that it enables estimation of the competence contrast.

The unknown material properties and initial geometry of natural folds are the major

obstacles to strain estimation. Theoretically, an essentially flat layer with infinitesimal

fold amplitudes may accommodate several hundreds of percent strain by homogeneous

layer thickening without developing observable fold limb dips. Therefore, a layer that

appears unfolded in the field may have accommodated substantial layer-parallel strain.

With increasing fold limb dip, i.e., increasing fold amplitude, the strain that is

accommodated by layer thickening generally decreases, and the strain that is

accommodated by folding generally increases. Therefore, an amplitude can be defined.
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at which the amplification velocities caused by kinematic layer thickening and

dynamic folding are the same. This amplitude is designated the nucleation amplitude

(AN, see Table J). In this study, we adopt Av as the initial amplitude for strain

estimation to circumvent the obstacle of unknown initial geometry. In other words.

only strain that is accommodated while amplitudes are larger than AN is estimated.

The strain that is accommodated while amplitudes are smaller than AN is ignored

because this strain is not recorded through the fold shape.

The variation of fold shape with increasing strain depends on material properties as

shown by analogue and numerical experiments where the variation of geometrical

parameters has been recorded as a function of strain. Manifestations of material

dependence are: the alteration of the amplitude to initial amplitude ratio (e.g., Abbassi

& Mancktelow 1992, Chappie 1968. Hudleston & Stcphansson 1973), the arc length to

initial arc length ratio (e.g.. Hudleston 1973, Johnson & Fletcher 1994), the amplitude

to thickness ratio (e.g., Hudleston 1973). the amplitude to wavelength ratio (e.g.,

Currie et al. 1962) and the wavelength to thickness ratio (e.g., Lan & Hudleston

1995a). One specific fold shape for different material properties may theoretically

correspond to different strains. A unique strain estimate is therefore not possible from

a single geometrical parameter quantifying the fold shape without knowledge of the

material properties. To avoid this obstacle, we employ two observable geometrical

parameters simultaneously to characterize folds. Thus, during progressive folding,

strain is contoured in a two-dimensional space defined by the thickness to wavelength

{HIA) ratio and the amplitude to wavelength {AIA) ratio. These ratios can be

measured for any observed fold shape. Strain contours as a function of AI A and HIA

provide a "strain contour map", which uniquely defines strain for a continuous range of

competence contrasts. Therefore, the idea of this study is to use two observable

geometrical ratios to constrain two unknowns: the competence contrast and the strain

that is accommodated by the folds after they exceed the nucleation amplitude.

Although not fully explored in this study, further improvements of precision of the

strain estimates can easily be made by correcting for the discrepancy in strain between

the real initial amplitude and the nucleation amplitude if the former is constrained

independently.
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This paper starts from quantification of initial stages of folding instability, which is

potentially useful for strain corrections if the initial amplitude is known. In the

succeeding section, analytical relationships for the nonlinear folding stages are used to

choose the geometrical parameters for the strain estimate method and to evaluate its

range of applicability. Next, numerical simulations results are used to construct the

new method of strain and competence contrasts estimates. The new method is then

verified by numerical and analogue experiments and applied to constrain the strain

partitioning in natural and experimental fold trains. General discussion and

conclusions finish the paper.

The Nucleation Amplitude

In this section, an amplitude is derived that represents the universal initial amplitude,

which will be used to estimate strain from fold shapes. This universal amplitude is

designated the nucleation amplitude AN .

A layer subjected to layer-parallel shortening accommodates strain by both layer

thickening and rotation. The second mechanism is, in general, termed folding (e.g..

Price & Cosgrove 1990, Ramsay & Huber 1987). Layer thickening and folding can

occur simultaneously, but it is possible to discriminate between the velocity fields of

the two mechanisms (e.g.. Biot 1965, Johnson & Fletcher 1994). If layer and matrix

exhibit the same material properties, the amplification velocity of the top layer

interface is controlled exclusively by the kinematic velocity, which arises due to layer

thickening (e.g., Biot 1965, Johnson & Fletcher 1994):

A,„=^ (1)

The kinematic velocity is a linear function of the pure shear background strain rate £

and the layer thickness H (Fig. 1, for symbols see Table 1). In pure shear the vertical

(y) distance of the top layer interface from the origin of the coordinate system (point of

zero velocity) is half of the layer thickness H plus the amplitude A. The contribution of

the amplitude to that distance is neglected for the kinematic velocity, because in the

initial stages the amplitude is much smaller than the thickness of the layer (Fig. 1).
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If the material properties of the layer are different than those of the matrix, then the

dynamic velocity is non-zero because of the instability of the layer. This component of

the velocity is (e.g., Biot 1965. Johnson & Fletcher 1994)

Vfhn=Aa£ (2)

The dynamic velocity is a linear function of the fold amplitude A, a dimensionless

growth rate a and the strain rate.

For ductile (viscous and power-law) layers embedded in a viscous matrix the

dimensionless growth rate is (e.g.. Fletcher 1974)

(

ad =n I
\ rcH< V

3 A

n A p,

~x Ho /A

(3)

Here ju,, jum , HQ, A and n are the viscosity of the layer, the viscosity of the matrix,

the initial layer thickness, the wavelength of a sinusoidal perturbation and the power-

law exponent of the layer, respectively (Table 1). The "ductile" growth rate has a

maximum as a function of wavelength, which is obtained by setting the derivative of

eqn. (3) with respect to A to zero and solving for A. This maximum is the dominant

"ductile" wavelength (e.g.. Fletcher 1974. Smith 1977):

X i

AM=2ftHQ(bn) Hp,lpmf (4)

The dominant wavelength is presumably selected and preserved during folding

because perturbations with this wavelength grow exponentially faster than all other

perturbations. Substituting eqn. (4) into eqn. (3) gives the dominant ductile growth rate

(.

<*,,,, =
4V" /A

3 //,„
(5)

In eqn. (5) the growth rate is explicitly dependent on material properties. Alternatively,

the dominant ductile growth rate can be expressed through the dominant ductile

wavelength. This makes the dominant ductile growth rate explicitly dependent on

geometric parameters:

a.

ft"

( 2 "\

(6)
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a general folding growth rate

a,, growth rate for ductile layers

a<ui dominant growth rate for ductile layers

ac growth rate for elastic layers

a</e dominant growth rate for elastic layers

A fold amplitude

A) initial fold amplitude

A: crossover amplitude: Ac = l/(/r\/2a)

Av nucleation amplitude: AN =\l(2a)

D flexural rigidity of the layer

£ engineering strain: £ = (A^ - A) 1A

A, natural strain: £.n = \n(A,IA)

Xrc strain that is estimated by the arc length method

£ pure shear background strain rate

G shear modulus of the layer
II thickness of the layer

H initial thickness of the layer

A fold wavelength

K initial fold wavelength

Am dominant wavelength for ductile layers

A/e dominant wavelength for elastic layers

Xeff effective dominant wavelength

Aire fold arc length

L'arcO initial fold arc length

M, viscosity of the layer

Am viscosity of the matrix

n power-law exponent of the layer
P layer-parallel stress

R dominant wavelength ratio: R = AM 1 Adc or alternatively R=acle 1 aM

R* effective dominant wavelength ratio: Rcir = n max(l,R)

VCeff effective viscosity contrast

V,!w dynamic folding velocity

vkill
"1 kinematic folding velocity

Table 1. List of symbols used in the text.
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Figure 1. The major geometrical parameters of any observed fold are the arc length (L(uc )- wavelength

(A), amplitude ( A) and thickness (H ). The point of zero vertical (y) pure shear background velocity

is located at the origin of the coordinate system. The vertical distance between the origin and the fold

hinge is A + H12. In the initial folding stages, where amplitudes arc very small, the amplitude's

contribution to this distance can be neglected, and the arc length has approximately the same length than

the wavelength.

A0 / H0 = 0.02

>

Afl / H0 = 0.01

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

Figure 2. Growth of kinematic and dvnamic velocities during shortening. A) The dynamic velocities

(solid lines) increase with increasing viscosity contrast (vc). The natural strain £n necessary for the

dynamic velocity to exceed the kinematic velocity depends on the initial amplitude to thickness ratio

(here A01 HÇ)= 0.02 ). B) For a smaller A0 / f/0 ratio (0.01 ) than in A), more strain is necessary for the

dynamic velocities to exceed the kinematic velocities. The mtcrseclion between dynamic and kinematic

velocities defines the nucleation amplitude.

In Fig. 2 the kinematic velocity and several dynamic velocities, for different material

properties (viscous rheology, n=J) and initial amplitudes, are plotted versus the natural

strain, which is defined by
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£„=ln(VA) (7)

where X\ is the initial wavelength. The dynamic velocity grows faster than the

kinematic velocity with increasing strain, and exceeds the kinematic velocity after a

certain amount of strain. This amount of strain depends on the material properties and

the initial amplitude. The amplitude, at which the dynamic velocity is equal to the

kinematic velocity, is termed nucleation amplitude As .

AN is derived by equating eqns. (1) and (2) and solving the result for AI H :

AN=^
= ±. (8)

N
H 2a

which is dimensionless. Characterizing the growth rate by the value obtained for the

dominant wavelength yields:

V
An=a:UE±

2 u 1 Aihl
(9)

For elastic layers embedded in a viscous matrix the dimensionless growth rate is (e.g.,

Turcotte & Schubert 1982)

1 In
oc„ =

4/',A A
D <2jv}

A
-PIA (10)

where D and P are the flexural rigidity of the layer and the layer-parallel membrane

stress (averaged over layer thickness), respectively. For incompressible materials the

flexural rigidity is

D = -GH,X
3

00

where G is the shear modulus of the layer. As in the ductile case, the "elastic" growth

rate function yields a dominant "elastic" wavelength (e.g.. Biot 1961, Turcotte &

Schubert 1982)

r^"

02)Ade = 2KH04Gjp

The corresponding dominant "elastic" growth rate is then

a. 21 -Lui
3 ,U„£ A,,

03)

To obtain "effective" parameters valid for ductile and viscoelastic layers we now

employ linear viscoelastic fold theory (cf.. Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a) to
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express the viscous dominant wavelength and growth rate. To this end, it is assumed

that finite amplitude folding occurs m lithospheric regions dominated by ductile

behavior (i.e., Deborah numbers p,e IG <\ (e.g., Poliakov et al. 1993, Schmalholz &

Podladchikov 1999a)). Consequently, the membrane stress P is expected to become

limited by the viscous membrane stress 4p,t (cf., Turcotte & Schubert 1982) at very

small strain. Therefore, in this study P = 4p,e is assumed. Layers that exhibit elastic

growth rates are, in this study, viscoelastic because the membrane stress is assumed to

be viscous. The dominant wavelength ratio R introduced by (Schmalholz &

Podladchikov 1999a) is defined as

R = -

A

\\

w \ (vi //„ G
(14)

This ratio determines if a folded viscoelastic layer deforms ductilcly (R<1) or

elastically (R>\). The dominant wavelength ratio R relates the dominant ductile and

elastic growth rates through the proportionality

<Xde=a,MR (15)

The fastest folding mode (ductile or elastic) will tend to dominate in nature, and is

determined by the dominant wavelength ratio R.

Equation (5) establishes a relation between the viscosity contrast and the dominant

ductile growth rate. To preserve this relationship in the context of viscoelastic folding,

an effective viscosity contrast is defined by the condition that the ductile and elastic

growth rates are equal. Solving eqn. (5) (/? = !) for the viscosity contrast and

substituting add and adl yields then "effective" viscosity contrast:

4""""
Ll

\>ctjf=i
3 v 3 ;

~aff=~(addR)
1

If,,

R

.
R>i

\ = yfn(maK{[.R)92^- (16)
IL,

In a similar way an effective dominant wavelength can be introduced that preserves the

relation between the dominant wavelength and the ductile growth rate given in eqn.(6).

The effective dominant wavelength can be written
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\A

Kt=

^L-s/n, R<1 (ductile loldmg)

A,.
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Figure 3 A) The alteiation of the nucleation amplitude Av veisus the paiametei A,, (eqn (17)) Aw is

the amplitude at which the kinematic veloutv equals the dvnamic velocity Av inc.leases strongly foi

decreasing values ol Aijf B) The alteiation ot the crossover amplitude Ac veisus Ac/, Ac is ihe

amplitude at which the lincai theories breakdown At increases stionglv tor decreasing; A,. C) The

continuous folding piocess can be separated m three stages (0 kinematic lavei thickening (amplitudes

smallci AN), (n) exponential giovvth ot the amplitude (amplitudes laigei AN and smaller Ac ) and (in)

layer length contiolled giovvth of the amplitude (amplitudes laigei AL ) D) The maximum strain that

can be accommodated between Ax and \c is ~40co lot a viscositv contiast ot 2 This strain decieases

strongly rf the viscositv contrast is increased or rl R
,
>1
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It is useful to introduce the effective R parameter

Rel/ =nmax(\.R) (18)

The effective dominant wavelength yields a general growth rate valid for ductile and

elastic layers

(X. V

a-
vi

v
*

J

(19)

This growth rate can be substituted into eqn. (8) to provide a general nucleation

amplitude for ductile and elastic layers:

(
K

(20)A
= _

N
2a 21 A,,

Decreasing Aejf values cause larger nucleation amplitudes because the growth rates

decrease with A,t and this requires larger amplitudes to maintain the same dynamic

velocity (eqn. (2). Fig. 3A). The formation of large amplitude folds having large arc

length to thickness ratios requires fast initial growth rates, i.e., a»[ and Aclf»i,

which result in small nucleation amplitude values (eqn. (20), Fig. 3A). Therefore, the

nucleation amplitude is likely to be smaller then the real initial amplitude foi-

observable folds of practical interest, a conclusion of primary importance for the

following discussion.

The Crossover Amplitude

The linear theory described above becomes invalid at a certain amplitude, because the

assumption that allows linearization is strictly valid only for infinitesimal amplitudes.

The linear theory cannot provide its own limits and. therefore, a nonlinear finite

amplitude theory is necessary to establish the limits of the linear theory (cf.,

Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999b). The non-linear theory estimates the crossover

amplitude at which the linear theory breaks down as (cf.. Schmalholz & Podladchikov

1999b)
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The crossover amplitude is a dimensionless number that normalizes the amplitude by

the current wavelength. Amplitudes smaller than Ac grow exponentially whereas

amplitudes larger Ac grow slower than exponential (Fig. 3B). To view nucleation

(eqn. (20)) and crossover amplitudes on a single plot Ax is multiplied by the initial

dominant thickness to wavelength ratio. Thus. Av is also normalized by the

wavelength. In Fig. 3C the nucleation and crossover amplitudes are plotted versus the

dominant wavelength to thickness ratio for viscous rhcologies. This phase diagram

distinguishes three stages of viscous folding, which are kinematic thickening,

exponential growth and layer length controlled growth.

The strain that is accommodated between Ax and Ac during folding can be calculated

using the linear theory. Linear analytical thin-plate theories assume an exponential

growth of the fold amplitude such that (e.g., Biot 1965, Johnson & Fletcher 1994)

A = A0exp(aen) (22)

where A0 is the initial amplitude of the fold. To calculate the strain accommodated

between AN and Ac ,
A in eqn. (22) is replaced by Ac and A0 is replaced by Av, The

strain is then

(a 2 \ ( „\

-In
a

iV Ki,

vAv H0

ft

KAi,
in

\V2 A«,

K, K~

,

(23)

This strain is small for folding parameters of practical interest (Fig. 3D), were (and in

the rest of the paper) it is converted into so-called engineering strain, £, which is

related to the natural strain £n (eqn. (7)) by

A — A
,

A
XL

, = i_. (24)
A A expA, )

Therefore, the overall strain accommodated by large amplitude folding is dominated

by the layer length controlled growth stage of folding instability.
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The Strain Contour Map

In this section, a strain contour map is constructed that allows strain estimation from

fold shapes without knowledge of material properties and initial geometries. The

strains are estimated with respect to the nucleation amplitude AN .

Numerical simulations of viscous and viscoelastic single-layer folding were performed

to provide a basis for the analytical treatment using a combined spectral/finite-

difference method (cf., Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a) (Fig. 4). These simulations

establish known or real strains that can be compared to estimated strains. Thereby, the

engineering expression for strain (eqn. (24)) is used. Applying the arc length method

assumes that observed fold arc lengths {L(ln, cf. Fig. 1) correspond to initial fold

wavelengths. Therefore, the "arc length strain" can be calculated by

(25)_

Am ~~À

aie
j

ill i

As expected, the arc length strains estimated for viscous folds that developed in

settings where viscosity contrasts are small exhibit the largest deviations from the real

strain (Fig. 5). This deviation is caused by the large component of homogeneous layer

thickening. Layers with large growth rates (either large viscosity contrast or R>1)

show a chevron type fold evolution and the arc length method is accurate because for

pure chevron folding the limbs are rigid and exclusively rotate around the fold hinge

(e.g.. Price & Cosgrove 1990) (Fig. 5).

The finite amplitude solution derived by (Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999b) is given

by

(

£., = In
A,,, 0~~*

VL«kO X
-bin

'
A A '-«

V
4 A

(26)

where Llin0 is the initial arc length of the fold, for which a first order Taylor expansion

of eqn. (26) about a —» <=* gives

A, = In
fLm V
L,{) A

\ "u0
j

(27)

Assuming that A\ II ,(0
~ I, and employing eqn. (24) to relate natural and engineering

strains, the strain in eqn. (27) is identical to that for the arc length method (eqn. (25)).
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Therefore, the finite amplitude solution provides the arc length method in the limit of

infinitely large growth rates. The arc length of a folded layer with initial sinusoidal

shape can be approximated by (cf., Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999b)

L
1 +

ft2 (AI A)2
(28)

A l + 3(A/AX

Substituting eqn. (28) into eqn. (27), replacing the natural strain by the engineering

strain (eqn. (24)), assuming that A\)IL!H() ~\ and solving the resulting equation for

AI A yields

JeA

2
K~ - (ft' + 3)£

(29)

The Strain Contour Alap

<

H/A,

Figure 6. The measured ratios AI A and IIIA of any observed fokl shape allow strain estimation

using the strain contour map. Moreover, a rough estimate of the viscositv contrast or the competence

contrast (see text) can be obtained because folds with different viscosity contrasts show unique

evolution paths of their geometric ratios AI A and H I A.
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Equation (29) gives the finite amplitude evolution with increasing strain for folded

layers exhibiting large growth rates. The amplitude depends on the square root of

strain. This dependence is similar to the relations between the amplitude and the strain

or the axial load that is known in the engineering literature as post-buckling (e.g.,

Bazant & Cedolin 1991) where axially compressed, elastic columns are investigated.

After substitution of eqns. (28) and (6) (for /; = 1 ), the finite amplitude solution (eqn.

(26)) depends on two geometric ratios: the amplitude to wavelength ratio AIA and the

initial wavelength to thickness ratio Add IH0. Therefore, the observable ratios AIA

and Al H are chosen as coordinates for the construction of a strain contour map.

Observed wavelength to thickness ratios are usually < 10 (e.s.. Johnson & Fletcher

1994. Sherwin & Chappie 1968). Consequently, HIA is employed to represent small

wavelength to thickness ratios on linear coordinate axes (Fig. 6). The finite amplitude

approximation (eqn. (29)) is valid for small H IA values (which correspond to large

Add III0 values and large growth rates). Therefore, the strain increase with AI A can be

estimated assuming H/A~0 in eqn. (29). However, this approximation (eqn. (29))

must be corrected for increasing PI IA (or decreasing AddIH0). Indeed, results of the

finite amplitude solution (eqn. (26)) show, that all strain contours exhibit a more or

less constant, negative slope of AI A with increasing IIIA (Fig. 6). Therefore, AI A

in eqn. (29) is replaced by A/ A-C\- HI A, where CI is the average slope of a strain

contour. The finite amplitude solution is only accurate for viscosity contrasts > 50 due

to usage of thin-plate assumptions. This is confirmed by numerical results of viscous

single-layer folding with small viscosity contrasts, which indicate a change in strain

contour slope, if H IA values are larger these HIA values, which correspond to the

folding line for a viscosity contrast of around 50 (Fig. 6). A folding line is the

characteristic line, which contains all points that are defined at different strains through

the measured AI A and H IA values for a fixed viscosity contrast (Fig. 6). The initial

point of such a line corresponds to the initial dominant wavelength and the nucleation

amplitude. Numerical results show that the second slope has an approximately constant

value, designated C2, for all strain contours. The folding line for a viscosity contrast of

50 defines the boundary, at which the strain contour slope changes from CI to C2. The
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slope C1 is applied for strain contours above the folding line for a viscosity contrast of

50. This folding line was approximated by least squares as

— = -0.22 + 2.43— (30)
A A

The regression equation permits calculation of the value of HIA (termed H50) at

which the break in slope of a strain contour occurs for a given AI A. The strain

contour map (Fig 6) is then constructed by solving eqn. (29) for strain and correcting

AI A by the slopes CI and C2. This yields

£ = 7T lAi + ft2 + Z]
\]/(A/A

+ G\-H/A)2, if HIA<H50
with Z = \ (31)

[1/(AM + C1 H50 + G2-(HIA^H50))'\ if H/A>H50

H50 = (AIA + 0.22)/2.43. Cl = 0.8, C2 = 0.4

The slope CI of the strain contours above the folding line for a viscosity contrast of 50

is approximated by least square fit using the finite amplitude solution. The slope C2 of

the strain contours below this folding line is approximated by least square fit using

three numerical simulations for viscosity contrasts of 10, 25 and 50.

Also, numerically calculated folding lines for viscosity contrasts of 10, 25, 50 and 250

are plotted within the strain contour map (Fig 6). These folding lines permit estimation

of the viscosity contrast for viscous folding or, for unknown rheology, the "effective"

viscosity contrast.

In Fig. 7 the real strain is plotted versus the strain estimated using the strain contour

map for several numerical simulations. The accuracy of the strain predictions justifies

the usage of the constant slopes CI and C2, and the usage of the approximated folding

line for a viscosity contrast of 50 (eqn. (30)) as the boundary between the two domains

of different strain contour slopes.
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Figure 7. Verification of the strain estimation method by numencal experiments. Real strains from

viscous folds with different viscositv contrast (vc) aie plotted veisus strains estimated using the strain

contour map (Fig. 6). Estimated strains aie close to real strains, which justifies usage of only two

constant slopes to approximate the change ol AI A with varying IIIA along a fixed strain contour

(see Fig. 6).

Verification of the strain contour map by numerical and analogue

experiments

To verify the strain estimation method, two numerical simulations were performed

with our spectral/finite-differcnce code for folding of layers with initial random

perturbations. The initial amplitude to thickness ratio was 0.02 and the amplitudes

exhibited an uncorrelated ("white noise") distribution. One layer was pure viscous with

a viscosity contrast of 100 and the other layer was viscoelastic (linear viscoelastic

Maxwell material, e.g.. Findley et al. 1989. Shames & Cozzarelli 1997, Turcotte &

Schubert 1982) with a viscosity contrast of 2500 and R=2 (Fig. 8). The method is

applied to every fold limb, which is treated as half of a fold that is symmetric with

respect to the fold axial plane. The good correlation (Fig 9) between the real strains

versus strains estimated by eqn. (31) shows that the strain estimation method is

applicable to folds with natural, asymmetric shape.
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Figure 9 Verrfrcaüon ol the strain estimation method bv numencal simulations (Fig 8) Fach (old limb

within the (old trams was consideied to be one lold limb of a (old svmmetnc to the fold axial plane The

measured tatios AI A and H IA weic used So estimate stiams using the stiam contour map These

estimates aie tompaicd with leal stiams ol each fold limb and good coincidence is obtained

The stiam estimation method was applied to îesults ot analogue and numencal

expenments peifotmed by othei authois In (Abbassi & Mancktelow 1992)

peituibation C in then Figuie 9 was consideied The leal stiam of the fold, which

developed m the middle pait ot the shoitened layei, was deteimmed using the

expenmentally defoimed gnd The layei at 2 1A shoitenmg was consideied as initial

geometiy The shapes of the middle fold at the stages 8 6A, 12 9C< and 22 5% bulk

stiain weie used to measuie the tatios AI A and HIA The estimated Amins using oui

method compaie well to the leal stiams deteimmed tiotn the analogue expcnment

(Fig 10) A case lllustiated by (Hudleston 197A (then Figuie 3B). consists ot two
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folds within a layer (viscosity contrast = 24) that was shortened by a bulk deformation

of 6 (around 59%). In this case, the estimated strains are about 10% less than the real

strains, a deviation that is attributed to the unknown initial geometry and the small

viscosity contrast of the experimental configuration. However, this discrepancy is

small in comparison to the error from the arc length method that yields a strain of

about 30%. Figure I of (Lan & Hudleston 1995b) shows two folds produced by finite

element simulations. The two ductile folds exhibited a power-law exponent n=l and

n=10, and were shortened 40%. Lan & Hudleston used an initial amplitude to

thickness ratio of 0.1 ( A), IH0 =0.1) for a viscosity contrast of 100. This initial

amplitude is larger than the corresponding nucleation amplitude (AA). Flowever, a

comparison between real strain and strain estimated by our method is possible, if the

real strain is corrected. Therefore, the strain that would have been accommodated

during folding from AN up to A^l H()=0A is calculated using eqn. (22). AN is

determined by eqns. (4) and (9). The calculations yield that a strain of around 6% for

n=l and around 4% for n=10 would have been accommodated between AN and

Ac/H0 =0.1. Therefore, the viscous fold (n=l) accommodated around 46% strain and

the ductile fold (n=10) around 44% strain, if AN is considered as initial amplitude. In

Fig. 10 the comparison between the estimated strains and the corrected real strains is

presented. The estimated strains are close to the real strains. Finally, the strain

estimation method was applied to finite element simulations of single-layer folding

performed by (Mancktelow 1999a). The deformed layer in Figure 12b at a logarithmic

strain of-1.112 (around 67% strain) was considered. For each individual fold, the

ratios AI A and HIA are measured, and the estimated strains are again plotted versus

the real strain of 67%.
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Figure 10. Vérification of the strain estimation method by analogue (Abbassi & Mancktelow) and

numerical (Lan & Hudleston) experiments of other authors. Estimated strains correspond well with real

strains except for the analogue experiments ot Hudleston (Hudleston 197 3). The reason is She low

viscosity contrast of 24 and the unknown initial geometry. However, the arc length method estimates for

this case a strain of around 30%. which is considerably more inaccurate than our strain estimation

method. Sec the text for a more detailed description of the comparison.

The application of the strain estimation method to analogue and numerically produced

fold shapes demonstrates that the method gives reliable strain estimates and can be

used to estimate strains from natural fold shapes.

Strain partitioning in fold trains

To investigate the strain partitioning within fold trains we employ the numerical

simulations of fold trains presented in Fig. 8. The bulk strain of the total layer is

plotted versus the individual strains that are accommodated by individual folds (Fig.

11). Each fold limb is considered to be the limb of a fold that is symmetric with respect

to the fold axial plane. Figure 11 shows that the strain partitioning in the viscoelastic

layer is much stronger than in the pure viscous layer.

o Abbassi

A Hudleston

0 Lan n=1

a Lan n=10

v Mancktelow
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Figure II. Strain partitioning in numencally simulated viscous and viscoelastic fold trams. The

individual strains of single folds are plotted versus the bulk strain of the total layer. The viscous fold

train shows a slightly increasing strain partitioning, whereas the viscoelastic fold tram shows a strong

increase in strain partitioning already at the beginning of shortening.

Individual strains at a layer bulk strain of -13% are plotted versus the corresponding

wavelength to thickness ratio (AIH) of individual folds (Fig. 12A). In the viscous

case, all folds show more or less the same strain and similar AIH ratios. In contrast,

individual folds in the viscoelastic layer accommodate very different amounts of strain

and AIH ratios vary strongly. Although folds with larger AI II ratios tend to

accommodate less strain. The initial AIE ratio (AA^AA can t"e restored if one

assumes that the area of the fold does not change during folding and that the initial arc

length is approximately equal to the initial wavelength. The initial fold area Llli0H0 is

then equal to the current fold area LiltH and the equation for the conservation of area

(or mass) is

A,iL = A„ß (32)
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Under pure shear shortening the initial wavelength is related to the current wavelength

through the equation

4,=Aexp(£„) (33)

Substituting H0 = Add l(Adil IH0) info eqn. (32) and rearranging yields

A)
_

A cxp(2£„)

H0 H L,JA
(34)

The A„JA ratio can be expressed through the AI A ratio (see eqn. (28)) and the

natural strain can be replaced by the engineering strain using eqn. (24). Therefore,

A\l Hq can be calculated through AI H
,
Al A and the strain. In Fig. 1 IB the average

restored A\lII0 ratios of individual folds in the viscous layer is -14, and comparable

to the theoretical dominant wavelength (eqn. (4)) of -16 for a viscosity contrast of 100.
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Figure 12: A) The individual strains of single folds within the numencally simulated viscous and

viscoelastic fold trains (sec big. 8) at a bulk stiam of around t3r<i are plotted versus the corresponding

wavelength to thickness ratios (AlH ) The viscous fold Ham shows little strain partitioning and little

vaiiation in the AI H ratios. The viscoelastic fold tram already shows strong strain paititionmg where

larger AI H ratios correspond to smaller individual strains B) The same individual strains arc plotted

versus the restored initial wavelength to thickness ratios (Ai^l Iff- The Al H ratios were restored

using equation (34).
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Figure 13 Natural examples of fold trams A) Folded layer (thin section pit tine hom (Ramsay <V: Hubcr

1987)) where frvc fold limbs wcie used to estimate stiain (see 1 rble 1) B) folded hvci (pictuie horn

(Weiss 1972)) wheie srx fold limbs wuc used to cstnmte stt un (sec T iblc 2}

The stiam estimation method is used to investigate the stiam paititionmg within

natuial told tiams fiom (Ramsav &i Hubei 1987) (Tig 13a) and (Weiss 1972) (Fig

13b) The measuied data, the estimated stiams and the îestoied initial wavelength to

thickness îatios aie piesented in lable 2 and lable 3 The lold tiam of Fig 13A (fable

2) has appioximately constant stiam oi 70% loi all individual folds wheieas m the

fold tiam of Fig 13B (fable A stiams vatv bom ^5% to 62% In Fig 14A the

estimated stiams ol individual folds within thiee diifeient fold bains aie plotted veisus
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the restored A^IHq. The three fold trains are the train shown in Fig. 13A, the train

produced by the numerical simulation of (Mancktelow 1999a) (the same fold train

used for the verification of our method) and the train generated by our numerical

simulation for viscous rheology (Fig. J1). All three fold trains show little strain

partitioning. In Fig. 14B the estimated strains of individual folds within two other fold

trains are plotted versus the restored /f, ///0. The fold trains are the train shown in Fig.

13B and the train with viscoelastic rheology produced by our numerical simulation

presented in Fig. 11. The strain partitioning withm the fold trains exhibits the same

characteristic relation to the restored /F,/#n ratio, namely that increasing A)IH0

ratios correspond to decreasing strains.

Limb AI A HI A £ [%] VH()
AB

BC

0 70 0 36 71 11

0 92 0 26 72 15

CD 0 69 0 44 72 9

DE 0 61 0 43 70 10

EF 0.56 0 51 70 8

Table 2 Mcasuied data, estimated strains and îcstoied

AqIIIq ratios tiom the fold ttain in Figure I3A

Limb AI A HI A £ [%] AAL
AB 0 22 0.07 38 25

BC 0 29 0 12 50

35

20

CD 0 19 0 09 21

DE 0 34 0 33 62 1 1

EF 0 31 0 23 58 14

FG 0 25 0 M) 55 1 1

Table 3 Mcasuied data, estimated strains and restored

/L/H0 ialios fiom the fold ttam in Figuie 1 ^B
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fold trams arc plotted versus restored initial wavelength to thickness ratios (A^ IHQ .
see equation (34)).
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ratio. B) The fold trains from Frg. 13B (Weiss) and the viscoelastic fold tram (Fig. 8) show strong strain

partitioning and increasing restored /k, / H0 ialios with decreasing individual strain.
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Discussion and Conclusion

It this paper, a new method is proposed for the strain and competence contrast

estimates as a function of two easily measurable geometrical parameters: the thickness

to wavelength {HI A) ratio and the amplitude to wavelength (AI A) ratio (Fig. 6, eqn.

(31)). Our method reliably estimates strain from observed fold shapes and is a

considerable improvement to the arc length method.

The major shortcoming of the method is that the nucleation amplitude AN must be

defined as initial amplitude at zero strain. If the natural initial amplitude is greater or

smaller than AN the method over- or underestimates, respectively, the strain. For

purpose of comparison, the value of AA, for a viscosity contrast of 50 provides a

reasonable reference value to define small or large initial amplitude. AN for a viscosity

contrast of 50 is -0.03. For viscosity contrasts < 50 thin-platc approximations are

inaccurate, because layer thickening influences the deformation of the layer. In

general, smaller A. leads to larger growth rates. In the initial folding stage laree

growth rates cause exponential amplitude growth within small amounts of strain.

Therefore, if a natural layer is characterized by initial amplitudes > AN. the error in the

strain estimate is. in general, small.

Measured AI A and HIA ratios that lie below the folding line for a viscosity contrast

of 50 indicate small competence contrast (Fig. 6) and therefore that the natural initial

amplitudes may have been smaller than Ax .
Therefore, the strain estimate is a

minimum value, and the real strain may be considerably larger than estimated.

However, for folding with small competence contrast the arc length method is

inaccurate (Fig. 5). and because our method yields more accurate strain estimates than

the arc method the error is unlikely to be important. AN is only likely to underestimate

natural initial amplitudes for layers with small competence contrast because the

corresponding Av is relatively large. Under this condition, the strain contour map

allows estimation of the competence contrast. Also, the strain contour map provides

accurate strain estimates for folding of a non-linear viscous layer exhibiting large

power-law exponents (Fig. 10). It appears that the observable differences in fold shape

for viscous and strongly power-law rheologies do not reflect significant differences in
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strain. This behavior suggests that AI A and HIA are in fact the appropriate

coordinates for strain contour maps.

There arc two different types of strain partitioning patterns of individual folds within

fold trains (Fig 14): (i) little variation in strain and restored A^IHq ratio, and (ii)

strong variation in strain, where restored A^l II() varies inversely with strain. The two

patterns are observed, respectively, in numerically simulated pure viscous and

viscoelastic (R=2) fold trains. Therefore, we speculate that strain partitioning within

fold trains is related to rheology. To justify this speculation. Add IH0 and A<k IH0 is

replaced by A^lH0 within the ductile growth rate (eqn. (6)) and the elastic growth rate

(eqn. (13)), respectively. These growth rates have different relationships to A0IH0

(Fig. 15). In the ductile case (n=l. 5 and 10) increasing A^lIIQ ratios cause increasing

growth rate. In contrast, in the elastic case {P/(ß,e) = 50, 250 and 500) increasing

A, I LI, ratios cause decreasing growth rate. Therefore, in ductile layers, larger

wavelengths grow faster whereas, in elastic layers shorter wavelengths grow faster. In

both cases the fastest growing wavelength should accommodate the most strain. In

general, it is assumed that during compression the dominant wavelength is selected

and locked when the amplitude of the layer perturbation is AN. Individual fold

amplitudes within a layer need not grow to AiV simultaneously, hi the pure viscous

case the dominant wavelength exclusively depends on the viscosity contrast. This

dependence is unchanged regardless of whether the individual folds grow

simultaneously. Therefore, the development of the same dominant wavelength is

expected and explains the observed clustering of dominant wavelengths (Figs. 12 &

14A). However, if the layer has a viscoelastic or power-law rheology, the situation

may be different. In this case, as in the viscous case, an individual fold selects its

wavelength when its fold amplitude is Av. but the dominant wavelength depends on

the layer-parallel stress. The amplification of an individual fold may reduce the layer-

parallel stress within the entire viscoelastic layer by increasing the fold arc length. A

later fold may then evolve under different stress conditions than the initial fold. For

power-law layers the dominant wavelength depends on the effective viscosity contrast.

However, for power-law materials the "effective" viscosity is a function of the stresses
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within the layer and matrix (p=p(a), cf., Fletcher 1974). The stresses within the

whole layer may alter due to folding of individual layers. Therefore, the effective

viscosity contrast may change during shortening of power-law layers. Consequently,

individual folds that have different amplitudes may select wavelengths of different

size.

Also, strong wavelength selectivity, predicted by the linear theories (e.g., Biot 1961),

decreases strongly after only a few percent strain for layers with relatively large

growth rates (i.e. > 75) (cf., Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999b). This means that the

development of a single dominant wavelength within layers exhibiting large growth

rates is improbable. Therefore, in such layers wavelengths of different size may

develop. These wavelengths can be shorter or longer than the dominant wavelength.

and are expected to amplify according to the finite amplitude growth rate spectra (cf.,

Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999b). Consequently, we speculate that periodic folds

with the theoretical dominant wavelength only develop when growth rates are small

(~<75). Folds that grow rapidly are expected to exhibit heterogeneous wavelength

spectra. The typical patterns of strain partitioning between individual folds in fold

trains can thus be used to discriminate deformation mechanisms: (i) folding with small

growth rates (relatively constant wavelengths), (ii) folding with large growth rates due

to viscoelastic rheology (shorter wavelengths accommodate more strain), and (iii)

folding with large growth rates due to power-law rheology (longer wavelengths

accommodate more strain). Therefore, measured strain partitioning patterns of natural

fold trains and our strain estimate method can be used to assess the deformation mode

(ductile or viscoelastic) and the magnitude of the competence contrast during the

initiation of the fold trains.
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Analytical and numerical investigations of viscoelastic rock

folding

Introduction

This chapter describes the derivation of the analytical solution and the numerical

method used to investigate viscoelastic folding as presented in (Schmalholz &

Podladchikov 1999a). Viscoelastic folding is considered in the framework of

continuum mechanics (e.g., Mase 1970. Sedov 1994b, Sedov 1994a). The analytical

solution is derived using the methods of dimensional analysis (e.g., Barenblatt 1996)

and the thin-plate theories (e.g., Rcddy 1999, Timoshcnko & Woinowsky-Kriegcr

1959). The numerical code is based on two common numerical methods, namely the

Finite-Difference method (e.g.. Fletcher 1997a. Shashkov 1996) and the Spectral

method (e.g., Canuto et al. 1988. Fornberg 1998). The rheological behavior of the

folded layer and the embedding matrix is described by a linear constitutive equation

representing a linear viscous and a linear elastic element connected in series (linear

viscoelastic Maxwell model, e.g., Findley et al. 1989, Shames & Cozzarelli 1997).

Analytical thin-plate solution for viscoelastic folding

Derivation of Bending Equation

A single-layer under the action of stresses is considered (Fig. 11. In 2D the equations of

equilibrium, in the absence of gravity and inertia forces, arc given by (e.g.. Mase 1970,

Sedov 1994a)

<4<T do~^
A}X+^L = o (!)

9 er 3eT
—ÏL +—n = o (2)
dx d\

where cru , <rn and ern are the components of the total stress tensor in x-direction. y

direction and the shear component, respectively (Fig. 1). Equation (i) represents the

force balance in x-direction and eqn. (2) represents the force balance in y-direction.
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A

Figure 1. Geometry of a folded layer and stresses acting on it. The stress vector ( CT ) acting on the laver

surtace (St(x)) can be decomposed in a normal ( <JX ) and tangential ( <7T ) component and into a x-

(eJ\ ) and y- (er, ) component. The stress vectors are determined by the components of the stress tensor

(eJlx, (7U and tx^ ) and the normal vector ( n ) on the layer interface. The layer geometry is

determined by its wavelength (A), amplitude ( A ) and thickness ( H ).

The integration of eqn. (1 ) with respect to y yields:

5/(0

dA

J dx
'

'(0

1 °">A/v

fCT,
|5/lO
IVxO

Sb(\)

( SK\)

Sb{\)

?)St( \)

dx
-CT

"IV/oO

dSh(x)

dx
~

(3)

<A, L, +ÖA ^A =0
*<IM(u lllv/(x) "li'WO

where S7>(x) and Sf ( v) are the bottom and top interface of the layer dependent on x.

respectively (Fig. 1). The terms with the spatial gradients of the layer interfaces appear

due to bringing the differential operator d/dx in front of the integral according to the

rule of differentiation of integrals with variable integration boundaries (Bronstein et al.

1997). These terms together with the shear stresses represent the horizontal stresses

acting on the inclined layer interfaces where the terms with the spatial gradients of the

layer interfaces are the projections of the horizontal stress tensor components onto the

layer interface (Fig. 1). Equation (3) can be written as

3

Jx

A'(o

I *» Iv

Sl>{ < »

= 07,
\t<{ \,

dSh( x)
-CT

1 IS71 i )
'

dSt(x)
(4)
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If the right hand side of this equation is zero, the horizontal stress (i.e. the layer-

parallel load) is constant along the layer (in x-dircction) and can be expressed by a

constant load.

Integration of eqn. (2) across the layer yields

5/(0 Vn)

dv+ dx = ——d\ + a,,\ -0
J fa J dv J av "Ismo

Sh(\) Sh(\) Sb<X)

The integral over the shear stress gradient in eqn. (5) can be written as

(5)

—x^=AL ffu(h.
J ii d\ •*

»(0 I W'O)

^
dSt(A)

dx
'CT, \sna ax

-er.
I 57>{ * I

(6)

using the rule of differentiation of integrals with variable integration boundaries

(Bronstein et al. 1997). Using next the rules of integration by parts, the integral over

the shear stress (on the right hand side of eqn. (6)) can be written as

dx

( SnO ^ -X s"x)
a

Sh(\)

da
f o dx =Ar - I" (v-W)—^d\ + (St(\)-W)aJ ~(Sb(x)

Ai
'dx

f 1t(\)

dx

da

Sb(x)-W)crr
Kft(v)

J(v-VV)I^-+^((5/(O-lV)ffn|S(<J-^(0-lV)^|sfr(o)
SVnU

(7)

where \—W is the distance from the middle line of the layer in y-direction and W is

the middle line of the layer defined as (Fig. 1)

St(x) + Sb(\)
W=- (8)

Using eqn. (1) the integral over the shear stress gradient (with respect to y) on the right

hand side of eqn. (7) can be written as

JL
'dx

5/0) x I -, ( S",,
-,

f , ,.-
"°A

,
o r

„,„ d<T„ ,

ski) dy dAs,A, r)x
(9)

J
-

A5„M,

In a next step, the right hand side of eqn. (9) is modified using the product rule of

differentiation:

dx

ÀL
dx

S7(U

A
S/>(0

v-HO^-rfv 22

dx

I St(\)

I
ra

(v-mo-

SMOV

aLv^w)
at

^

ct,, \dx

'sua
-.

A

J ^((y-tnCTjc/v
5/>(0

AL
cA

f K,S/,\l
(10)

r 3U'
—-<rvJv

A c)\
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The first term on the right hand side of eqn. (10) can be transformed to

-. sua

— f ((a X\)a,A)dx
dx Xd

dx

dx2

sua

f JL((v-W)<T„)ch
J ox

sM a
dx

SI w)

dSt(x)

dx
(St(\)-\V)<7„\ f^lll(5ft(\) AT)eru

IVWO

( StU)

j (y~W)Ojx
sb(a

d dSt(x)
„ s „r ,

^ c) (dSh(x)XL
(St{\)-W)G,A 1+ —(Sfe00-WO<rJ

(ID

Substituting eqns. (11), (10), (9), and (6) into eqn. (5) and rearranging yields

d2_
dV

( sua \

J (y-lk)(T„c/v
Sb(\)

d
+

dx

(sua
r o9b

j

4

dx

-cr.

d ( H
— er i +a.

0
u Au l

dSt(x)
-cr^

dSb(x)
~cr.

IS/,0) 3V
"

"I5'01 fa ""l'«'l

! dSt(\) i

^^ |
\Sl(x) c)\ "Un) "IsKM 3^

dSb(A
i

+ r-^öxj =0

(12)

where

H /2 = St(\)-W =-(Sb(\)-W)

and H is the thickness of the layer. Equation (12) can be written as:

(13)

il
dx2

d
-1—

dx

V

sua ~\
-, /Ao> -,„.

Jo^AAjfA,
\b(a si,(a

Av

H

V

CT
xO/(0'

äSr(vA
,

I (dSb(x)
4-crl, If

dx ^^'V dx

Y

)
(14)

J J

dv/(o\| i fa
-a.\

.
1 +

1 Am \

C3a;av)
9x

= 0

If the material properties of the matiix above and below the layer are the same and if

Sl(x) = Sb{x), then o\ = -cr,
,

and the middle line of the above equation yields
S/IO M VxD

l J

zero. Note, that all tianslormations perfoimed up to now still guarantee that the

integrated equihbiium equations, which resulted fiom the continuum mechanical

concept of conservation of linear momentum, aie satisfied, and that the following

simplifications and assumptions will be such that these integiated equilibrium

equations can be satisfied
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Next, it is assumed that crx, is constant along the layer and the total layer-parallel

stress is approximated by

cru ^P(A + r(/A(v~-WAcos(u>A) (15)

where w = 2ftlA, t is the time. P(t) is the membrane stress (averaged over the layer

and constant along x), t{t) is a coefficient in linear dependence of the fiber or bending

stress as a function of \-W
.
and A is the wavelength of a sinusoidal perturbation

(Fig. 1). Equation (15) determines the sign convention between the total layer-parallel

stress crn, the membrane stress P(t) and fiber stress T(t)(v-W)cos(27txIA). The

middle line of the layer is approximated by

vT-A(f)cos(uT) (16)

where A is the amplitude of the middle line (Fig. 1). The vertical stresses exerted by an

infinite, viscous matrix onto both layer boundaries can be expressed through (e.g..

Turcotte & Schubert 1982)

ex, Jt +
Ms/(x)V

(dSt(x)

dx

V /

-CT I
,

1-
A\h(x)\

dSh( x) X
A

dW

V

_4/V(. (17)
dx

' '"

dt

where // is the viscosity of the matrix. Assuming ct =-cf I
,

.
substituting

' '" - * MS/( O *
LSb(0

'"'

eqns. (17), (16) and (15) into eqn. (14) and collecting coefficients in front of cos(vrv)

yields

~Ii^^T{t) + H\AP(f)A(t)-4lumw^^ (18)
12

' '"

dt

Formulation of rheological equations

It is assumed that the shear stresses within the layer are zero, because shear stresses

acting on the layer boundaries are zero and the layer is thin compared to its length so

that relevant shear stresses may not build up within the layer:

"A =l'i
^A+^l'
dx dx

V

= 0 (19)

where u,. vx and i\ are the viscosity of the layer, the velocity in x-direction and the

velocity in y-direction, respectively. The shear stress is the product of the layers

viscosity times the shear strain rate. The viscositv, or any other lheological parameter.
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is always positive so that the shear strain rate must be zero in order to produce no shear

stresses. Setting the shear strain rate to zero and solving this partial differential

equation for vx yields:

v, =V,-(v-WvA (20)
ch

where Vx is the background velocity in x-direction (the necessary boundary condition).

The horizontal strain rate is then given by

dx dx dx~

This strain rate expression exhibits the same structure than the classical strain

expression in the thin-plate theory for elastic plates, where the fiber strain depends on

the negative value of the y-coordinate multiplied by the second derivative with respect

to x of the layer's deflection (e.g., Timoshenko & Woinowsky-Krieger 1959).

The thin-plate theory, furthermore, assumes that no deformation takes places in the

direction oithogonal to the layer's middle line (i.e. constant layer thickness). Therefore,

the velocity in y-direction can be expressed through the middle line of the layer by

A-— (22)1

dt

Furthermore, it is assumed that ctm is zero at the layer boundaries. Therefore, and

because it is assumed that no strain takes place in y-direction, <7u is zero throughout

the layer:

<7n=-/> + 2/z,é„=0 (23)

where p is the pressure or mean stress and fu is the strain rate in y-direction. which,

in the incompressible case, equals -£u . Equation (23) yields

/> = 2//,f„=->//,£„ (24)

The total layer-parallel stress in x-direction is then given by

a„=-p + 2fj,£„=4/u,t\, (25)

Equation (25) determines the sign convention for stresses.

The layer exhibits a viscoelastic rheology. which can be described by a linear viscous

and a linear elastic element connected in series (linear viscoelastic Maxwell model,



e.g., Fmdley et al. 1989, Shames & Cozzarelli 1997). The constitutive equation for a

viscoelastic Maxwell material in terms of the total layer-parallel stress is given by

1 der 1
2e =

ii + er
,

(26)
u

2G dt 2//
"

where G is the shear modulus of the layer. After substitution of eqns. (15), (16), (21)

and (22) into eqn. (26) it contains T(t). P(t) and A(t). Equation (26) is split into an

equation for the stress coefficient t(t) and an equation for the membrane stress P{t)

by collection terms independent on the v-W coordinate and linearly scaling with

y-W .
The resulting two equations are

0
, 9A(/)

,

1 dr(t) I
. „

-2w ——H h T(t)=-0 (21)
dt 2.G dt 2fi,

dV 1 dP(t) 1
„2AA-—XAAAIA—l—P(t) = 0 (28)

dx 2G dt 2p,

where eqn. (27) contains terms which scale linearly with v-W and eqn. (28) contains

terms independent on the y-W coordinate. Equations (27), (28) and (18) are three

governing equations for the three unknowns t(t). P(t) and A(t). They form a system

of ordinary differential equations (ODE's) with constant coefficients, and describe

folding of a viscoelastic layer embedded in an infinite viscous matrix. The system of

ODE's is transformed into a non-dimensional system of ODE's in the next section.

Non-dimensionalization of the system of ODE's

The process of non-dimensionalization starts by choosing three characteristic scales,

which provide the non-dimensional coefficient of the fiber stress r';, the non-

dimensional amplitude A'"1 and the non-dimensional time /"' given as

f ^AL
; t"'=L : a,j=.— (29)

r' f A

where A
.
A° and tl are arbitrary characteristic scaling constants to be determined.

Next T
,

t and A are replaced in eqns. (27), (28) and (18) using the above expressions

in (29). Each of the three governing equations consists of three terms and every term is

the product of a coefficient with one of the dimensionless parameters t'hl. t'J and A1"'
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(e.g., (L l{2fi,))-f'"' -coeff -Tnd). For every equation the three coefficients are

reduced to two coefficients by dividing each equation by one of the coefficients. In

eqns. (27), (28) and (18) together six coefficients remain including the constants tA

Ac and A
.
Two of the remaining six coefficients are next set equal to 1 and the

constants A
,
A' and f arc chosen in such a way to satisfy these two equations. By

this procedure the two coefficients in eqn. (271 can be eliminated by choosing

A =4A0vf2G, f -

//; /G and A' =An. The membrane stress P is normalized by the

initial membrane stress P().

The dimensional analysis (e.g. Barenblatt 1996) results finally in 3 non-dimensional

initial conditions (A=i, P=l and T=0) and a system of 3 non-dimensional ODEA

(superscripts "nd" are dropped for better readability):

dA dv
+—+r = 0 (30)

dt dt

dP

dt

>A,)2AP + 2r,
dt

dP

S+A^+P=o (31)

r)A

r-3(RAi,)2AP + 2A;,~ = Q (32)

where

2
„

4a,t\
.

dV.
„

A A(,u.T(R\~

A, L dx A
V/A ;

(33)
v
G )

The parameter R is the ratio of the dominant viscous to the dominant elastic

wavelength, which are given for the incompressible case (Poisson ratio is equal 0.5) by

(e.g.. Biot 1961. Turcotte & Schubert 1982):

K = 27CllA M'

i6/A„
viscous layer

4 = 2ftH0 j—
\ P

V A)

elastic layer

(34)

where H0 is the initial thickness of the layer. Equation (32) is a nonlinear ODE due to

the term AP and is linearized. Linearization starts by setting A = l + c/A and

P = ï + dP. 'fhc unity appears because A and P are dimensionless numbers normalized
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by their initial value 4 and PQ. dA and dP arc small deviations from the initial stage.

The nonlinear term is then given by

AP = (\ + dA)-(l + dP) = \ + dA + dP + dA-dP (35)

Neglecting the small term dA-dP and remembering that dA = A-l and dP=P — 1,

the nonlinear term AP is replaced by the linearized form A + P-\. Finally, the

linearized bending equation (32) is given by

T - 3{RAy )2 (A + P-1) + 2x\: ~ - 0 (36)
dt

Note, that dimensional analysis allowed the derivation of both the viscous and elastic

dominant wavelengths by simply setting up the dimensionless governing equations.

Solving the system of ODE's

A general solution of the above system of 3 ODEA with constant coefficients has the

general form (e.g.. Bronstein et al. 1997)

T(t) = Cye">' + C2ct" + C#a'

Pit) =- C\ tu'' (37)

A(t) = C,ea-' + G,efrXC\X'

where C\ to C7 are constants depending on A •
S ar>d R and 0C|, 0:2 and a-, are

exponents (growth rates) determining the evolution in time and depend only on Ay and

R. To investigate the behavior of the three calculated growth rates, an effective growth

rate is calculated as

aeff
=1^^

(38)
t

Plotting this effective growth rate versus the non-dimensional time shows a constant

behavior after a few Maxwell time scales ( //, IG ) (Fig. 2k This means that two of the

three calculated growth rates are only important within a period of several Maxwell

time scales. These two growth rates determine the viscoelastic adjustment of the initial

stresses. After a transient period of stress adjustment the solution is dominated by the

third "folding" growth rate, which is positive, real and depends only on R and A\ :

^_3/A_l 1_
4 A' 2 4/12 44

T^9R4A[ + 6R-(2A3 -?f ) + 4(4 + 4) +1 (39)
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Figure 2. Evolution of the effective growth rate. Three cliectivc growth tactors (for R=0.7, R=l. R-l 3)

are plotted versus the Maxwell time lot a given 4-05 (see text for explanation of parameters). The

graph shows that the effective growth rates become constant after a few Maxwell time steps, which

means that She effective growth factor rs determined by only one of three growth factors that appear in

the general solution. This growth factor is the one that determines the growth of the fold amplitude and

is, therefore, used for further calculations.

The ratio of the characteristic time scale for viscoelastic stress relaxation, //, IG ,
to the

characteristic time scale of the background deformation, 1/ £B ,
is the Deborah number,

which is conventionally employed to discriminate viscous versus elastic behavior

{De - P]èBIG, e.g., Poliakov et al. 1993). In general, the Deborah number is the ratio

of the time of stress relaxation to the time of observation, and determines if a body

within the observed time behaves as a solid (time of relaxation » time of observation)

or as a fluid (time of relaxation « time of observation) (cf., Reiner 1964). In this

analysis we focus on small Deborah numbers, /Ac/-0.01, which is normally

interpreted to imply viscous behavior. This allows us to neglect the transient evolution

and to use steady state values for the membrane stress ( PCl = 4iu,£n ) and the growth rate

(equation (5)) in the analysis of the dominant wavelength selection. In other words, we

assume that strain on the order of Deborah number (e.g. 1A shortening) within the first

phase of deformation is not sufficient to develop a dominant wavelength from small

initial irregularities on the layer boundaries. The viscoelastic dominant wavelength
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Adve is finally obtained by setting the derivative of a versus 4 t0 zero> solving for

4 and multiplying with Aih :

A,.
,
6 3 Z 3

Ad : with Z = ( 108 - 8A>ft +1 2a/s 1 -127?6 ) (40)

The viscoelastic dominant wavelength theory was verified by numerical experiments

in (Schmalholz & Podladchikov 1999a).

The analytical treatment of viscoelastic folding enabled the collapse of all controlling

parameters into the single parameter R, which transforms the existing dominant elastic

to the existing dominant viscous wavelength by Ah = AikR . Moreover, the parameter R

transforms the viscous dominant growth rate to the elastic dominant growth rate by

ade=alhR (41)

where ade and aih are the dominant elastic and dominant viscous growth rates,

respectively. The dominant elastic and viscous growth rates are the maximum growth

rates corresponding to the dominant clastic and viscous wavelength, respectively, and

can be written as (cf., chapter on Finite Amplitude Folding)

«,/,

OA:

1JL

v

3 /7"' ) (42)

3 A„ V G

Equation (41) shows that both dominant growth rates are the same if R equals one.

Furthermore, if R is less than one aih > ade and if R is more than one aJe > aih .

Therefore, it is expected that the viscous behavior is dominant for values of R<1 and

the elastic behavior is dominant for values of R>1, because the fastest growing

deformation mode will be chosen in the same way than the fastest growing

wavelength. This will be confirmed by the following results.

Results

Fig. 3 shows plots of dimensionless a*s obtained from the viscous, elastic and

viscoelastic solutions versus ?HJH0. In Fig. 3A the viscoelastic behavior is closely

approximated by the viscous solution. The dominant wavelength ratio R is smaller than
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one (R=0.7) and the viscous solution provides a larger maximum growth rate than the

elastic solution. For R=l (Fig. 3B) both the viscous and the elastic solution provide the

same maximum srowth factor and the same dominant wavelength to thickness ratio.

The viscoelastic solution yields a smaller dominant wavelength to thickness ratio and a

larger maximum growth rate. In Fig. 3C the viscoelastic behavior is close to elastic and

the maximum elastic growth rate is larger than the viscous value. Note, that the

Deborah number is the same for all three cases (De=0.02) and that the controlling

parameter that causes the difference between the results of Fig. 3A through 3C is our

parameter R, the dominant wavelength ratio.

In Fig. 4A the ratios of viscoelastic dominant wavelength Advi, over Adv and Adi, are

plotted versus R. For R<1 the viscous Ad], well approximates Adu,, whereas for R>1 the

elastic Adve~Ade. There is a sharp transition from the viscous to the elastic mode

around R=l. In Fig. 4B Adu III is contoured in the //, ///,„ ~~P0/G space. The line of

R=l separates two areas. Adu; in the area below this line is strongly dependent on the

viscosity contrast but only weakly dependent on PQIG (the viscous mode).

Conversely, Aihe in the area above the R=l line is strongly dependent on P0IG but

only weakly dependent on fhc viscosity contrast (the elastic mode).
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Figure 3. Viscoelastic thin-plate predictions for the growth rates versus initial wavelength to thickness

ratio. A.) The viscoelastic curve is close to viscous and the elastic growth rate is slowest (R=0.7). B.)

The viscous and elastic curve provide the same maximum growth rate at the same Aq/ H0, whereas the

viscoelastic solution provides a larger maximum growth rate at a smaller dominant wavelength (R=l).

C.) The viscoelastic curve is close to elastic and the viscous growth rale is slowest (R=2). Note that the

Deborah number is the same for all cases and does not predict the change of material behavior from

viscous to clastic. The parameter controlling the deformation mode during viscoelastic folding is the

dominant wavelength ratio R.
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Figure 4. Analytical thin-platc predictions for the viscoelastic dominant wavelength Ave- A) The ratios

olAdve over Alv and Xdi versus R (log-log plot). For R<1 Ah = Ave- whereas for R>1 Ac = Axe- There is a

sharp transition from the viscous to the elastic mode around R=l. B) The "phase diagram" of folding

versus buckling shows contours of AiAH in the //, ///,„ — Pn IG space. The line for R~l separates the

viscous and elastic domains.
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Spectral/Finite-Difference method

Boundary conditions

A viscoelastic layer embedded in a finite viscoelastic matrix is sketched in Fig. 5. The

shortening velocity in the x-direction at the vertical boundaries is constant and the

background deformation is pure shear. The shear stresses at the boundaries of the

considered area are zero (free slip). The boundaries between layer and matrix are

connected, which prevents free slip between layer and matrix and, therefore, layer-

parallel shear is included. The fold is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the fold

axial plane, which allows considering only half of the fold wavelength in the numerical

simulations.
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Viscoelastic matrix

Viscoelastic layer
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2.
<-+

rQQQ Free slip

Figure 5. Numerical model setup. A vrscoelastic layer is embedded in a viscoelastic matrix. Constant

velocities arc applied on free slipping boundaries. In the spectral method the boundary conditions are

periodic in the spectral (here x) direction.

Formulation of governing equations

Viscoelastic folding is simulated in 2D. for plane strain, in the absence of gravity and

for incompressible materials. The four unknown functions are v
.

v
. T and T

,
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where vx and v, are the velocity in x- and in y-direction, respectively, and ru and r^

are the x-component of the deviatoric stress tensor and the shear stress component,

respectively. All 4 unknown functions are dependent on x, y and t and 4 governing

equations arc required to form a closed system of equations. The first governing

equation is built from the equilibrium equations (e.g., Mase 1970, Sedov 1994a),

which are given by

_3p+^3-= 0 (43)
dx dx dx

_^_^.
+
i^

= 0 (44)
dy dv dx

where p is the pressure and the relation rn =-Tu is used. The two equilibrium

equations are combined to one equation by taking the partial derivative of eqn. (43)

with respect to y and the partial derivative of eqn. (44) with respect to x and

substracting eqn. (44) from eqn. (43). This process also eliminates the pressure and no

additional unknown function appears. The combined equilibrium equation is then:

d2 ( A2 A2 ^

2 Txx +
dydx Ay1 Ax2

A) (45)

The next two governing equations are obtained by the rheological stress-strain rate

relationships for a viscoelastic material described by the Maxwell modcll. These

equations for the deviatoric stresses are given by

t 1 Dr
£ =_!!- + .

.—*- (46)
2// 2G Dt

e =XX+^ il (47)
1

2// 2G Dt

where

-^11 ' -1
8"~

dx
:

f""2

dv. c)0

av +~dx (48)

)

The problem in formulating the rheological equation for a viscoelastic material, to be

used for numerical simulations, is the application of the differential operator DI Dt,

which is the absolute time derivative of a tensor of rank two given in material or

Lagrangian coordinates (e.g.. Ans 1962, Oldroyd 1950. Sedov 1994a). As a principle

of rheology. the constitutive equations (46) and (47) must be independent of the
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reference system (principle of objectivity). Therefore, the stress tensor used in the

formulation of the constitutive equations has tensor components that are defined for

material or Lagrangian coordinates, i.e. for coordinates fixed to the material. This

makes the constitutive equations independent of all different observer coordinate

systems. However, the stress state of a deformed body, such as a folded layer, is

described by a stress tensor field, and not by a single stress tensor, applicable only for

one point. To be able to observe the stress field evolution, the stress tensor components

at all points must be projected continuously onto a fixed or Eulerian coordinate system

that consists in the horizontal x- and vertical y-direction. In other words, if the stress

tensor components are not projected onto the same fixed coordinate system, the normal

and shear stress components at every point are determined according to a local material

coordinate system that varies from point to point and. therefore, the stress tensor

components at all different points, defining the deformed body, cannot be compared

with each other. In order to compare the stress tensor components and to obtain a

usable stress field, the individual components must be defined according to one

common fixed coordinate system. Furthermore, on curved surfaces (Non-Euclidean

Geometry!), such as the interface of a folded layer, there are several possibilities to

establish a local Cartesian coordinates system, namely by using contravariant or

covariant base vectors (e.g., Borisenko & Tarapov 1968, Eisenhart 1997, Kreyszig

1991). The stress tensor components are of course different, if the local coordinate

system is defined by either contravariant or covariant base vectors, or by a

combination of contravariant and covariant base vectors (mixed formulation).

Unfortunately, the spatial derivatives of tensors of rank two, either defined for

contravariant, covariant or mixed base vectors, are different. The spatial derivative of

the stress tensor appears in the constitutive equation due to the time derivative of the

stress tensor. The time derivative of any time dependent tensor of rank two (here

T(r. x(r)) ) defined for Eulerian coordinates (here x(f ) ) is given by

DT(t,x(t))
_

dT(t.x(t)) dT(t.x(D) dx(i)
— 1 (49)

Dt dt dx(t) dt

This derivative is also called material, substantial or comoving derivative (e.g.. Mase

1970). The first term on the right hand side of eqn. (49) is the local time derivative and

the second term is an advective term, because dx(t)/dt = \(t). Therefore, in Eulerian
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coordinate systems the components of the stress tensor at a fixed point change (i) due

to their time dependence and (ii) due to the motion of the material, which moves or

advects the stress state from a neighboring point to the point under observation.

Equation (49) only holds for Euclidean spaces (e.g.. Borisenko & Tarapov 1968,

Eisenhart 1997) and has to be expanded for Non-Euclidean spaces as e.g. defined by

the curved fold interfaces. The spatial derivative of tensors of rank two is called

covariant derivative in Non-Euclidean spaces. Tensors of rank two have different

covariant derivatives if their tensor components are defined for contravariant, covariant

or mixed base vectors. However, it is still an open question, if the stress tensor has to

be a contravariant, covariant or mixed tensor (e.g.. Huilgol & Phan-Thien 1997. Sedov

1960). In this study, the stress tensor is taken to be contravariant. The application of

DIDt is also known as convective or convected differentiation. "The physical

significance of the operation of convected differentiation with respect to time, applied

to a tensor intrinsically associated with the material of a moving continuum, is that it is

a kind of total differentiation following a material element which introduces no

dependence on a fixed frame of reference or on the way the material is moving in

space" (cf., Oldroyd 1950). The convected derivative of a contravariant tensor of rank

two is called contravariant or upper convected derivative and after application of

convected differentiation eqns. (46) and (47) can be written as

^ j/'^t- ^t :w ô,, :r,,"\

:^±X.+

2jLt 2G

*A 1
£ =—+

2// 2G

dr„ 3r dtxl d\\ dv,
• + v —-- + v ——-2r —- — 2t

dt
x

dx dy
"

dv
u

dx

+ V( ——+ v^ ——+ru —l-tu —L

.
dt

x

dx
^

dy dy
u

dx

(50)

(51)

All terms, involving both velocities and stresses, in eqns. (50) and (51) arc quasi-

nonlinear, because the deviatoric stresses are functions of the velocities.

The fourth governing equation used is the continuity equation describing the

incomprcssibility of the material and is written as

Av, ^A
„

ox cJ y
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Numerical implementation

The derivatives of the four unknowns with respect to x, y and t arc approximated using

a spectral method, a conservative finite difference (FD) method and a FD method with

an adaptive time step strategy, respectively (e.g.. Fletcher 1997a, Fornberg 1998.

Shashkov 1996). The motion of the material is decribed by the Eulerian or spatial

approach where the one-dimensional FD grid in y-direction is only varied due to the

imposed pure shear background deformation.

Time derivatives are approximated with FDA implicit in time using a variable time

step dt as for example

c)A

dt dt

old

(53)

where ru and t'A are the new and old stresses, respectively. Substituting (53) in (50)

and (51), and solving both equations for new stresses yields for example

o
dA

^=^Mc,i-=r+nt

dx

fd-dt vdfJ' ]vdx:;' 2z1;1dvx
dx

'

dy
"

dv
-2r"

dx
yj

(54)

where

Me,, =
1

and t},, =

- + -

.

+ -

Gdt
(55)

JU Gdt p

The coefficients jtiLf) and t]clf are time dependent effective viscosities.

The periodic behavior of folding in the shortening (xA direction allows approximating

the x-dependence of the velocities, stresses and effective viscosities with spectral

expansions (e.g.. Fornberg 1998) as

nk

^lvyk{y)cos{k\v\)A
k '

k=0 V
nk + l

v, =

nk

fa
- vx\(x)Att(kwx)

o\

k it'

k >

nk +1

Tu=S Z".v.vA(v)cos(Au'A
k=o

1_.
nk + \

(56)

(57)

(58)
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"k ' ^ k ^

rv> =XlTAVA(}Osin(/cwv)
k=o { y

nk +1

2"i I / / ^

,lil!j =^J//()Ocos(/Va-)
v

2nfc + 1
,i=0 I

Ink f / ; X

rk„ =E A7,(.v)cos(/vrA)
,=o l y

(59)

(60)

(61)
2nk + l

Here nk is the number of summands or "harmonics" within the approximation series.

The velocity in x-direction is expressed through the velocity in y-direction (eqn. (57))

using the continuity equation (52). The harmonic coefficients (e.g., vy,(y)) are only

dependent on y and the cosines and sines are only dependent on x. This allows a

separate treatment of derivatives with respect to x and y. The derivatives with respect

to x are now trivial, because the x-dependence is described exclusive by trigonimetric

functions. The factor (\-kI(nk + l)) is a smoothing factor which is used to (i) filter

out oscillations due to the Gibbs phenomenon (e.g., (Fornberg 1998)) and (ii) to

accelerate convergence during solving of the resulting system of algebraic equations.

The expressions for the stresses (e.g., eqn. (54)) include multiplications of

trigonometric series after substituting the spectral expansions for the velocities,

stresses and effective viscosities. For the multiplication of any two spectral expressions

we use the exact trigonometric relationships, such as

^yy cos(m'.v) -]T A„, cos(/mi'.v) =

(62)
XX(VA/A cos(/mr.v + /uA) + i'y,//m cos(~-/mt>.v + /iv\)}

where vy, and um are velocity and effective viscosity harmonics, respectively. The

equations for every "k" velocity harmonic v\\ are obtained by collecting the

coefficients in front of cos(/ru't) in eqn. (62). The collection is performed by adding

the substitutions in = X + k. m = --i-k, m = i + k and m = i- k and replacing the

index „i" of the velocity harmonic by „kA After that step, the right-hand side of eqn.

(62) transforms to:

ZS h/^-r-/^ <.-/U-A^]vvAcosUirO (63)
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The effective viscosity harmonics are now collected as coefficients in front of the

velocity harmonics to be determined. The harmonics of the effective viscosities are

known and calculated directly from the positions of the layer boundaries using

analytical expressions (Fig. 6). The profile of the effective viscosities in the x-direction

across the layer corresponds to a function with maximal two steps depending if only

one or both layer boundaries are crossed (see Fig. 6). This function can be generated

by adding two step functions: one with a positive step (low to high effective viscosity)

and the other with a negative step (high to low effective viscosity). These two simple

step functions, f, can be approximated by a Fourier series with

(64)
i=i

where e.g., for a positive step

/A) ~~ Mmaim
+

A,,„„A^

A

(65)

and

\Ifa\u Amalux )~

ßk

rl
2A\\\(ak\\')cas(kwx)\

X\

nk +1

A
(66)

The parameter ,,a" is the distance from the origin of the x-coordinate to the x-

coordinate of the corresponding marker on the layer boundary (Fig. 6). The layer

boundary is described by marker points, which are connected to the layer boundary.
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layer

step function
marker

klclT layer

jLlefr matrix

Figure 6. Effective viscosity profile across the layer. The profile describes a step function with two steps

if the layer with higher effective viscositv than the matrix is ciossed. The step function is used to

calculate the effeclivc viscosity haimonics, which are the Fourier coefficients of Ihe slcp function (sec

also appendix A.2).

The general structure of the stress harmonics zx.x\ and zx\\ can be expressed as a sum

of velocities harmonics, derivatives of velocities harmonics with respect to y and old

stresses, and all summands are multiplied by "rlicologicaF' coefficients (cf., eqn. (54)).

Therefore, the stress harmonics can be written as

dvy,Xy)

TXX,

RCxxllm(x)-vym(x) + RCxx2k„{y)-
dv

;«=0 +RGxx3km(x)-^^+ RGxx4{m(y)-Txxf{y)
(67)

^A(y) = S

RGxxA,„X)-vxJx) + RG\x2{),(})
f)vv,A.v)

dY

+RCxy\ nfX-d^AkAl + RCxy4k jy)-rxAA'(y)
dx'

(68)

where RCxx\k
m

through RC\y4k
m

are rheological coefficients dependent on y given

by
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RCxxlkm{y) = 0

RCxx2k m(y) = -fi_m_k (y) -/i_mH ( v) -//„_( ( v) -pm+k {y)

RCxx3kn,(y) = ()

RCxx4k ,„()•) = -(tU Av) + ;;.„,(k(x) + //,„_, (x) + //,„„ (y))

RCxylkm(y) = -mw{fii_m <()>)-// m,K{})-K-M + Mm^(y)) (69)

RCxy2lm{y) = 0

RCxy3k m{y) = - (//_,„_, (y)-//.„,^ ( v)- //,„-* (y) + M^k (j))
2 J72VV

i?CAy4A
,„
(y) = -(-/?_„,_; ( v) + n_m+k ( v) + //,„_, ( v) - /?„,,, (y))

The rheological coefficients presented above arc derived for a rheological equation

without advective and objective terms. The reason why the coefficients for the upper

convected Maxwell equation are not presented here is because these expressions would

cover several pages.

ii-1 ii

node { dyi(i)-—| center

Q. ^ Q ^ -g|

i .—dy(ii-l) 1— dv(ii)—-J
i-1 i

"

i+1

Figure 7. The variable, staggered grid in y-dircction. Nodes aie numbered with index i and centers with

index ii. The distance between two nodes is teimed dv and has the index of the center between this two

nodes. The distance between two centers is termed dvi and has the index of the node between these two

centers Note: For interpolation from center to node the different distance of two ccntcis to the node

between has to be considered for a variable sud.

The non-periodic behavior in the amplification (yA direction is approximated with a

conservative FD method using a variable, staggered grid (e.g., Fletcher 1997b,

Shashkov 1996). A »rid is called stassered if it consists of nodes and centers (Fig. 7).

The harmonics of ru are defined at the center points of the y-grid and all other

variables arc defined at the nodal points to obtain the same approximation terms for all

FD expressions. The staggered grid allows constructing a conservative FD form of the

discretized equilibrium equation (45) for the stress harmonics, which is given as
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Txyk {i +1) - Txyk (i) Txyk {!) - rxyk {i -1)

{Txxk (ii) - Txxk (ii - \))kw

dyi(i)

dv(ii) dv(ii-[)

dxi(i)
- + Txyk(i)k2w2 =0

(70)

where /' and // are the numbers of nodes and center points, respectively, and dy(ii)

and dyi(i) are distances between nodes and center points, respectively (Fig. 7). The

FD expressions for the stress harmonics have the following form:

Txxk(ii) = ^<
«=()

RGxxlm(ii)-vxJb) + RGxx2{Jii)
Ay

+RCxx3k
„,

(ii) ^^4^+ RCxx4k
,„

(if) rx<f (if)
Ay

(71)

nk

°A(0-X
»=0

RCxxAl„(i)-vym(I) + RCxy2km(i)
Avylh (?)

Av

+RCxv3{Ji)-^4^+ RGxy4{n(i)-Txy'^(i)
Ay"

(72)

where the FD expressions of the first and second velocity derivative are given as

AyA(0
_

O'tO'O-i^OV-l)

and

Ay

A'vyA(0

dyi(i)

vvk(i id) -vy;(0 vy((/)-vyA?-1)

(73)

tlx(ii) dy(ii-\)
(74)

Ay" dxi(i)

respectively. The calculation of the stress harmonics requires interpolation of the nodal

velocity harmonics either from center to nodal points or vice versa. Interpolation from

nodal to center points is trivial because the distances between the center points and the

two nodal points above and below have by definition the same size what provides an

interpolation rule given as

vvA(/7) = -(vYÀ(/ + l) + v\\i;n) (75)

For the interpolation from center to nodal points the different size of the distances

between the nodal points and the two center points below and above has to be taken

into account for a variable grid what provides an interpolation rule given as

..
,
lJv(n-l) ../, Ichvi-D

T.xxk (i) = vxxk (u -1)—:—— b rxxk(u)
2 dxi(i) 2 dxi(f)

(76)
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After substitution of eqns (76), (75), (74). (73), (72) and (71) into the equilibrium

equation (70), the only remaining unknowns are the nodal velocity harmonics vyk (i)

that are multiplied, after performing all derivations with respect to x, by the

corresponding sm(Àu'). The trigonometric functions sin(A'U') arc linear independent

functions and the only way to set the equilibrium equation to zero is to set the

coefficients in front of the sin(/Av) to zero. The calculation of the second order

derivative with respect to y of vyk(i) at a node (i) requires two velocities harmonics

below (at z-1 and /-2) and above (at ( + 1 and i + 2) the node (/). This leads to a

typical five diagonal matrix and four boundary conditions, which are used to set the

shear stresses at the top and bottom boundaries to zero. The matrix is built for a certain

vyk and all other velocity harmonics vymri go to the right hand side vector. The right

hand side vector, moreover, contains terms connected to the old stresses and terms

independent of the velocity harmonics such as the background deformation. The

resulting system of linear algebraic equations, to calculate a certain vyk (i), has the

following general form:

Alk k vyk (i - 2) - Blk k
n\ (/ -1) + Clk k

•

vyA (0 -Dlkk- vyk (i +1) + Elk k vyk (i + 2) -

_^

A Urk
,„

• vvm (/ - 2) - Brk
,„ vv„, (/ -1) + Grk m vx„, ( i)\

,„jh,*k \-Drk ,„

•

vv„, (/ + 1) + Erk
m vv„, (i + 2) J

^{RkX^A„(n-^ + SknrTxxJn)}
/»=o

nk

~lL{Ut -^mC'- D + K „,

• rxvm(i) + Wk m-Txym(i + ])} + Zk

(77)

The following coefficients here are presented for a regular grid with grid spacing DY.

These coefficients do not change for different rhcologics because they are formulated

using the rheological coefficients. The coefficients Arkn through Erk m
are the same

than coefficients Alkk through Elkk except that everywhere the second index k is

replaced by m.
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Ahk = -^TRCxx3kk(i~\)
Bl

2kwRCxx2kk(i-l) 2RC\\\kU)
]
RC\vlkkU-\) 2RCxy3km(,-])

kL
DY2 DY1 D)2 DY4

k--\\~RC\\3l k(i)

2k\\RC\\2km(i) 2h\RC\i2kJ,-\) RCxv3km(i + \)
|
2RCx\\km(i)

DY2 DY" DY4 DY2

4RCxv3k , (,) RC xy3{ , (/ A) A A :2AAAv3; k (i)

Dl

- k'w RCxv\, , (i)
DY4 DY4 DY'

2hvRGxx-2(k(i) RGxx\kk(i + \) 2RCxxlkk(i + \) 2RCxx>3kkfü
kk

_

__ __

^ ^

k2M2RCxx3kk(i)
DY2

Eikk =-_Lr/?a^\l(, + n

(78)

SLm =^RCxx4kj,)
Rk„, =—/?Cn-4t ,„(/-!)

n _^'4kJ,-\)
°km

~

Vk

wkl

DY
(79)

kAA —--- \RC\\\ ,„(i)
DY j

RC.xx4k„(i + V)

DY1

„ pk(i + ])-pk0-l)
Z, = -4Â.WÊ,, — —

2DY

The system is solved iteratively where in the course of the iterations the five main

diagonals containing vv, are kept on the left-hand side within the main diagonal and

the other diagonals containing the remaining vv,,,^ contribute to the right-hand side

vector during iterations. This iteration method has a high performance because of (i)

the existence of good initial guesses for the iteration procedure, which are the solutions

of the previously calculated velocity harmonics and (ii) the appropriate choice of the

functional basis (spectral) for the discretization of penodic instability problems, which

results m strong diagonal dominance of the linear system of equations.
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The solution of the system of algebraic equations provides the velocity harmonics vyk,

which arc used to calculate the velocitiy i\ using eqn. (56). The velocity !_ is

calculated using eqn. (57). For the calculation of the velocity field, used for the motion

of markers describing the layer boundaries, an implicite scheme is used because of the

exponential growth of vv at the layer boundaries especially during the initial stages of

folding. Experience showed that inaccurate results in the case of R>1 were obtained if

the motion of the layer boundaries exceeded the smallest grid spacing for one time

step. Therefore, an adaptive time step strategy is used to prevent the motion of the

layer boundaries to exceed one half of the smallest grid spacing during the simulation

of viscoelastic layers with R>1. The marker points (400 points) that are fixed to the

layer boundaries are moved by the calculated velocity field. The new positions of these

markers are then used to calculate the new effective viscosity harmonics. The stresses

can be calculated using eqns. (72). (71). (59) and (58).

Verification of the numerical code

The spectral/finite-difference code is tested and verified for the initial stages of folding

by the analytical solution derived above. For R parameters ranging from 0 to 10. the

numerical solution agrees with the analytical predictions in the initial stages. For

example, Fig. 8 shows comparisons between the analytically and numerically

calculated values of P, t/(t'"'Dc) and A/A() versus the Alaxwell time. The comparison

is done for R = \, p, I pm - 300 and De - 0.02
. Up to around 3 Maxwell time scales the

analytical and numerical results agree well.
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Figure 8. Comparison of analytical and numerical results. The upper graph shows a plot of the

increasing membrane stress versus the Maxwell time. There is a good coincidence for the build up of the

viscoelastic stress. The middle graph shows a comparison of the normalized coefficients of the fiber

stress. After a few Maxwell time steps the analytical values grow faster than the numerical ones. The

same tendency is observed in the lower graph where the amplification is compared. 'This comparison of

analytical and numerical results shows a good coincidence and is a necessary verification of the

numerical method used for further simulations.
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Results of numerical simulations

In the following the performance of the developed numerical code is demonstrated by

calculation of the pressure field and calculation of the distributions of the maximum

differential stresses during viscoelastic folding for different geometrical set-ups and

rheological behaviour. All layers that started from an initial sinusoidal shape exhibited

the corresponding dominant wavelength to thickness ratio.

In Fig. 9 the pressure field is presented for a viscous single layer (//, ///,„ =500) with a

small initial sinusoidal perturbation. The pressure is normalized by the product of the

matrix's viscosity times the background strain rate (in the Figures written as//mc.

compressive pressures are negative) and presented for 77% strain (here, strain is

defined by (A^-A)!^). In this study, the pressure field represents the pressure

perturbations on top of any background pressure field such as the lithostatic pressure.

This example is chosen to demonstrate that the spectral method is stable for large

strains and for large viscosity contrasts. The calculated pressure field is free of the

possible oscillations due to the Gibbs phenomenon. For large strains, compressive

pressures occur between the limbs within the low viscosity matrix and the layer itself

is dominated by extension except at the bottom of the fold hinge (cf.. Schmalhol/ &

Podladchikov 1999a).

In Fig. 10 the pressure field, the distribution of the maximum differential stress (i.e.,

max(AcT)-(r,?; +t2^)1'2) and the distribution of the ratio max(Acr)/P is presented for a

viscoelastic single layer (R=0.7. //, ///„, -100), where P is the pressure or mean stress.

The ratio m&x(Ao)IP indicates how close the layer is to failure by using a failure

criterion max(Acx) < sin(t9) • P. In this case, an angle of internal friction 0 = 30° is

assumed and a background pressure is added to the calculated pressure perturbation in

order to bring the layer in the initial stage close to failure (i.e. initial max(A<r)/P is a

little smaller than sin(30c) = 0.5). The pressure perturbation field exhibits a strong

gradient in the fold hinge, where compressive pressures occur at the bottom and

extensive pressures at the top of the fold hinge. The maximum differential stress

occurs at the bottom of the fold hinge and a line of zero mav(AcT) is present in the

upper part of the fold hinge. This line moves during folding from the top margin of the
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fold hinge to the middle parts. The area of failure (i.e. max(Acr)/P>0.5) is at the

bottom of the fold hinge.

A layer with the same viscoelastic rheological properties as above but with an initial

random perturbation is shown in Fig. 11. The layer is again initially close to failure and

the evolution of the areas of failure is presented. The white lines are contour lines for

max(Aa)/P = 0.5. At 13% of bulk shortening two failure areas (at the compressive

parts of the fold hinges) are connected, indicating the development of a potential thrust

within the fold limb, roughly between the inflexion points of the upper and lower layer

interface. The development of thrusts within the fold limbs during folding was also

found by Gerbault et al. (Gerbault et al. 1999) using Finite Element simulations. The

failure areas are already disconnected again at 15% strain (not shown) and for larger

amplitudes (22%) the failure areas start to increase at the extensive parts of the fold

hinges.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of max(AoA/P within a viscoelastic layer with quasi-

elastic (R=2) behavior. The layer is initially close to failure, and after 0.62%

shortening the areas of failure at the bottom of the fold hinge (black contours indicate

max(AcT)/P = 0.5) are greatest. After 1% strain the areas of failure decrease at the

bottom of the fold hinge and start to develop at the top of the fold hinge. This indicates

that if no thrust or fracture develops between the two areas of failure (at 0.62% strain)

within the limb (cf.. Fig. 11). than a fold develops even for viscoelastic layers with

quasi-elastic behavior and no unrealistic stress build up will occur.
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In Figs. 13 & 14 the pressure distribution within viscous (//,///,„ =100) multi-layers

and in Figs. 15, 16 and 17 the pressure distribution within viscoelastic (R=2,

//,///„, =2500) multi-layers are presented. At large amplitudes (Figs. 14, 16 & 17) an

increase in maximum pressure in the fold hinges of the individual layers is observed

from the top of convex-upward-hinges of the whole sequence to the bottom of these

hinges. The pressure gradient within the multi-layer sequence is much stronger for the

viscoelastic multi-layers (Fig. 16 & 17). The viscous multi-layers exhibit strong shear

deformation within the low viscous matrix at larger strains, which has more or less the

same intensity throughout the sequence (Fig. 14), In the viscoelastic sequence strong

shear deformation within the matrix only occurs in the middle parts whereas at the

margins of the sequence the matrix is less sheared (23%, Fig. 16). This causes the

individual layers to show a more concentric fold shape at the margin of the sequence

and a more chevron fold shape in the center of the sequence. For larger amplitudes

(50%, Fig. 17) only the marginal layers show a concentric shape whereas all other

layers show a strong chevron shape. The fold limbs of the layers in the center of the

sequence are slightly folded. The viscoelastic multi-layer sequence at 50% strain is

locked, which means that the deformation is controlled by the background pure shear

deformation.
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Figure 13. Pressure distribution within viscous (//v Ipm = 100) multi-layers after 7% strain. The

individual layers show more or less the same pressure distribution throughout the multi-layer sequence.
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Figure 14. Pressure distribution within viscous (pdlpm =100) multi-layers after 27% strain. Strong

shear deformation occurs within the low viscosity matrix and a pressure gradient is observed throughout

the whole sequence. The highest compressive pressures occur within this layer, located at the bottom of

a convex upward hinge of the whole sequence. The marginal layers lost their pressure point-symmetry

with respect to the fold limb's inflexion point.
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Figure 17. Pressure distribution within viscoelastic (R=2, //; Ipm =2500) multi-layers after 50%

strain. Except the concentric marginal layers, all layers show strong chevron shape. The limbs of the

individual layers in the center of the multi-layer sequence are slightly folded.
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Summary and Conclusions

The application of dimensional analysis to the governing equations of viscoelastic

folding provides the dimensionless dominant wavelength ratio R (i.e. dominant viscous

to dominant elastic wavelength). The dimensionless parameter R transforms both the

dominant viscous wavelength and the dominant viscous growth rate into the dominant

elastic wavelength and the dominant elastic growth rate, respectively, and determines

if a folded viscoelastic layer essentially behaves in a viscous or elastic mode (Fig. 3 &

4). In contrast, the Deborah number De = fj,£ß IG. conventionally used to distinguish

between viscous or elastic behavior, fails to predict the deformation behavior of folded

viscoelastic layers, because the background strain rate does not correspond to the

characteristic rates of folding, which can be considerably faster than the background

strain rate especially for high competence contrast folding. In other words, viscoelastic

folding involves three individual characteristic time scales: (i) the characteristic time

scale for the background deformation, (ii) the characteristic time scale for stress

relaxation, and (iii) the characteristic time scale for the amplification. The Deborah

number only considers the time scales (i) and (ii) whereas the dominant wavelength

ratio R considers all three time scales. The dominant wavelength ratio R is. therefore,

the parameter calculated for the determination of the deformation mode during

viscoelastic folding. The solution of the lineari/ed system of governing equations

provides a viscoelastic growth rate spectra which includes both the viscous (R —>0)

and the elastic (R~^<x>) spectra (Fig. 3 & 4). The derived viscoelastic dominant

wavelength is only dependent on R and is close to the viscous dominant wavelength

for R<1 and close to the elastic dominant wavelength for R>1, where a sharp transition

from the viscous to the elastic solution occurs at around R=l (Fig. 4).

The derived viscoelastic solution is necessary to set up the initial dominant wavelength

geometry for numerical simulations. Furthermore, the viscoelastic solution is necessary

to verify the developed numerical code. The numerical code agrees well with

analytical predictions m the initial stages (Fig. 8). The code is stable for large viscosity

contrasts and up to large strains (>80%). The calculated pressure fields are free of

oscillations typical of spectral methods and viscoelastic solvers in Eulerian

formulation.
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The developed numerical code successfully simulates single- and multi-layer folding

for different rheological behavior and different geometrical set-ups up to large finite

strains. The calculated fields of pressure and maximum differential stress are free of

oscillations and demonstrate the applicability of spectral methods to physical systems

with strong material heterogeneities. Numerical calculations demonstrated that folding

with quasi-clastic behavior (R>1) is free of unrealistic stress build up within the folded

layer. Furthermore, the critical point for failure appears at the initial stage of folding

where thrusts can develop within the middle parts of the fold limbs and not within the

fold hinges. The numerical code can be further developed to include e.g.. effects of

yielding (plasticity), gravity or shear heating. Finally, the developed code represents a

new instrument to simulate geodynamical processes, in addition to the existing Finite-

Element and Finite-Difference codes, and can be used to crosscheck existing and

newly developed results.
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Summary and Conclusions

One of the major aims of this study was to improve the understanding of the

mechanics of viscoelastic rock folding. The concepts of continuum mechanics has

been applied to investigate viscoelastic folding using mathematical models. For the

construction of these models, various methods were applied, including dimensional

analysis, thin-plate theory, post-buckling theory, asymptotic methods and numerical

methods. These methods are fundamentally different and. therefore, provide different

types of models and results. Results of this study may be grouped into four main parts:

1.) Dimensional analysis, applied to the governing thin-platc equations describing

viscoelastic folding, minimizes the controlling parameters and provides a single

controlling parameter, the dominant wavelength ratio R:

£x) (

V

where //,, ptm , P0 and G are the viscosity of the layer, the viscosity of the matrix, the

initial layer-parallel stress and the shear modulus of the layer, respectively. The

dominant wavelength ratio R determines whether viscoelastic layers show nearly

viscous (R<1) or elastic (R>1) behaviour during folding. The dimensionless parameter

R is an improvement to the commonly used Deborah number, which yields false

predictions of the deformation behaviour of folded viscoelastic layers. The linear thin-

plate theory provides the viscoelastic folding growth factor and the corresponding

viscoelastic dominant wavelength. Finally, the viscoelastic dominant wavelength and

the dominant wavelength ratio R allow construction of a viscoelastic "buckling versus

folding" phase diagram. This diagram determines, if for given parameters, a layer

folds in an elastic (buckling) or viscous (folding) mode. Therefore, the dimensional

analysis and the linear thin-plate theory yield results that improve the understanding of

the initial stages of viscoelastic rock folding, where fold amplitudes and strains are

small.

2.) The finite amplitude theory (nonlinear thin-plate theory) allows the identification

of the limits of the linear thin-plate theory of folding and yields so called crossover
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strains and amplitudes at which the linear folding theory breaks down. The application

of nonlinear theories and asymptotic methods provides a simple algebraic relation for

fold amplitude growth up to large finite strains which is given by

A(f) = i40exp[(l + a0)f]
f f X

tin j

(2)

where A, \, £, a0. Lm{) and L,n are the current amplitude, the initial amplitude,

the natural strain, the growth factor, the initial arc length to wavelength ratio and the

current arc length to wavelength ratio, respectively. Moreover, the nonlinear theory

identifies the controlling mechanism causing the decay of the exponential amplitude

growth (predicted by the linear theory), which is the weakening of membrane stresses

caused by changes in the fold arc length. The nonlinear theories and the solutions

obtained with the help of asymptotic methods improve the understanding of the folding

process up to finite amplitudes and large strains. Furthermore, the new nonlinear thin-

plate theory provides a finite amplitude solution similar to the classical post-buckling

theory. The classical post-buckling theory for elastic columns with imperfections

yields typical bifurcation diagrams (Fig. 1A). Thereby, the evolution of the amplitude

depends on the initial amplitude (or initial imperfections) and after the critical load is

reached the amplitude growth is proportional to the square root of the axial load. The

finite amplitude solution (for folding of a viscoelastic layer embedded in a viscous

matrix) derived in this study allows the construction of a similar bifurcation diagram

(Fig. IB). In this case, the growth of the amplitude (normalized by the wavelength)

depends on the growth factor and not on the initial amplitude as in the post-buckling

theory. After the crossover strain (or critical strain) is reached, the amplification is

proportional to the square root of the strain. This is an important link between the

unstable behaviour of natural rocks and the classical theory of the stability of

structures because it shows that results obtained m other scientific disciplines as

geology can be modified and successfully applied to answer geologic questions.
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3.) The numerical methods were used to develop a computer code that can simulate

viscoelastic folding for a wide range of material properties and initial geometrical set¬

ups. This code is based on a combined spectral/fmite-difference method and provides

the large strain evolution of the velocity, stress and pressure fields during folding of

viscoelastic single and multilayers. The numerical experiments demonstrate that the

usage of spectral approximations avoids the instabilities common in viscoelastic

numerical algorithms within quasi-elastic domains ultimately experienced by

conventional finite element and finite volume methods in Eulerian formulation.

Similar numerical simulations using Lagrangian formulation for stress history

dependent materials (i.e. viscoelastic) would be prohibited by the severe mesh

distortion, which requires remeshmg and interpolation of stress tensor components

(exhibiting large jumps across the layer boundaries) from the old mesh to the new one.

Therefore, the newly developed code represents a new tool to simulate large geologic

deformations under brittle-ductile (viscoelastic) conditions. Furthermore, numerical

simulations of viscoelastic folding in the range of quasi-elastic behaviour (R>1) show

that no unrealistic stress build up takes place. This type of quasi-elastic folding

might, therefore, happen in natural environments. Additionally, thrusts are found to

develop within fold limbs rather than in fold hinges. The numerical code is,

moreover, important to verify the analytical results mentioned above and to provide

results for such parameter sets, for which the simplified analytical theories yield

inaccurate predictions.

4.) Finally, a combination of the numerical and finite amplitude results allows the

construction of a strain contour map that enables estimation of strain and

competence contrast from fold shapes. The strain accommodated during folding can

be estimated by measuring the amplitude, thickness and wavelength of naturally

observed folds. The strain contour map can be constructed by the following equation:

£ -n21A3 + ft2 +z)

., ^
\\I(AIA + C\-HIA)2. if H/A<H50

with Z = 0)
{} l(At A + G\ H50+ C2 (HI A~- H5Ö))2, if H/A>H50

H50 = (AIA +0.22)12.43 .
Cl =0.8. C2 = 0 4

where f, A and H arc the engineering strain, the wavelength of the fold and the

thickness of the fold, respectively. The strain contour map can be applied directly in
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the field by the geologist to get an estimate of this strain, which was necessary to form

any fold shape. Additionally, the strain contour map gives a rough estimate of the

viscosity contrast. Furthermore, the application of the strain estimation method to

natural fold trains and numerical simulations of fold trains establishes a link between

strain partitioning patterns within fold trains and the deformation mechanism that

was active during the development of the fold train. This enables estimates of the

deformation mechanism from field observations.

The results of this study are derived using various methods, which all have advantages

and disadvantages. To start with, the linear theories, in general, provide analytical

relationships between the controlling parameters of a specific process. This yields a

comprehensive insight into the mechanical process under investigation. On the other

hand, linear theories are restricted to simple geometrical configurations and are only

valid for the initial stages of the process while certain parameters arc infinitesimal. The

nonlinear theories provide simple analytical relations for a wider range of parameters

and identify the mechanisms that control finite amplitude evolution. As the linear

theories, they are restricted to simple geometries. However, finite amplitude solutions

represent perhaps the most important models of mechanical processes because they

yield analytical relationships between the controlling parameters, identify controlling

mechanisms and are valid throughout the process continuance of interest. The

numerical methods yield solutions for a wide range of boundary conditions and

geometrical set-ups. Moreover, numerical simulations may produce results that are not

predictable by analytical investigations or scientific intuition. On the other hand, the

numerical methods only provide the solution for a single specific parameter set-up and

are not able to yield analytical relations that characterize the mechanical process.

Moreover, the calculation of a numerical solution requires, in general, much more time

than that of an analytical solution.

Another aim of this study is to tell whether clastic effects are important for slow

tectonic rock folding. Altogether, the results provided by this study emphasize that

indeed elasticity is very important. One reason is that folding is a typical instability or

bifurcation process and. at the onset of the instability or at the bifurcation point, the

folding process is extreme!) sensitive to the deformation mechanism and to all

material properties. Therefore, the combined treatment of viscous and elastic
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behaviour should also be very important for other instability processes occurring

during the deformation of the lithosphère such as thrusting, shear localization and

gravity-driven instabilities. In a broader sense, the viscoelastic rheology is very likely

to develop self-consistent dynamic models of processes such as mountain building and

plate tectonics, which are characterized by instabilities.

Overall, this study confirms that investigating geodynamical processes requires the

application of various methods. First, the governing equations must be stated

according to the conservation laws of continuum mechanics. Thereby, geological

knowledge is necessary to determine the controlling terms (e.g., if inertia forces can be

neglected in the study of folding). These governing equations are independent from

rheology and must form a closed system of equations where the number of unknowns

is the same than the number of equations. A following important step is the

application of dimensional analysis to the governing equations. Dimensional analysis

reduces the number of controlling parameters, makes results universally valid (because

they are dimensionless numbers) and independent from scale, and determines the

controlling parameters of the investigated process (such as the R parameter in

viscoelastic folding). The dimensionless governing equations are, in general, linear or

nonlinear partial differential equations. Solutions for these governing equations can

be derived using numerical and analytical methods. However, while numerical

solutions can be obtained for the unvaried governing equations, the derivation of

analytical solutions requires, in general, modifications of the governing equations. A

typical modification is the linearization of nonlinear equations. This often enables

obtaining exact analytical solutions, which are (the major drawback) often only valid

for a very narrow range of controlling parameters. Another type of modification is the

reduction of unknowns by assuming certain geometric or dynamic constraints. An

example for such a modification is the assumption that there are no shear stresses

within a folded layer, which in turn enables expressing the layer-parallel strain through

the deflection orthogonal to the layer. In general, there are always various ways to

simplify the governing equations either by linearization or by geometrical or

dynamical assumptions. The major challenge, which requires an intuition of the

investigated process, is to find these simplifications that on the one hand allow the
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derivation of analytical solutions or approximations and on the other hand still contain

the major dynamical leatures of the studied process. Again, analytical solutions and

approximations are necessary to verify numerical solutions and vice versa.

Plate theory is considered as the big revolution in Earth sciences in the last century.

Plate tectonics and all its consequences give a clear idea that most geological

phenomena are caused and driven by dynamical processes, i.e. by forces, potentials

etc. Now, geologists should take the consequences and consider the Earth as a real

dynamic planet. But then there is no way to circumvent the concepts of mechanics.

The mechanical and mathematical methods applied in this study are nowadays well

known and many textbooks exist. Also, many geodynamical processes, such as rock

folding, are similar to processes that are investigated by scientists that belong to

different fields (e.g., civil engineers who study buckling problems in the framework of

the stability of structures). Consequently, the basic knowledge of fundamental

mechanical processes that are acting m the dynamic Earth is existent. Furthermore,

sufficiently powerful computers, necessary to perform the analytical and numerical

calculations, arc available. Therefore, there are no "technical" or "material"

impediments to promoting the development of mechanical and geodynamical models

in the geological sciences. The author is convinced that such models are essential to

provide a comprehensive understanding of the processes whose effects generate those

impressive natural phenomena that motivate the work of many Earth scientists. The

author would be pleased if this study could induce other Earth scientists to investigate

geodynamical processes by methods similar to those used in this study and to consider

mechanical modelling as important as meticulous measuring.
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